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Bio tscpic oWBovcil ffoE tMo thcoio io "Socles! Poychoiociccl. Stufij? 
of 8te!doo« nc!3C!r^ 6:iz uitti CpociGl ttofofcaco to En<3icci!>iino«»o Tflio oftujS7 
oco (TiceC <J9no in 1903 csd cacsfin fin 2974 foi? a ccnpoCctawj cnoEyoiOo "Stjo 
otecoo IiQO boca aoinly ca tho iataaoivo sot!":ojr <!hc3 tho OBftcaollvo otissUy. 
iMo "Kjcoio ccDpcJlcco Diet c&o^cco .nd ttJiPtycotcn ciJpcsfilcoo, m 
dxjttrcct off tfeaco chcDtoiro do co ^ollotJOt 
C H A P T B R O H S 
mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmtm^mimmtmmmmmmmmmmmm 
XC io en inftsoduction to Vtta cliolo thccio, Fieotp tho isri^ctcnco off 
litxj ott:c::7 bco boon ncfic otrWcn^. its Ao oidtoirntcd thc^ cocial ocicnftioSo, 
cCxzGct&outctOt otctoc3an cstd ofthoco hcvo on-Cinco-joly TCciiccd tho 0irovi«i' 
o? ttto ciCua^ica csoatcd fey fiodicciplincd tsoliaviour of the ottidcnto, nos«, 
tlia ccaeoo o? indiocip&incd bohovictjc co nriotxj*!! by Cxo c^«cc<tionioto» Jocil-
oeo, csil icaradioto hcvo Ijooa ci<icd. Kocroio, xxi find thct the noin oftcooo 
io ca ^ho ccntonCtiGi fcctoeo caly^ csiC iooot efttontica hco tjoco pniC tot?oj?do 
c;:o SQwOllicao otc63nt hSr.coli or , to ony, to tho ccntoat fcctoeo. 'Kiocofoeo, 
i t cao peoroeca to otttiy tliio stti&nt G^ Iiio baliDtJicai: aiCi.cS.lv cnil p syc^ -
SociCGily. fiiio objoctivo lies helped co to conccntsoto ca hio poeonnlity 
^GCtoco arte thoco ccclni fr.ctcsc eiicCr i'-rcCintoa? affect T:io txslic^ionsr, 
'I'tjo (?or^ 0B io tlio psychoioaicd end tho la t tce io tlio cocirl oo'jcet of tlio 
3 
o«t:£7 of C^ so oCrSonO tjoliotricn!?, ^lo cci?oconco to bohovioue io oterilouoiy 
4nflaccipi£no. Ttio poucoaolity — off pqirc^logical —— fcccoeo caloctcd fotr 
thfio ot0«Sy tico C^otioooi na^e i t y , Gacftol riofttiirity, ftocondcjco-sateaooicfi, 
c o t , Soc4o-occsot:::Ac Stcftao^ csfi nuffal oe DBbcn iLnhcI>itc3€X>. A bir|.of fintso-
^uetioa to oli thocc cociol end pc^cholosilcoX Coetoeo hcs boon OSLVQU hose 
to ot?»loln thoicr Inpofftcsjco for tbio otudy. 
3(tm Btro^A?^ OCCXB?TS 
la this chcprter ^ c conccpto eclcvant to the pcroscrit sttjfiy Ijcco feocsi 
diseusccd, la the bojjlnnaac tho ccacapts of diseiplieo bavs been pcoocnto^l. 
AftoE cnirsseatins tho vfioao of vociouo lasthoritico end diffcEXSitiatlns bot-
cocn tho oo tom cad Indies Oancopto, a functioaoi <!ci?infi.tic3 of daocipltoo 
foe thio o t t ^ hao boca civcn. u"o cojoidoc <:hat •^aisciplino io o oociol poy-
dioloaicci pcocooo of teoinino. B«» t:^ca osrtocooaiy inpoiccd 4t f2cdo i t s 
CCSVLTjd- &a tho pcestmcilty of o papill confocoins t^Cb Cic cocid onviconncnt. 
I t io o nocao to build up as cdjaotcd poecaanlitye not in clooscoca 03&7 
bet at cvosy level of codal intcrcctica**© Kccto "(^ o concept of nntselty brto 
fcocn orplcincd co i t io eclated tdlth ttx) pcycholotjicaS fjMstosc, vSc,, cocaaS 
csd tr:ot£cnti2 nctecitfioo. I t io fin one troy a focn of coeid ciJJ-jotconC CTJC, 
Sn iraotfcoff, G E^iyofioiocicol caC ^rtycholofjictil cSocpJccy. ^s3 concept of paeo* 
cndlf-ty ciC tliaU of 'fcotoi?* bavo boon diocaccod to c ^ l c i o tijo poyctwslocjS-
CDE ccnoct oC thtxs ctcily, AO Che tocn •fcctoe* itcolf io ccnCsovoccaoJ in 
t!io aitocatuso en r^oeccatslity, i t hco bcca effaced that vccio-jo cnincsit cJtbo-
ciCico c::: pe«-c»c;l i-Sy Co uot diccriiaiaGto bottreoa • trci i t ' , "typo", ir:i1 'fcc-
tos^«, ironco, Ocj;o i r no nKOj;i;:&:cici in^?o£vcr:ca^ In ciioooiQ^ tlio Cocn •fcct-
c::" 5ou ctiic OcEio, '."jxrjrt t'^e cocicl fcctocn, i t ic coatca^cd tbot tl-ey 
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tiGCQ Q ciococ cffinitiy cit!i poycSioloaicol oe poeccaciit? i?ccCocc, tntosj 
ttio ccaccpto of cocioi cad poycbolosflcol foctoeo hoTO boca cnj;aoincd CKJ 
«ia5.c McolficiacQ lo tho porcoaoii^y taid bchavicar of tbo ottaSoato orploi-
ncd. In tHo Old i t UQO txjon aoSo ov4Ccajt ttiot "^hoco oco a nratwc of f cctoco 
—— cociLoi cad p@ycho2o0lcoi —— t^iidi contciliuto to thels diociplficcd OJ? 
inCicedpitoc^ bohnwiouir". iHlsio cha>toc coiwoo the noJn i:sJifpocG of Iiypo^hooi" 
satJLon no tx}21. 
SCD:S RGLpy/^CTP STODTCS 
Omci^to end coatcationo nSocyo doccnsS eoc^ o cvidcaco foe tfcofir catilo-
nGlfit7« Par tMo fnscpooop the nvofiidJlo lltocatutM hco booa coao«iCo3 cni3 
ffcfoeccd in thio ^optc? . Tfeo ncin difficulty in thio cooocd i c ^ c t thoeo 
oco very fco otudioo eolatod to tbc ottidant indiociplino. A fctj otudico that 
aSQ ovcilc&lo, oCG not each concorood vS.^ the cocioi psyc^oiojtiCQl no&o op 
of ttio otu<3cato Ocaoop cootlv <^Q otadioo ca othoir eclovcnt fioldo houj bcon 
Citc3 fin lioco, t^ icn KS coaoidoe that indiociplino io a fosn of cocioi pcycli-
oaofjicol •tKi-c5jt!otcont*» CO fcol jtsotificd in c-^tins ^ o ctttdioo ca ttio 
pcobicn of cdit!Otncnt« TIJOCO otudioo hat?G bscn asrffcasod fcetoir-tTioo, In thocase 
oi? ovot?7 fnctoco ficot* «io otudjoo in conventional dicocticn hnvo tjcoa pso-
ecatcil tsjtd in tho end tSio dicEQsoioao to a now t^ pEoacS? hovo beoc bcoufjlit to 
MrSit foff pointiQ3 ont to ttio oocolMSity of confiainc the hypothooic of 
the psxjccnt t toc i s , ca do fooi Cint tboro io a vaot litoiraturc loft cut dtio 
to ctts: pliyoicnl a£c:ltctioao fcat co hope that c:tr cndoovone tJiil oifficiontly 
et:t38tc3tiQtQ oDt: atr^^ccato cad catScaoloo. 
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AD S T n A C T 
f&c t<^e oiipsoved fos ttiie thesie I s "Social PoyeholosieaJ. Stud r^ 
of ©tiaactnt Cc±ic!r£6-a? with Spociol RoforcacQ to mdloei^llRe**. ifio ©ttaly 
®a9 fiest done in 1963 qad oaaln in 1974 for o corqjotstivo taolysi©, itso 
oteoas had boca nolnly on tbo Intoaeivo sotticr thaa tho ostcaslve etudjr. 
T&i6 'KKJ018 ccnpciscs 8i« cIic!>tc?o i-nd thirtysoven epi^adices. An 
cJjatcraet of ttssoo choptotro i s m follot;et 
CHftPTSR O H B 
It i s c» intixxSuction to the t^iole thesis . First, tha iqpoirtiacQ of 
the etu^F hcB l»5cn nsfic evident, i t io clcboratcd that coeial scientis ts , 
edi2Catioiii6ts, stotesnsn and ethers have contintsously reoiieeci the gravity 
of the situation created bf iia<3isciplined b^aviour of the students, Kost, 
t l^ cmises of indiscipline^ iMshaviour as vietse4 by the educationists, leaA" 
eta, sn^ Journalists have been cited* Heroin, we find that the main stress 
i s on the eontestual factors only, and least attention has been paid towards 
the rebellious student hir.self or, to say, to the content factors, llierefore, 
i t vas proposed to study this student and his behaviour socially and psy^o-
logically. This objective has helped us to concentrate on his per^nal i ty 
factors and those social factors tthicfa iimnediately affect his behaviour. 
The fozeter i s the psychological and the la t te r i s tho social aspect of the 
a 
etiuSy of tJjo sttKHemt bclia't^out. Kto rofsrenc© to behovlotir i s obviously 
indiscipline. Ttia t^essonality —- or psrchological —— factors e lec ted foe 
thie stttd^ Qffc esotiosiol Maturitf» Soeiol r^loturity, AGCondence'-Stttaiftsion, 
sceuirity, m& mRsasBien, i^i le the social factors oco Gi^eational Attain* 
cent, soeio-ecoaorJ.c Statue, ond Daral or vtbm inhabitonca. A bciof in t ro-
duction to oil those f^eiol end p£ijreholojical f octors has been 0ivxm liere 
to explain thoir ioportenco for ttiis study. 
C H A P T D R ? t 7 0 
SCE1B ir-ironr/iKT ocncHi>TS 
ta this Chester tJjc concepts rclcvcnt to the proccst study h&m bsan 
dioeosesd. la the beninninc tbo ccacepts of diseipliee hms Vioen proscntcd. 
After omsraroting the viotjo of various atithoritico and diffcrentiatino bet-
«ccn the Kaetora end Indian Ooneopts, a functional definition of dioeiplino 
for thio study bao bocn civcn. X:Q consider ^hat **6isciptitK3 i s a social psy* 
cboloaical process of troinina* Bven ti^en eatccnally inposed i t finds i t s 
Dcound in the personality of a pupil «>nfocnin5 tsjitb tlic sodLal onvlromacnt. 
I t i s a necns to build up an adjusted perconalitye not in clossroes tmly 
but at every level of social interactioa**. Rest, ttio concept of taaturity ba© 
been explained no i t i s related t4th tro psyeholouical factors, v iz . , social 
and emotional na tur i t ies . It i s in one vscy a fom of social ^Justeent end, 
in another, a fiiysiological an^ iriydiologiieal adeouacy. Ittie omcept of pers-
onality and that of 'factor* have been discussed to esplain the psychologi-
cal suspect of this study, AS the tem *faetor* i tcelf i s controversial in 
the l i terature on perscsiality, i t ha® been argued that various eninent eutho-
r i t i e s on perstmd Ity do not discrizsinate bettseen ' t r a i t * , 'type*, and ' fac-
tor*. Hence, there i s no prejutfucial involvencnt An choosingi the tenw ' fact-
or* for this thesis . /Oxmt the social factors, i t ie coatcnt'ed that tlicy 
3 
have o closesr affinity tilth psycholotjieol ot pecsonGlity S&ctote, Later* 
%lxQ concepts of social and psyeholooical factors hairo been exp3,alned and 
tueir sicsnificfjace in tho pcreonolity and behaviour of the students ea!>lei-> 
n ^ . X» the end i t fiao been node evident that '*tt>Qco arc a mnbor of factors 
—- eocioi and psythological •— t^ iidbt contribute to their disciplined or 
indiocipiined behaviour**. Tttio cheater servce the nain paspocQ of hypothe8i« 
cation ae tsoli. 
C H A T » T O R T M R S B 
sctm nmjwam STPDIBS 
Qmecpts cind contentiono aiuays dcerad sees cvidcaco for their eotio-
nality* P^e thic purpoee, tho avoiltjblc l i terature boo been consulted end 
referred in thia <^t^ter« Tho nain difficulty in thio roaaed i e ^ c t there 
are very few swidioc related to the atudent indiocipline. A few otudica that 
are availoble, are not c u ^ concerned laith the cocial psyc^louieal laa&e np 
of the student. Hence, ctootly the studies on other relevant fields have been 
cited in Iiere. rhcn ee consider that indiocipline i s a fosn of eacial paycft-
ological *un-adjtssts3ent», tra feci justified In cpsotlng ^ e sti^diies on tho 
problem of edjuotcent* These studies have been orrsaged factor-trise. In the case 
of every factor, first» the studjoa in conventional direction have been pre-
sented anid in the end the digressions to a nev appto&eii have been brou^t to 
l ight for pointing out to the nossibility of confiRalnc the hypothesis of 
the present thesis* Ke do feel that there i s n vast l i terature left out due 
to our physical limitations but XSB hope that onr endeavour f i l l sufficiently 
substantiate our argioo^nte and rationales. 
4 
C H A P T S R P O U R 
In t h i s chapter the rcooGtch dooitja, se lec t ion of toolo , end s ta t l t}" 
t i c o i tsQoti^fl^ hmc iHsm deociribeiS, la ths beginnins i t has hem csntioned 
that t h i s study oos f i r s t done in i902 end l a t e r In 1974 for o cosspsratlws 
0i&lysis« As the enbjocts could not rcnain tlic osoo, ©o except theo o i l other 
Varlel>l08 trsro hept constant* ifho too ls or t e s t s tieod in t h i s study hove been 
intt^oduecd here in d e t a i l , the norms of the t e s t s for l£3otionol | |^tnri ty» 
Socio! Haturl ty, end Asccndcnco-Sub:::ission hove been detosoinod, The Ascend-
cncc-sutetisslon vest hos been cdc£>ted in Urdu end ^^indi by the prcoai t rd s -
carcher hlcisolf. i t s Spllit-Ilolf Rol iebl l i ty was also tsorUcd out by hto on 
the SptoamtafBrota i>cot^ccy Foecula. Por Security end AsCJPCssioa, Picture 
Story ^Qot (mdiaa £dtc>tatica) trcs occoc^dated in the desica« ^ c i a l fac tors 
ha^e been studied <KI the bosis of the FaetopindinQ schoculco printed on the 
E-CJ Tost cad A-S Test . In the case of t'othodolosy, f i r s t , the procedure foe 
the collection of data in 1962 and, l a t e r , in 1974 has boca described. Tliio 
procedure e :^ la ins that KC have had s ta r ted t l t b ostcnsiva da ta col lec t loa 
end finielied t:ith the intcnsitre study. I t rcproecnts car ef for t for a doopee 
probe in the pcoblea. In the ©nd, ws have discussed the s t a t i s t i c a l foetsulae 
that KG have applied on titc tmalydis of our 6a t a . t:@ have also naintained to 
^Ivc. the ra t ionale for the application of these s t a t i s t i c a l fonni lee. 
C H A P T B R P I V S 
R"^m.TS 
"itiis chi^ter contains only the r e su l t s re la ted edth ead) and every 
factor tmder study, ^ihc calculat ions and other rc levest t ab les are given as 
the appendiesa and a reference to then I s siven under every table of the 
s 
r s sa l t s . m the end a satm&xf of the results has also been provided, ifie 
vesalts reveal that ; tdseiplined students axe cssotlonally taotG oaturc in 
eoeparlalon i^itti the Indisclpllned o&os. niselplinM students are soeiallf 
E»ce nature as eos^ared »itb the indlselplined ones, ihece i s oo sisnificsnt 
difference bettieen the disciplined and indisciplined stu(&^ts as far as the 
aseendsncoocuteiiaslon i s concerned. Disciplined students feel csore secarc as 
cocparod tJith the indl seiplinod ones* Indiceiplined studi^ts, in coDparieion 
with the disciplined oaes are hlcfiljr oi30rossivo« Oiscipiincd students gener-
ally hove avercso m& hi&i educational attoinssents, tiSteroas the indisciplined 
ones have loo end avera^^e educational attains^its* Oiseiplined students cost-
ly belong to t^o loBtir end middle eocio*co9n0nie status groups but the indio* 
eiplincd <me8 belonc to the upper cftd niddlo socio-oconoaic oroupo* 0iseipll* 
ncd studaite, in oojority, cooe iso^ rural areas tshercao the indisciplined 
ones are froa urban areas* 
C H A P T C n S I X 
DISCMSSIOaS A%'P QC:^ CLUSl<g.'S 
la this cliaptcr W3 have intaspreted and diocuscod the results , end 
dtsxsi condusiceis fron our findings, m find that there i s a dose affinity 
betn^en enotional and cada l taaturities. o?er^elningly, tLie indisciplined 
students are bath ecotioaally and socially Itemture, cmd, eontrarily, the 
disciplined ones are nostly ctx>tionally end socially tsature. itsere are a fev 
iiiso arc ascendants and the rest are subGis^ves* but t!ioy estist in both the 
gcot^s, i . e . , disciplined md indisciplined, fhe disciplined ones are const-
iractive ascendisits isliereas the indisciplined ones are the negative ascendents. 
The dlsci!>lined ones feel ciore secure titan the inCisdplined ones* i t i s 
because of the four dimensions of security t^iidi ha^ w been pcofjosed by us in 
this thedis* The indisciplined students ate aggressive not only because of 
0 
ftustration t»3t hos t i l i ty , l-^axniag aod othee sudi factors elso contribute 
to tliis oanifGstation. ttic indleciplined etudoots aro high adiievece and 
as sa<h, they f e d catisfiod tdth their 'present* and the ofutigee*. ih i s 
satisfi^tion i s not realiceed )>y the indieeipUned ones. ticaic»3» tfacy resort 
to other oosns of dec^aetrating their mq»eriorit7* i&e eoeio-^tecmoiaie orottp 
hypothesis i s tho iotredaction of the t^at* Itic proeent sese&rdier does not 
feel that this hypothesis eco faithfully bo applied to mdiasi situations* 
the status in mdia i s wry ouch eclated tsith the way of l i f e , ihne, a person 
of loi:^r incoco group fron rural area i s ecpal to the one c;ith hic^er inc«3C 
in VJ^m aeoQ* Alsot tho student indiscipline i s doalnsntly tm ufbcn problCQ, 
md the odacationaX inotltutloaa are tho rcpecEontetlveo of tiiddlO'-elaso 
people* mncc, i t i s obvious that the indiodipiined students arc costly frc3 
the urban ciddlo-dass of our society• in tho ond i t has been stressed that 
e l l the social tsnd psydioloi^cal factors interact tslth each othor cad tAen 
eoco of thoa confinurate tho student beecsiss indisciplincd. 
A P P r> n t^  f C C S 
Ifeore ere 37 cppondieKJS £n th is section out of chidi 33 contain tho 
otatiotieal tables end eoleulations. A reference to thco i s oade at their 
proiisr places in tho testt. ibe las t four e^pendices C0E?>rl6e tho tests used 
in "Kjis study. Plates for the neasurcnont of n~Sccurity oad o-ATjjrecsicn 
ha'm not been inprodueti in this -itxesis becauiKJ they ere copyrighted, ^ refer-
ence to then has been made in the text i t se l f . 
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P R B P A C B 
Student indiscipline haS|^  by now, been a burning topic of discussion 
maong the politicians^ journalists, and educationists. Central and provincial 
Governments too have hpd given due attention towards it. But, they all confi-
ned their stress on the general causes of indiscipline^ and showed little 
interest in the sttidy of the students involved in such behaviour. In this 
way if we say that it is probably the first and intensive erapirical Study in 
this direction; it will not be a tall dais but an expxession of the truth* 
Ihis study has been designed to, scientifically, deteznine the |^ rso-> 
nality or content factors of the indisciplined students* Hence, it is not a 
survey of the situation but theoritical propoundation of the findings* ittis 
appro adi has demanded us to be somewhat patient and pursue the problem to a 
longer extent of time so as to be more sure about the conclusions drawn from 
our findings^ Vie feel that WQ have not been unsuccessful in our attempt* Ha 
realize that we have not selected a larger sample for our observations, but 
it becomes really unmanageable for one person to study a big sanple and, sim-
ultaneously, do its depth study* AS a matter a fact, tiie study has either to 
be extensive or intensive* He opted for the latter* Also, we have precedents 
of such researches in which the sample is purposely reduced to a reasonable 
extent for doing a deeper probe* The present study has followed this pattern 
and it has brought forward some verifiable facts for the due attention of 
our learned social scientists* 
XX 
m hctve endeavoured to study one of the acute problems of our nation 
and tried to reveal the sources of indisciplined behaviour* It may prove to 
be of some help to the treatment of *the small group of students'vAio are not 
properly adjusted to their social and educational situation and, as such, 
they deviate to the behaviours not conforming to the noms of social and 
educational institutions* Hhese are the prospecting members of the future 
responsible cadre; they are to be treated and readjusted to the desired social 
situations, otherwise they may prove a threat to the nation* We know that this 
danger i s fully realized by those «ho have seriously thought over the student 
problems* Now, ute expect they will make use of the present findings* If this 
i s done we will be satisfied and consoled that the time devoted for a sincere 
cause has not been wasted* 
t welcoifee the criticisms which will help me in further improving my 
work* 
%^>..HU. Qi^^^^>yo^^^^^>i^ 
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INTRODUCTION 
C H A F T E R O N B 
INTRODUCTION 
Students* behaviour, in the present t iat ts , has become synonymous 
to destruction, subversion, hos t i l i ty , unruliness, and many such acts, i t i s 
generally believed that students never behave in a constructive and possit ive 
manner. Although this sweeping remark has some grain of truth in i t but not 
the Whole truth. Students are a social group in the sense that they co l lect 
together in the boundaties of educational inst i tut ions, where they behave in 
the manner they are educated and trained. But when they violate the norms 
and standards laid down by the education system their behaviour becomes alar-
ming and i s noticed with concern by the teachers, educationists, and respon-
sible persons of the society and nation. 
Ihis behaviour, which worries the elders, i s commonly labelled as 
the indisciplined behaviour, j f we pay serious attention to this ••>-» indisc-
iplined «-» behaviour we find that there are some factors which are intrins-
ic in the personalities of the misbehaving or indisciplined students. Along 
with thise personality factors are some other factors which have social 
significance, contributing to indisciplined behaviour. 
J^ such any study which i s carried out to trace the root cuases 
of ini isc ipl ined behaviour should give equal importance to i t s social and 
psychological aspects. Roth of Which are Independent and coa^lementary to 
each other. It i s , therefore, appreciable to enunciate the behaviour, i . e . . 
indiscipline, as well as the persosality and social factors that have theit 
significance for the present study. 
IMTORtaNCB OP IHH STUDY t 
With the transition in the systen of education in India the stu-
dent coninunity, through i t s behaviour, i s presenting a fomidable problem 
before the (Educationists, naaely, the problem of it^isciplcne which has 
gradully becooe insunoquntable, Ihe openning of a school, college, or a 
university for a new acadesdc session means the openning of a*Pandora*8 
Casket*, l e t t ing out strikes, demonstrations, vandalism, assaults, arsons, 
gheraos, and other e v i l s . Cases of such misdemeanours are so frequent that, 
during the academic sessions, the newspapers report such instances almost 
everyday, the responsible c i t isen of India becomes extremely purturbed with 
this state of affairs, and earnestly wants to know What has gone wrong with 
our education and where actually l i e s the source of disturbance? i s i t 
inherent in the system of education, or i s an expression of students* per-
sonality? There i s a suspicion regarding either of these poss ib i l i t i e s but 
our hitherto approach to this problem has been purely subjective and 
speculative. 
fhe ev i l s of indiscipline and i t s repurcussions have been real i -
sed by every cit isen of the country, i . e . , educationists, statesmen, leaders, 
and men at the helm of affairs %dio have repeatedly expressed their fear and 
apprehensions. Within a couple of years after independence, Nehru (statesman. 
New Delhi, January SO, 1949) fe l t that this termoil might have serious repur-
cussions in the future. He said that indisciplined students were comitting 
the greatest act of treason to the country. Radhakrishnan (1949) f e l t that 
the Indiscipline was shattering the peace of universit ies and the ever widen, 
ing gulf between atudents and teachers had become frightening. Tte thous^t 
that the situation was fast deteriorating the morale of the students. 
Mudaliar (1933), ia ^ e Report of the Secondary Bducation CoinBissioii, said 
that the student indiscipline had taken the worst s h i ^ in this country. 
I t was increasing day by day, and denoralising students, the Secondary Bdu« 
cation Reorganisation ooB»ittee of uttar Pradesh (1953) also could not 
avoid taking notice of this grave situation. 
This spreading fire of turhulanee and rebellion became uncontrol-
able and r^ id ly enveloped the whole country which conpelled the Central 
Oovemment to take a countfywide notice of the problem, the then Education 
Minister, Kabir (1958), thought that student unrest ^ a s at least partly 
due to the vacuum caused by the decay of old values and the failure to 
substitute new ones in their place", mtt, "at least among a section of the 
youth of India, the restlessness had gone beyoUnd the stage of mere diseijui-
librium and was tending to become a case of indiscipline and maladjustment". 
Nehru (1958), commenting on student indiscipl ine, thought that unrest and 
turbulence was a'*subject of great importance to the country", because *V>ften 
the violence ot the outburst i s out of a l l proportion to i t s alleged cause". 
This disproportionate turtmlanee was recurrently f e l t by al l the leaders 
educationists, such as ASad (1954), Deshmukh (1959), (Jor^ack (1961(>, Shrimali 
(1961), and Narayan (1962), 
The journalists also paid attention to this problem, and a number 
of art ic les were published in nearly a l l the important papers of India. 
Statesman* gave special importance to i t and Sarkar (1960), on behalf of the 
said paper, surveyed the situation of unrest in various universit ies of India, 
•seminar* (1963) issued a special number for i t . Ihey both emphasised the 
same thing which was repeatedly stressed by Nehru and other leaders and 
educationists. Vflien a "Survey of Living Oonditions of University Students" 
was done by the Ministry of Education, Government Of India (1961), again 
the severity of turmoil was f e l t and was duly mentioned, icothari Report 
(1966) and a debate in the Parliament (Hindustan Times, November 25, 1966) 
show their concern sbotit this situation, 
in the latter half of 1966 this problen took a serious turn, 
indiscipline spread throughout the eountrf and did not confine itself to the 
problens related to students only, it took a comnunal and factional colour 
at many places, the students indulged not only in burning and destroying 
public property, Bianhandiin.<; and intimidating citiseas, pulling people out 
of Cars, etc., but they also danagcd the religious shrines.(Hindustan Times, 
November 11, 1966}* it all showed that indiscipline, instead of being in 
control, was on the increase, and to a really terrifying extent indeed. At 
this stage all the responsible persons in the government (President, prime 
Minister, Home Minister, and Bducation Minister) were condemning all forms 
of indiscipline, vandalism, violence, and outriglit lawlessness. At this 
time the Bducation Oonmiission Report (1966) also came out with similar opi» 
nions and conclusions about indiscipline. But inspite of their grave concern, 
no solution wcs found out for the problaa of indiscipline. 
fhe Institute of (Sonstitutional and Parliamentary Studies (1966) 
forwarded a set of theories and views about the student unrest, ihe turmoil, 
in place of coming to rest, fermented day by day and a number of eminent 
social scientists gave special attention towards it. Altbach (1968), GUpta 
(1968), Ross (1969), and the yishwa YUwak Rendra (1973) put forward their 
theses about the indiscipllned behaviour, this serious concern shows that 
the trouble hatf not died down, rather increased with greater serioudness, 
since this study was first made. 
indiscipline in India is typical in nature, it is not confined 
to classorooms or to the canpus walls alone, but It leaps out from schools 
and colleges and spretds into the political, administrative, industrial, 
communal, and sectarian fields; whereas, in the west, indiscipline is mainly 
a concern of the class-room (Bagley, 1914i Pringle, 1931). There, the undesi-
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table activities vutside tlie class and witibin the canpus are called ois-
behaviour <Wreti, 19i2). Idscceaneies of the studets or Juveniles eutside 
the eatBpos are clMalfied as delin^eneies and vondalim (Evaraeeus, 1943). 
indiscipline to them is absenteeism, Whispering, tcuenc|t, etc* (Mullen, 
1.950). the acts which count t« aimless destruction or the avengeful activi-
ties against the elders and the authorities are not considered there to be 
a revolt or indiscipline (Altb|di, 1970). Osntrary t4 it, indiscipline in 
mdis includes all these devistions of bdiaviour or maladjustnents, lair 
brealcing, and destructive behaviour* Hence, it demands two differait pers-
pectives to study it in India and in the west* AS sudi, we confine our 
attention to the Indian situation alone and accomodate the pespeetive 
relating to student behaviour in our country• 
CADSBS OP jmtsctnMm SBKAVIODR AS VIBWBD BY 
THB EPDC/glONISTS. IBAPBRS. AND JOORNALISTS: 
I«oliticians, educationists, and Journalists have enumerated the 
causes of Indisciplined behaviour in India in the light of the literature 
available from outside the country. Ihey seem to enphasize only the exteral 
factors responsible for indiscipline, i . e . , those lAitti are concurrent liith 
the social, economic, and political conditions. Itiey have not made any eff-
ort for an intensive probing into the problem* For instance, imdaliar (1960) 
eBThasises the lack of autoiMMny in the universities* He considers that maai 
in power Mitsid* the universities have such a strong hold «n the administ-
ration of the institutions that i t makes the university authorities help-
less in Solving many of -ttie problems whidi cone tip before then* Saiyidain 
(1958) mentions the factors of inafte^ate livelihood, and indulgence in 
politics as CKuses of student indiscipline* ifiese two factors have been 
repeatedly eiqphasised by oeshmukh (1959), Kabir (1959), Uukerji (1960), md 
Shriaall (1961)* 
Mukerji (1960) has eaunerated several factors contrltmting to 
indiscipline, such as family influence, faulty school administration, laekoP 
religions and moral values, lack of economic security, and insecurity as 
well as uncertainty about the future. Besides, he also lays stress upon the 
cr i t i ca l situations in the national and the international po l i t i ca l l i f e , 
e tc . His main emphasis, however, i s on the laxity of school and college 
administration, loss of leadership by teachers, tremen(tous rise in the num«> 
ber of students without a proportionate increase in the staff, lack of 
accomodation and equipment. Apart from these, he believes that the want of 
proper f a c i l i t i e s for keeping the students engaged in healthy ac t iv i t i e s 
outside the class»room, unsatisfactory constitutions and working of students 
unions, lack of proper counselling, and defective educational system creat-
ing a sense of frustration due to un(taployment atmrng students which further 
aggravated the problem* 
Secondary Education Reorganisation committee of i^ttar Pradesh 
(195S) gives primary importance to social and economic conditions of the 
teachers, the taught, and the guardians. It stresses that "the teacher in 
the present times, wrongly or rightly, has been reduced to a mere wage 
earner, ready only to pay in terms of knowledge to the extent he i s paid in 
terms of money, TO the student, knowle<%e i s only a collection of informat-
ion devoid of al l reverence for i t and thereby for i t s giver »—• the t«acher. 
The guardian has nothing to do with either'*. Another important cause, accor-
ding to this committee, i s the use of students* organisations for pol i t ica l 
purposes by pol i t ica l parfies. Party factions in the mangement are also men-
tioned as one of the causes. Lack of coordination between the educational 
and the economic plan of the state i s also considered as an important cause 
of indiscipline «diich, in view of the committee, leads to dissatisfactioh 
and frustration among teachers and students. 
^ a r t from this , vihen the conBittee starts making recommendations 
some other causes are indirectly referred t o . But these causes are solely 
related to school administration and organisation. 
The Secondary Education Commission (195S) has also given an equal 
importance to the influence of pol i t ica l movements on students. The rest of 
the Causes have been c^^cn lesser importance and are related to school admi* 
nistration and organisation, oxtra-curricular a c t i v i t i e s , and teacher-pupil 
relation. 
Nehru ^1958) has enumerated seven causes of indlsciplined behav-
iour. Ihey are J loss of leadership in teachers, party factions, po l i t ica l 
intrigues leading to f a l l in standards and the general deterioration in 
universities; loss of public esteem for teatfhers at different leve ls ; undue 
importance given to the final examination; indifference towards se l f -d i sc ip-
l ine among students; underrating the value of social ac t iv i t i e s ; minimising 
the importance of extra-curricular ac t iv i t i e s ; and lack of moral or ethical 
values. 
Kabir (1958) agreed with the above statement of Nehru. Later, he 
(1959) grouped al l these causes into four major causes, i . e . , l o s s of leader-
ship by teachers, growth of economic d i f f i c u l t i e s , defects in the exist ing 
system of education, and general loss of idealism* 
Bhide (1958) diagnosed the Causes of indiscipline as* adverse 
teacher.pupil ratio, crops of coaching c lasses , lack of parks, and unh^thy 
attractions of ctafitoa* 
Patnaik has traced out fovrteen causes of indiscipline (1958), 
most of which are related, in general, to the four groups mentioned by Kabir. 
Some of the causes described by Patnaik are such that have not been duly 
emphasised by other authors prior to him. These aret |.ack of understanding 
on the part of the educatorse^modem trends of education, lack of adaptation 
to individual differences on the part of institutions} paucity of teachers 
of high nental and moral calibre; prevalence of vulgar novels, horror-comics 
and other pictures devoid of norale; and s tem measures taken by authorities 
against students without probing into the real causes of indiscipl ine. 
Pdfcester (1959) emphasises the absence of missionary spir i t among 
teachers as the cause of student indiscipl ine. They aret unsatisfactory 
training of children in the proper use of freedom; majority of the students 
unfit for higher education; large s i se of classes restricting the teaeher to 
devote personal attention to his pupils; and the students not trained to face 
d i f f i cu l t i e s with courage and fortitude. 
Da Cttts (1959) considers only three causes of indiscipline uhie^ 
aret conduct, training, and standards social ly approved. 
Sarkar (1960), after a survey of different universit ies at the 
h l ^ t of turmoil in this country, tried to find out the causes through inter-
viewing the students, staff members, and vice-chancellors. He also came to 
the same conclusions nAiich have earlier been quoted. He admits that the facts 
alK>ut indiscipline are already known, s i f ted and put together by different 
commissions from 1941 to 1956, They are external or so«ial causes, i . e « , 
"the poor amenities in hostels , the p i t i fu l lack of them for Welc^acy* in 
students, the party po l i t i c s in the universi t ies , the blatantly unfair app-
ointments, apathy of some, uselessness of the union, lack of fends, and etc.** 
In the case of non-resident students he thinks that they are forced to l ive 
in semiosluB conditions with no supervision or amenities. Besides, they get 
minimal Instruction and poor equipment. Over a l l he c r l t l c l e e s the government 
for neglecting universitei in comparlsion to big Industries, new railway 
stations or dams, in addition to i t he blames the po l i t i ca l parties lAich 
"think i t only fair and proper to make students their prey". 
It i s reported that 2,015 students of Kerala and uucknow unlver-
s i t l e s were approache<|!by the menibera of Survey sehene of the Living Condit-
ions of university Students (1961) for getting their opiaiion about the cau-
ses of indiscipline in their order of inportance. Among students, 43% be l i e -
ved that the nost important cause was 'the lack of personal relationship 
begween teacher and student*$ for 22% i t was *the influence of pol i t ica l 
parties and other outside elements*; for 7% *non-availability of opportuni-
t i e s for spending extra time and energy* was the cause of indisciplined 
behaviour; the cause for d% was 'students eonsideiii^g themselves to be a 
privileged class*. .Among the remaining ones, i . e . , l e s s than 5%-students, 
there was no agreement on any factor, fhe next most important cause accord-
in|{ to 25% was *the influence of po l i t i ca l parties and other outside agen-
cies*; for 13% i t was *the lock of personal relationship*; for 12% *the 
students considering thoiselves as privileged class*; for another 12% *the 
influence of pol i t ica l disturbances on the students*; for 11% *non*availabi-
l i t y of opportunities for j»<-','dents to spend extra time and energy*; for 10% 
*meagre employment prospects after completing education*; for 6% 'attitude 
of authorities*; and the remaining l i s t e d other causes, ftie third important 
Cause according to 15% was *the influence of po l i t i ca l disturbances on the 
students*; for another 15% i t was *the students condidering themselves as a 
privileged class*; for 14% 'the influence of pol i t ical parties and outside 
agencies*; for 11% *meagre employment ptospects after completing education*; 
for 10% *non-availability of opportunities for spending extra time and 
energy*; for 9% *lack of personal contact between teachers and students*; 
for 8% *lack of laboratory f a c i l i t i e s , equipment, e tc .* ; for 7%'students 
are irresponsible, they do not have to work their way to college education*; 
be 
and the remaining have other reasons, i t can obviously^ no ted that most of tWe 
causes which have been ranked in the f i r s t , second and third order are only 
the external ones, nAiile the causes inherent in the personality have not 
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been given due importance. 
Shcisali (1961) hfts enunevated four or five cuses of student 
indiscipline, vAiich he thinks are eoiamonly known and frequently referred to* 
These causes are also exclusively related to external social conditions, e . g . , 
econoeiie, po l i t i ca l , and educational* 
Ooxmack (1961) has grouped the causes of indiscipline into three, 
v i z . , polit ical-structural , professional, and socio-psychological. Ihe f i r s t 
two groups deal with the external social causes, in the third group she has 
l i s ted 1?. Causes, i . e . , anbivalence of authorities and parents, lack of 
association between teacher and student, lack of covmunication anong teachers 
and students through extra-curricular ac t iv i t i e s , inade<)uste l iv ing condit-
ions in hostels , too much leisure time, absence of good "student governments'*, 
indignation against rules, totalitarian discipl ine, chronological as well as 
psychological iomtunity; emotional dissatisfaction, disparity bettfeen sex 
mores and sex interest , demand of freedom from authority, wd lack of the 
nodes of •responsibi l i ty and 'trust*; Xhou^^ she has just l i s t ed these 
social psychological causes on the basis of Journalistic and subjective 
opinions of the others, but i t i s the f i r s t instance that the psychological 
aspect, along with the sociological one, of the causes of indiscipline has been 
duly emphasised, otherwise only casual remarks or references had been made 
to i t . 
S l n ^ (1962) gives the causes of indiscipline asi defective edu-
cational system, increase in the number ofstudents, lack of individual 
attention, poor quality of teachers and their materialist ic outlook, inter-
nal school circumstances, improper use of boys funds, non-assodation of 
children with administration of school laws, indifference to spiritual values, 
and pol i t ica l influences. 
Accofding to Kochhar (1964), the causes of indiscipline aret 
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student unrest i s a part of the wider unrest ef the wider ungcst of the 
eonteniJoraryj^world; the eysten «nd pol ic ies of education are defective; the 
examination system i s not rational, s c i ent i f i c , and objectire; loss of lea* 
dership of the teachers; lack of teacher-parent cooperation; pol i t ica l par-
t i e s and professional pol it ic ians are responsible for nost of the troubles; 
wrong values have been given to certain things; dearth of leisure t ine actio 
v i t i e s ; neglect of religious instruction i s to a great extent responsible for 
XaOe. of restraint asiong students; student unions are repugnant to the acade-
mic atmosphere of educational i s t i tu t ions , and destructive of their l iberal 
corporate l i f e ; and the role of persons aanaging educatiomal institutions 
causes discontentment among students* 
Singh (1964) has given five reasons for the anti-social behavi-
our of the students* In his view, these are the *%iost important** ones* they 
aret feeling of insecurity, oiotional d i f f i cu l t i e s , improper home snd envi-
ronmental inf.tuences, pol ic ies and methods of administration, and poor 
class-room atmosphere or teaching. 
Taneja (1963) makes the following factors responsible for indis-
ciplined behaviourt exploitation by pol i t i ca l parties, absence of social 
philosophy, lack of healthy home, economic dis tress , non-functional and 
uninspirational education, lack of teacher's inspiration, and poor material 
and physical conditions. 
Gaind and Shama (1966) have mentioned the factors of indiscipl-
ined behaviour among the adolescents ass emotional and social maladjustments 
at home, school, and society; rapid industrialisation and urbanization of 
the present society has produced multitude of problems leading to maladjus-
tment and indiscipline; pol i t ica l conditions have caused great distraction 
in the study of students, disrupting the l i f e of the institutions and i t s 
disc ipl ine . 
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Altbaeh (1968a) thinks that students Indiscipline i s a result of 
jjUBaturity or 'the •vet present generational conflict. It i s a fuaetion of 
the lack of direction and the orgaairtional vacuua Mong students. Along 
vlth the above tw f actors, he (1968b) e3q>res8es that lack of proper aeade-
«ic fttaospher«: absence of respect for authority -— parental* educational, 
Kitd govexmeatal} ideological frustration; and political interfcrmsce are 
the causes of indiseiplined behaviour. 
Shils (i9C8a) accepts political objectives, defective administra-
tion, low standard of edtication, and i^sence of appraisal for Indian stud-
ents as the Cfwses of indiscipline. In another article, he (1968b) claiias 
tirat the eaxisss arej absence of a great *cause*, larger section of students 
coiatng frosi rural arsas and froa fs&ilies without a tradition of respect 
for education, *»sexual vacuua" as a contributory factor to restlessness, 
and a deeper discoafiture inherent in wjndia's movement fro© a prisordial 
traditional conditioti into a modem large*8cale c ivi l order**, the last one, 
i s the real cause, TBLB he thinks. 
Gusfield (1968) mentions politicalization of students as the eidn 
cause of student indiscipline. 
DiBona (196S) states that the causes of student unrest are econo* 
aic , psycho-social, aiwl pelftfcri, 9ot the political cause, he says that 
•%meh of the current wave of student unrest was caused not by Ideological 
polit ies , but by local grievuices concerning college fees, examinations, 
faculty matters, and wenities**. 
Shaw (1968) considers that indiscipline i s a sysiptoa pf discon-
tenteent &«ong Indian students, 
Singh (1968) relates that "student indiscipline i s a by-product 
to 
of the rapid expulsion of education and the attespt^bring broader segae-
nts of the society within i t s orbits**. And, becuase of this f«:t, inere«se 
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In the nmStet of studentSt poverty of the taiveteity, lack of fac i l i t ies , 
«td fttvouritian ammg teachers beowe the causes of indiscipline. 
Saxkar (1964% cm tiie basis of his empirical stuiSy, traces out the 
caueeft of Indisciplie ast •'indiseiplined** stenp of stttdents ham taore cont* 
act with teaehetr-politiciaos tAo use than against their rivalst students 
raaioly coding fron nouveau xldio fmi l ios lack aeadoaie tradition and atmos* 
phere} painmts aee not interested In the studies of their sonst the asitat* 
icmal leaders ate saierally bad studcmtst and the etudimt leaders have 
alignnents with outside elements* 
OoiaDWOk iX9&&}, after a lap&s of seven yeers, theorised that 
•*the Indian student teireat and the wastes of acadee^ reflect the global 
social unrest in general and ^ e serious social disintegration tiricing place 
in mMm at this tioe In particular**. Sb& aim ^xmasOs for a rational approo* 
ad^ to indiscipline by sayifig that **it i s probable that the •indlseiplino* 
di^lorcd by stost Indian adult «ithorities relates to the abs^ce of a taodem 
concept of •discipline*." 
Srivastava C1974) bat oaphasired the political involvaaent of 
&tui3^ts m& the interference of the i^ jepunal political pavtiea in students* 
affairs as ^ e laain cause of Indiaeiplined b^aviour. 
in these points of views ve find that the psyc^iogical aspect cf 
indiscipiined behaviour has been stressed along tdth 1 ^ sociological one. 
It i s interesting to note l^at i t was never considered that all 
the students were bad (Setfnutkh, 1959| Shriaali, 196lt Saxkar, 1964} OonaaCtk, 
1968) I but i t was alio never boHierett lOxnit to find out «liy the bad ones 
ovenrtiela the good ones, i t was felt ^at frustration ( Narayan, 1962j Alt-
bach, 1968b) and insecurity (Saiyldain, 19S8| Singh, 1964) are accelerating 
dissatisfaction wong youths, but the nain aources of the unrest were not 
located. If anythin<^ was nentioned in this context, i t waa merely casual. 
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because the internal viorld of the youth involved in indisciplinary behaviour 
never received due attention. 
It i s now an admitted fact in the social and psychological l i t e -
rature that the external circumstances are meaningful for the individual 
only in the situation they influence hin. However, nAien the individual i s 
influenced by the external variables h is self becomes a part of the total 
situation. He then participates in the total situation actively and purpose-
ful ly . Hence» we cannot ignore the subjective aspect of the youths responsi-
ble for indisciplined behaviour. In spite of Comack's suggestions (1961>» 
the studies on tbis problem concentrated mainly on the external or sociAlo-
gical fftCtors. Narayan (1962), Kapadia (1963), Bansood (1963), Sarkar (1964), 
Education Commission (1966), Altbach (1968a), DiBona (1968)^ Shaw (1968), 
Singh (1968), and Srivastava (1974) have given major inportutee to the exte-
rnal factors* I t indicates that men of prominence in education and government 
are overtsb^Jmingly preoccupied by the shortcomings of the system of education 
and administration, and the organisation of educational inst i tut ions , but 
they have not been able to pay due attention to the individpal usd h is per-
sonality. No doubt, certain educationists and statesmen have referred to 
certain causes of indiscipline which are related to personalities of students, 
but this reference i s only Casual and betrays that l i t t l e attention has been 
paid to understand their role in students* turmoils. 
In the past two decades, i t has been repeatedly noted that di f fe-
rent improvements have been made in the education system and efforts have been 
made to f u l f i l l the legitimate demands of the students. Hence, the disturb-
ance, instead of decreasing, has increased and spread al l over the country. 
Purthermore, the student unrest has not confined i t s e l f to the canpus of 
educational inst i tutions, but i t has entered the conmunal, po l i t i ca l , regio-
nal, and other spheres as well . I t has now become a very alarming situation. 
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The ciore the author i t ies y ie ld to the student ag i ta to rs the more they feel 
themselves v ic tor ious , and use the i r might to press for the i r unjust if ied 
demands. Bwery success in an agitat ion cncoura;»es then to go forward for the 
next one tiSiich turns out to be more des t ruc t ive , mit i t i s not always the 
en t i r e student conmunity which becones unruly and floods out of the canpus 
in i » the forn of agitators* Actually, i t i s a minority which i ^ n o t i o n a l l y 
unstable , socially onapproved, educationally incompetent, and socio-economi-
ca l ly d i s s sa t i s f i ed . Besides, th i s minority has the ab i l i t y to asser t i t s e l f 
and dominate others , aad t r i e s to dis turb the peaceful atrosphere of educa^ 
t ional i n s t i t u t i o n s . Deshnukh (1959) and Shrimali (1961) have r ight ly said 
that "a l l students are not bad". But why these bad students get the upper 
hand? V.Tiy the author i t ies are not able to sinr?;le them out and t ry to check 
t h e i r deviant role and behaviour? Hie simple answer i s that t he i r persona-
l i t i e s have not been fully understood, 
one may say that a l l student- afjitations are not unjus t i f ied , and 
should not be measured with tho same rod. nut the issue before us i s not mer-
ely the agi ta t ions; rather we %vant to know why the agi ta t ions end with the 
charred buildings, destruction of public property, and the wounded and dead 
bodies on the s t ree t s? Should we ca l l them student agi ta t ions or naked a t ro-
c i t i e s ? Are they p a t r i o t i c actions or a blow to the progress of the nation? 
The main concern at present should be to locate those who indulge in miscre-
ancy, and try to find out wJiy they are so des t ruct ive , m other nwrds, the 
student unrest demands from us a sc i en t i f i c study of the personal i t ies of 
the i nd i sdp l ined students and of those social factors which are resnonsible 
for the growth of such ne r sona l i t i e s . 
Since the trouble i s always i n i t i a t e d by a few hos t i l e and a/^gre-
ssive leaders i t i s necessary to study the i r individual d i spos i t ions . I t i s 
commonly accepted that a l l individuals do not respond to a s i tuat ion in an 
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ident ica l manner. Qvery individual has h i s ovm psychological pattern of 
response. Thus, the behaviour of individuals varies from person to person 
(4nastasi» 1938). In the l igh t of t h i s fact the external s i tua t ion remains 
nearly the same for a l l the persons, but the differences in the per© n a l l t i « 
es of the individuals manifest i t s e l f in d i s t inc t ly divergent behaviours. 
Persons who are emotionally and social ly mature, ascendant, secure, non-agg-
ress ive , unfrusttated, socio-economically contented, having good family 
re la t ions , and high educational achievements wi l l behave in a more r e s t r a i -
ned and rat ional manner than those who lack some or many of these q u a l i t i e s , 
md these are the persons viUo always guide and lead the disturbances. We 
cannot, therefore, ignore the fact that though the external causes of dissa-
t i s fac t ion are the same for a l l the Individuals, the in ternal or subjective 
aspects of personality determine the reactions of the individuals , 
in th is study, therefore, we vx>uld be inclined to accept the view 
that the real causes of indisc ip l ine be in the personality fac tors , and the 
social causes vihich have been repeatedly stressed by the po l i t i c a l leaders , 
statesmen, journa l i s t s , etc, can he located in the external fac tors , 
e-nce the personality factors get due importance in the eyes of 
the responsible educationists and guardians i t will become eas ie r to check 
the t ide of student unrest , and i t would be possible for us to take the 
preventive and rcmidial measures, i t i s eas ier to help the development of a 
normal personality from the very befjinning of an ind iv idua l ' s l i f e than to 
check and correct i t at a l a t e r s tage . Also, i f the root causes are not 
removed i t will be fu t i l e to weed out only those causes which are off-shoots . 
If the personality factors become the centre of study for student indisc ip-
l i n e i t will be very helpful to devise ways and means for *he development 
of social ly healthy a t t i tudes amonn; studfnts, in the l igh t of the above 
considerations we have taken up the study of student behaviour from both 
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social and psychological pointjof views. 
AIMS OP THB PROSGNT STUDY; 
Having accepted t i e primary importance of personality factors , 
our study aims at determining the respective roles of different personality 
factors in causing indiscipl ine* I3ut, since there can be innueerable factors 
const i tu t ing human personality i t i s ne i ther possible nor prof i table to study 
a l l of them, wc have selected a limited number of factors for our study in 
order to find out the i r r e la t ive importance in causing the Indisciplined 
behaviour. Sotae of these factors vftiich we have selected for our study are 
s t r i c t l y in ternal or subjective, such asj emotional oa tu r i ty , social nau t r i t y , 
ascendance-submission, e t c . , but other factors such as: socio-economic s t a t u s , 
educational attainment, and the factor of belonging to rural or urban condi-
t ions of l i f e , seea to be more closely related to external s i t ua t i ons . With 
regard to these factors too i t nay be argued that they are not purely exter-
nal or , at l eas t in our study, we have not treated theia as purely external . 
Because they, in the i r turn, shape the a t t i tudes or qua l i ta t ive aspect of 
the personal i ty . Ihese factors have been included in t h i s study s t r i c t l y in 
accordance to th is point of view, 
Tn short, at the f i r s t instance in 1968, we intended to study the 
re la t ion of the following factors with the indiscipl ined behaviour of stud-
en t s : eraotional maturity, social maturity, ascendance-submission, aggression, 
and securi ty from the psychological aspect pnd the impact of educational 
attainment, socio-econdmic s t a t u s , and rural or urban Inhabitance from socio-
logical aspect. We have repeated t h i s study af ter nearly ja years in 1974. 
for ascertaining whether the previous findings had any relevance even after 
a lapse of t i ne . 
BMOTICWU MATURITYt jOjbituation of turmoil «ad social upheaval 
often betrays the emotional condition of the individuals involved in i t . 
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Itiose idio have the capacity to withstand the hard r e a l i t i e s of l i f e are 
often found to make a constructive use of the i r emotions and do not indulge 
in acts v*iich are harmful to themselves an(|bthers. They are res t ra ined, calm, 
and emotionally mature, CSonsequently, they face the s i tuat ion without getting 
emotionally upset and generally avoid and miniroise the t rouble . But, those 
who are emotionally inunature become easi ly I r r i t a t e d , de-pressed, i l l- tempered, 
and i r r a t i o n a l which lead to h o s t i l i t y in a given s i tua t ion . Hence, we can 
v i sua l i se that acts of indisc ip l ine are l ike ly to be committed by thcsse who 
are emotionally immature. 
SOClJg. MATORItY? indisc ip l ine i s a sccial problemi which i s very 
often a cons;eqtience of the lack o0!ocial sense in the Individual . Social 
maturity or immaturity seems to be intimately related to d isc ipl ine or ind is -
c i p l i n e . Emotional maturity and social maturity tend to play a v i t a l role in 
our interpersonal re la t ionships ala>« Ihough they are inextricably intervo-
wen in human personality^ the two are not wbolely iden t i ca l , because in diff-
erent individuals the manifestations of the tia> t r a i t s laay d i f fer in degree 
and extent , in some individuals one may be more promiaeut v^ile in others 
the other aspect may be comparatively s igni f icant . I t i s also true that emo-
t ional immaturity in nany cases may lead to social isBaaturity in varying 
degrees. However, social ,maturi ty i s by i t s e l f an important t r a i t which re -
presents the developaent of social sense and recognition of social obl iga t -
ions in an individual . Socially immature individual i s unable to adjust with 
the society because he does not recogniue any obligat ions to the society or 
because he resents the social r e s t r i c t i ons on h i s freedom. He often develops 
great grudge and antagonism against society which often leads him to an t i -
social behaviour. On the other hand, social ly mature persons have the ab i l i t y 
to adjust themselves to various s i tua t ions and norms of the ©oeiety, Ihe i r 
par t ic ipa t ion in social/life tends to bo generally ra t ional and often constr-
u c t i v e . 
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jtaCBWPyWCB-SOBMtSSlOWt lf!« presant nature of lndi«<:lpllB«d beliatr. 
lout d«Band« an special attention to tli« ptiMoneRon of tmnily denonatrationa 
«^ d agitations bjr atudents* m all such aitnntlona a peculiar typt of lead-
etship emerges for the purposes of offence or attack. f» «aay cases of stud* 
ent indiscipline i t bas been found that the whole trouble i s initiated bf 
the dissatisfied leadxes of the student canemnity «Ao, <m account of their 
quality of leadership and doxiinanee becose the office-bearers of their uni-
otts or unofficial representatives of the student eenaunity* ihe vajority of 
the studcntSi because of their submissive nature, follow the lead given by 
then, i^en they gather together they melee the whole situation explosive. For 
this phonomenon the personality factor of ascendanee-sbniasion will be stud-
ied since i t aacasiBi to be the root of dominance and leadership. 
SECTOITft Some individuals who feel insecure in l i f e renain cons-
tantly dissatisfied and frustrated* they often develop special sensitivity 
to even the awst minor injustuces and threats to their prospects, ^ey enter-
tain a grudge against «>eiety and Jealousy against all those tdto are more 
secure than themselves, tinder normal conditions they are unable to compete 
tadth others but in the situation of an agitation or a strike they -ret an 
opporttniity to feel fat with their grudge «gainst the society and to gain 
sons degree of superiority for them, thus, they may be easily involved in m-
dliseiplinary activities, the feeling of insecurity may relate to any aspect 
of the perwnality. m individual may bt insecure physically, emotionally, 
financially and socially, in every case i t may lead to maladjusted and indis-
ciplinary behaviour by way of eompensatiori for mr safeguard against the 
feeling of insecurity. Sometimes educational backwardness makes the students 
uncertain about their future. And this uncertainty gives rise to the feeling 
of insecurity which turns them into •hostiles* against the society. 
JKXaWSSfOWt indiscipline often involves violence, chaos, and 
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destruction nihidh i s obviously an aggression l e t loose. So, the study of this 
trrJt of personality, i . e . , aggression, «ay throw important l ight on the pro-
blen of indiscipl ine, i f our study helps us in establishing high correlation 
between aggression and indiscipline i t wil l enable us to predict the pheno-
menon of indiscipline when we find the presence of aggressive tendencies in 
a certain group of students. Moreover, i t wil l draw the attention of the edu-
cat ionists to their duty for reaioving the causes of frustration among students 
which according to many modem psychologists directly leads to aggression and 
thereby contribute to indiscipline. 
BWJCATION/g. ATTAltmmti Students w/ho have poo« educational career, 
frequent fai lures , seldom punishments, fines and sent-dowBS or rustications 
loose their interest in education. They develop a feeling of humility in them 
when they mix with their class mates. Ihey feel insecure in the Relationship 
with people in general, tisey clearly visual ise that they are lagging behind 
the bright students. Therefore, they choose another f ie ld where they can de-
feat them and take leadership in their hands. And, th is fiftld i s only of the 
might and not of the right. Thus, they turn hos t i l e s , and disobey the social 
laws, and take law in their hands to make the whole system id^e. 
SOCIO-BOOWOMIC STlTUSt It i s sometimes supposed that majority of 
the Indisciplined students cose from the lower socio-economic status because 
they are more insecure, more frustrated, and harbour greater i^gresslon within 
themselves. To test this hypothesis we have included this factor in our study 
in order to see i f there i s any significant correlation, either positive or 
negative, between socio-economic status and indiscipl ine. 
RDML AND URBAW IWHABITAWCBt India has two markedly i i s t i a c t comm-
uni t ies , v i s . , rural and urban. Althou^ individuals belonging to these comm-
unit ies tend to influence each other, yet their norms, mores, values, customs 
and tradiiAons are to some extent at variance from each other. Previously the 
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student population belonged largely to urban areas, but now siseable popu. 
lation of students coaies fros rural areas to study in the urban ins t i tu t -
ions. Sone people are teapted to connect th i s factor with the growing indis-
cipline among students, there aight be a grain of truth in this view. WPm^ 
rantly the rural population i s culturally and social ly nmre tradtional thsi 
the tirban oue« tfenee, when youngsters cone to the urbpn sreas for their 
acadenie pursuits they face problems of adjustment and very often they have 
d i f f i cu l t i e s t^ich seem to lead than to the acts of indiscipline, m the 
ease of urban populatiolation, i t i s generally noticed that i t has become 
sufficiently po l i t i ca l ly conscious. "Therefore, dissatisfaction inst igates 
i t to react with pol i t ical feneient, causing much of indisciplinary behavi-
our. \m, therefore, consider i t vjorthwitile to test th i s hypothe&is and find 
out i f there are significant differences between students comins from these 
two different backgrounds, v i s . , the rural and urban. 
The abolw factors represent the significant end important aspects 
of social-pi^chological set of student behaviour \rriiich i s generally manifes-
ted in the shape of student indiscipline* As such, the present study i s 
expected to bri||g us to certain fruitful conclusions. 
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CHAPTER 
2 
SOME IMPORTA 
CONCEPTS 
C H A P T B R TWO 
SOMB niPORTAWT COHCBVtS 
OONCBPTS OP DISCmiNBt 
The texM discipline in the beginning was considered to l>e 
ffiotis with ocdes, lAicli was so strongiy enphasieed during the later part of 
the ninteenth century that, •*ia sone institutions**, according to Rushes 
(1951), «4iscipline««aster8 were appointed not to teach but to keep order**. 
He further states that this toxn ac^ired a different aieanisg with the pas-
sage of tlDte and at a later stage i t was used as the 'art of naking disc i* 
p i t s* . Ih i s point of view gained such a wide popularity that eves the ox-
ford Dictionary (Li t t le , et al (Bds*), 1947) adopted the above nentioned 
definition for the awaning of this t e m . According to Oewey (1915), th i s 
concept was purely of totalitarian nature irfhich laid emphasis on d i se ip l i* 
nacy training rather than the personal developnent* Bagley (1914) equates 
totalitarian discipline with m i i t a r y disc ipl ine , and finds "a <juite siaii-
lar subs«rvianee of the individual wi l l to the wi l l of the teacher". Hegel-
ian philosophy was farther responsible for th i s absolutisK snd the Nspoleo-
nift oode of •no freedom of w l u » , also endorsed i t s total itarian concept, 
idtich was bound to lose the ground , because i t was negative in character 
aiwJ implied i t s wtheritarian execution ( l ) , consequently, the t o t a l i -
(1) th i s point of view has bean elaborated and emphatically brought forward 
(F.T.O.) 
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tarian discipline lost i t s hold on educations} inst i tutions «ad gave place to 
deiQocratic discipline ( 3 ) . "Ehe daaocfatic approach to discipl ine, as pointed 
out by Baeley (1914), led to a philosophy tha t '^sc ip l i ce should not be gover-
ned by the whins of those in authority, but by the welfare and needs of the 
social group", thus, discipline does not mesn a mere fotnal conformity and obe< 
dience to rules, but as Pringle (1931) bel ieves, i t primarily refers to a 
state of mind developed by the social isation of individuals in a manner that 
i s approved by the 'Institution* of education. I t presupposes in the pupil 
the stages of continuous development. It i s a general transition from 'control 
by rule* to •control by reason*« in the words of Prlngle, "it implies a guar-
ded shifting of responsibility for conduct to the pupils themselves, in the 
process of which the degree and ki||d of responsibility are always determined 
by the social maturity evinced by the pi'pils". Prlngle also believes that 
discipline should be conducive to the work in hand, continually enrichirls per-
sonality and contributing to the formation of character in the wider sense. 
In short, slgniflcsnt Ranges have taken place in the concept of d i s -
cipline, with the course of time. Formerly, discipline was considered to be a 
task of merely controlling the external factors. Whereas now i t i s realised 
that the internal factors should also be giv<m equal importance in the process 
of socialising a child, in the past, discipline was *authority-centered*, but 
(continued) byt Whitehead, A.N.J 1929$ The Aims of Bducation; New Amer. Libr-
ary; N.Y.; yp. 40-51.; Bray, S.B.j 1930; Scool Organieation; Univ. l u t . Press; 
London; vp» 264-323.; Russell, Lord B.; in praise of Idleness;; t^i*in; London; 
Pp. 126-131.} smith, W.n.L.i 1957; educationt An Introductory Survey; Penguin; 
Middlesex; pp. 26-28. 
(2) For further detai l s , see: Bagley, W.C; (1914); Harris, P.O.; (1928); CJian-
ging (inceptions of School Discipline; Mad4illan; New York; pp. i.«<-28. 
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at present i t i s *pupil-centexed* (S)« fhc dim of discipline^ Rivlln (1943) 
points out* i s the esttblisiwent of good habits, right attitudes, and the Whol-
esome personality and upright character in individual children. 
According to Woodruff (1960), discipline i s a matter of seff-control. 
I t enciches the personality and contributes to the formation of character, the 
degree and kind of responsibility, associated with discipline, are always det-
ermined by the social maturity evinced by the pupils, i t i s psycho-s&cial in 
i t s methods and constructive in i t s aims, the eophaSio on self-control demands 
a clear understanding of the nature of personality. ^ 
Ihe modem concept of discipline holds that the purpose of education 
i s to bring up well-adjusted and properly developed personalit ies. Lindgren 
(1969) ri i^tly says that "discipline in the larger sense means helping the > 
-to 
individual discipline himself and become responsible and self-directiVe**. 
Discipline i s a means for this education} and the la t ter i s a l i fe-process . 
I ts aim and objectives clAsely t i e up with the dmands fnd ideals of the soc i -
ety which i t has to serve, education in relation to society has to serve two 
purposes. First , i t has to provide heslthy and h i ^ ideals friiich can elevate 
the members of the society to rational humanitarian l eve l . Secondly, i t has 
to harness the ab i l i t i e s of the individuals to the service and progress of the 
society. Iherefore, education aims at moulding the personalities of the stud-
ents for adjustment to multifarious walks of l i f e , both present and future. 
If this objective i s lost sight of , a personality adjusted to the norms of a 
Wealthy society wil l not COOA into existence. For th is purpose, disc ipl ine, 
(5) For detailed discu«aions, seet MCMurry, P.M.; 191S{ Blcmentary School Sttai-
dards; Yonkers; N.y.j pp. 73-76j Sheviskov, O.V. and P. Redl; 1944; Discip-
l ine for today's children and Youth; National Bdfc. ASSosAationj Washington; 
P. 16.; Melby, B. O.f "Tlve Fallacies About Modem nrtucation**; ihe New York 
Times Migaainc; November 27, 1953; pp. 36-38. 
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In the course of education, ! • alwAf* given « prlB«rf ivportance. AM education 
ia not confined to class-roc* only and i t extends to al l the spheres of l i f e , 
discipline should also be considered effective even outside the school-canpus. 
Only in this way can discipline prove fruitful for the development smd adjust, 
nent of a personality. 
llie role of discipline In education i s adjustive. flie pupil wil l not 
have to adjust to the class situations alone but he wil l also have tc confono 
to the nonas, stores, values, laws, and ways of l i f e of his society |U> wel l . 
He not only has to give up wanton noise end coiamotion, but else to imbibe co-
operation and service to the society in which he l i v e s . 'iJiis objective of edu-
cation will extend discipline to the world outside the class too. Snd, then 
only discipline wil l serve the purpose 'to enrich personality and contribute 
to the formation of ctiarscter*, which in turn will make i t applicable to beha^ ^ 
aspect in different l i f e situations* 
A cr i t i ca l evaluation of various definitions of discipline le&ds uf», 
inevitably, to the following points* 
Discipline i s a social-psychological process of training. 
Bven when externally imposed i t finds i t s ground in the 
personality of a pupil confoxaiing with the social cnviron-
nent. I t i s a neans to build up an adjusted personality, 
not in class-room only but at every lelrel of social- inter-
action. 
AS evident from the | ^ v e inferences, the adjustnent of a perscnality 
with the social enviroment becomes necessary. Ptam s t r i c t ly social-psycholo-
gical point of viev, adjustnent inplics the ^oles&eie reduction of the press-
ores of needs, reasonable s k i l l in dealing with frustratAons, the developnent 
of psychological nechanisMS by which d i f f i cu l t i e s can be circuavented or over-
CMie, the adoption of patterns of behaviour required by vatying social s itua-
tions, peace of aind or tranquility, the eff ic ient resolution of confl ict , and 
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learning how to get along successfully with other people. These are only a few 
qualities which characterise atfjustaent as "a process cf both uental an* behav-
ioural responses by vihich an individual strives to cope successfully with inner 
needs and to effect a degree of hancony between these inner dcaands and those 
inpooed on his by the vorld in vhlch he l ives" (Schneider^ 1935). The nost cha-
racterist ic feature of adjustment i s this that i t furthers or augments the cap-
acity of the individual to maintain the strength of purpose, coordination of 
effort , and steady pursillts of well chosen goals. Adjudiment also includes the 
unddrstandini of the huaan relations and their requirements. According to Oonbs 
and Snygg (1959), self-enhancenent <a tern the authors prefer to l i f e adjust-
ment) leads to an adequate personality, t^ich, in turn, i£ ^arocterised by a 
positive view of self , the abil ity to accept oneself and the abil i ty to relate 
broadly to one'c fcllounen. If the personality of an Individual does not tend 
to manifest such a consistency, i t i s obvious that social deviations and perso-
nal idiosyncrasies wil l develop in hin which are obvious to lead to such trou-
bles and sufferings that do not limit to individual hiaself bat crtcnd te the 
society as well , personality fdjustment i s neither s tat ic nor ri | | id . I t also 
does not come to rest at any stage. It varies with the developsent and growth 
of the individual a>id his personality, and changes with the changing patterns 
of society and i t s culture. As this process continues, a set pAttem of perso-
nality or the 'basic personality type* (Merrill, 1969} emerges with the indi-
vidual, Wiich naturally conforms with the 'modes* of the society, \4hea the 
individual persunaliiy reaches this dtage i t i s considered to be nature <Hurl-
ock, 1908). faie leads us to infer that maturity i s closely related with the 
development of personality. Furthermore, as the personality develops or matures 
itii adjustment also improves and matures ficcordingly. 
As a matter of fact , adjustment i s seriously hampered by failures in 
the proper development of personality Which consvcjuently leads to retardation. 
I t means that, as a principle, maturation i s a basic criterion of adequate ad-
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Justment (Garrison, 1950)« TTuman bflngs, generally, develop in some aspects of 
their personality but lag behind in some others, Ihcsc Tsrious aspects of per-
sonality range frc»n physical and emotional to social* noral* rel igions, and 
intel lectnal i a l l of which are not equally developed in every individual. Hen* 
ce, everyone i s not equally adjusted in a l l the st^ieres of his l i f e« /Ipong the-
se aspects sone are more important than others, v l | « , emotional maturity and 
social maturity are perhaps one of the most important onea amongst them a l l . 
( Schneider, 1955j Oole, 1959), the importance of emotional maturity i s evid-
ent from the fact that i t has close relationship with every aspect of htaan 
behaviour and every phase of his l i f e . There i s no hunan action or response 
which does not involve this aspect* No doubt, i t s degrees and expressions vary 
from Pan to man and situation to situation, but they play their v i ta l role in 
al l instuices. AS regards social maturity, we find that i t has a direct impact 
upon the individual's responses to various social and interpersonal situations. 
All his ac t iv i t i e s are influenced by h is perception of social situations and 
his awareness af social relationships. Social approval and disapproval have a 
lasting effect on his conduct, i t i s obvious, therefore, that more a man i s 
mindful of these relationships and their obligations the more effective wi l l 
be his behaviour as regards a healthy adjustment. Since emotiobs are express-
ive aspects of behaviour anc: conduct, maturity i s called into play at every 
m(»Bent of l i f e -«— «Aiether an individual la in public or in private l i f e , whe-
ther he i s with his friends, with his family or e l s e . Social maturity i s , how-
ever, required In social interaction and in situations in which one has to ad-
just with others. Social behaviour eo%ers a large sphere of indivldnal*s l i f e , 
but on occasions i t i s possible for the individual to retire into his privacy 
and to shut himself off from social s i tuations, the phenomena of social with-
drswls in Aases of Yojis amd taonks are not rare, Moreover, social sittiations 
and social determinants of human behaviour have their importance in terms of 
the emotional aspect of the indivdual. Therefore, i t can be safely stated that 
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CBotionsl maturity and social maturity have the central place anong the perao-
nallty factors, other factors l ike ascendance-subnisaion, aggression, and sec-
urity have both emotional and social bearings, so they cone next to both of 
the said factors because all of them base on the former two factors. However, 
these lat ter factors also play significant roles in the developoent and adj«s-
tment of personality. 
the developnsent of personality depends much upon education which i s 
a means to develop one*s talents and capacities to attain a particular l i f e -
goal. And discipline i s Indispensable for a sound and effective edtioation be-
cause i t enables the individual to drive ifaximuo benefit out of the process of 
education. Since a l l act iv i t ies of an individual are motivated by his l i fe-goal 
and are in harmony with i t , we find that discipline becomes a means to educa-
tion, education a means to adjustments in l i f e s ituations. Since emotion&t mat-
urity and social maturity are necessary conditions of proper life-adjustments 
provided by discipl ine, i t seems to have a close relationship with emotional 
and social maturity, Bnotlonal and social maturity are, therefore, the necess-
ary constituents of a disciplined personality. So far we have asserted that 
discipline i s a means to proper l i f e adjustments but in another sense d isc ip-
l ine may be taken to be IdMitical with adj^stment^tself. B*ing in the prepa-
ratory stage of educational process, the individual or the student has to ad-
Just to his social situationo. in this sense, v^en we take up the educational 
situation we may tem adjustment as a form of disc ipl ine . Hence, i t wi l l be 
in place to say that discipline i s both adjtmtnent as well as a necessary me-
ans to «flj««tment. They both go pari pasw. 
In the l ight of the above discussion, i t nay be said that a d isc ip-
lined individual i s generally well-adjusted in l i f e and tupreatta a high deg-
ree of social and emotional maturity. 
AS we have been using the tem •factor* in our discussions i t will 
be proper to say a few words about i t . The 'factor* theory in the beginning 
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wac considered to be purely OHotional in the sense that it enphasised on need-
habit*instinct dioension every time enlisting, a nuitber of enotiontl dispositions 
of the individual beings (Hehrabian, 1968). Although, the interaction of factors 
anong each other was accepted but even then et/Ch faetor was considered to be 
independent. 
It was this factor thtAry iNhich, according to Cronbach (1961), attenp-
ted to explain personality as a bundle of habits, m order to remove these de<* 
feets, «^ich seeai to characterise the factor theory, some new theories of per-
sonality such as the trait theory ipA the type theory came into prominence* 
Ihe trait theory, avoiding the fragmentation of personality into innumerable 
factors emphasised seme fundamental aspects of personality called traits, the 
type theory went still further and ex^hasieed the total direction of the perso-
nality vAiich consequently stressed on its different types having a modal or 
basic existence in their own social set ups. 
Although, trait aid type theories have their own importance and sig-
nificance, yet the current views about ^factor* have removed many of the mis-
understandings «id misconceptions. A *factor* is presently considered to be a 
constituent element of a pattern. It is a force, condition, or circumstance, 
cooperating with other such elemcmts that facilitate in achieving a goal of 
life. This definition of *factor* removes the objection that factor theory is 
elemental or atomistic, and establishes that all the factors imbeded in a per-
sonality, influence each other mi provide an integrated or total behavioral 
pattern, this view has minimised the gulf between the factor, trait and type 
theories leading to contend that these different as>proaches to personality are 
overlappingly dealing common factors with different terminologies — they are 
}pae.n 
at least not exclusive of one another. For instance, Oiilford (1959) has unor-
thodox to this extent that he finds no confusion in using the tems * traits* 
and 'factors* interchangeably. Allport (1961) i s also Inclined to aeeept that 
"factor.. . . is a cousin-concept to trait**. Maekinnon (1944) has attempted to 
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establish s conproalse between «f«ctojr8* and *tr«ts*. He considers fsetors as 
the smallest units which ade<]uately help In the description and classification 
of traits, thorpe and Schaniller (1958) contend that a number of psychologists 
have preferred factorial concept of personality of) other concepts, because i t 
i s |t mote logical and more comprehensive enough to qualify as a bona fide theo-
ry than the other ones (Marx and Hillix, 1973). Therefore, instead of going 
into the theoritical controversy of factor, trait, and type, i t seems advisa-
ble to opt for the )>ersonality factors* wthout any theoritical bias, so that 
a precise accounting of the disciplined and indisciplined students may become 
possible. 
lite social factors, though having a close affinity tAUti personality 
are intimately dependent on the environmental conditions or social circumstao 
nces, such as socio-economic status, inhabitance, roles and positions, etc. 
Whereas, the psychological factors are of a more private and personal nature 
and depend on the individual himself. They are, so to say, the dispositions 
of personality or the ways (emotionality, sociability, security, aggression, 
etc.) in «hich the personality reacts to various situations, AS both of the 
aforesaid types of factors coexist and invariably influence each other i t will 
not be justified to give importance to ones over the others. But i t will also 
not be unprejudiclal if either of than i s under-rated in conparislon with the 
other. Ihey both work in cooperation with each other and they lose their^slg-
nificance i f they do not have relevance for each other because, according to 
Parsons (1970), i t i s '*the individual's interaction with other personalities" 
which form a system, and "it i s the interaction of personalities iriiich eonsfi-
tutes the social system with whclh they have been dealing....*« in other words, 
the individual personality cannot exist outside the social milieu. 
As the number of social factors i s unlimited, and they all directly 
oi^ndireetly influence human behaviour, i t i s , therefore, realised that in a 
study like the one at hand i t would be practically convlnicnt to take into con* 
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sideratlon only those factors idilch are responsible for the differences in ind. 
ividual behavioral patterns, the sane i s true of psychological factors, fhere 
are many such factors but all of then are not equally relevant for our study. 
Moreover, taking into consideration the individual limitations and inab i l i t i e s , 
we have to select only those psychological factors for our investigation which 
are l ikely to have v i ta l bearing on the disciplined or the indisciplined beha-
viour* 
To be more specif ic , «e have selected the following factors for the 
purpose of our study, Anong psychological factors we have included emotional 
maturity, social maturity, aseendtnceosubnission, security, and aggression, 
jAmong social factors aret socio-economic status, the fact of belonging to urban 
or rural area, and educational attainments, m selecting these social and psy-
chological factors, we have made an effort to consult the relevant l i terature, 
as referred to in the preceding chapter, so as to have a ground for our purpo-
ses . 
Before proceeding further, i t seems desirable to eai^lain briefly these 
factors so that their exact nature and significance may become clear, and the 
present researcher gets an opportunity to put forward his own point of view 
relating with them. 
BMOTIOWAL MATOMTlfl 
asot ional maturity, according to Brooks (1929) , ••refers to the d e v e l -
oimtnt of an individual** emotional l i f e as compared with that of others who 
are o l d e r , younger and of tiie same age**, f h i s de f in i t ion does not throw l i g h t 
on the concept of emotional maturity but only re la t e s i t with the d«velopmental 
aspect of the ind iv idua l . Hollingworth (1933) considers that the c«>acity to 
grade emotional responses, the capacity to delay responses, and the capacity 
to handle s e l f - p i t y are the important ( ]ua l i t i e s of emotional maturity. Oole 
(1944) , agreeing with Hollingworth*s concept, further adds that emotional mat-
tur i ty stands for the a b i l i t y to begr tens ion, and for outgffCiwing adolescent ' s 
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moodiness, sentisental ity, an* indifference, jers i ld (1957) lays cnphasis on 
8elf->contzol, an4 the se l f - fu l f i l laent . According to bin, "a person i s emotio" 
nallr Mature to the extent that he i s able to use and enjoy his enotional res-
ources; able to get satisfaction froa enjoyable thingsj aft>le to love and laugh; 
able to e3q>erience anger f«hen faced with thwartings that would arouse the taaper 
of any reasonable person.•••**. He further suggests tihiat the sost important 
feature^ of emotional maturity "is an increased capacity for concern about the 
feelings of others and increased capacity for sharing emotional experiences 
with others". (P.194). These views have also been endorsed by Lindgren (1953) 
and Staton (19<«)* 
Hurlock (1968), stressing only on the oootional reaction, says, "the 
emotionally mature person i s stable in h i s emotional resp<»i8es and does not 
swini^rom one emotional reacticm or aiood to another, as he did when he was yo-
unger". Lindgren (1969) has emphasised on the behavioral aspect of emotional 
maturity. He says that i t i s "a characteristic of the behaviour of individuals 
whose psycho-social development has kept pace with their chronological age and 
tdiose understanding of and respect for themselves and others continues to deve-
lop", motional'Maturity to Tucker (1970) is'^the degree to lidiich the individual 
has developed a capacity to cope with the many frustrations and problems asso-
ciated with the normal demands of l iving". 
Ihe definitions quoted above in some way ot the other refer to the 
fact that emotional maturity i s a continuing process characterised by the dev-
eloiment of new s k i l l s , broader understanding, deeper insight, and greater 
emotional s tab i l i ty . It i s , in other words, an adjustment with the social norms, 
values, and stores tdiich makes a man to be treated as a normal member of the 
society. 
SOCIAL MATURITy» 
Social maturity, according to Doll (1947), ia "social competence.... 
at successive age levels". By this definition he refers to only the developme-
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ntal aspect of social maturity. Long (1949) has defined social Maturity as "an 
indication of willingness and ability to orient oneself in 4^Mh various activi-
ties and custons of the group, to sake a proportionate contribution to the 
work to be done, to take a suitable part in the social exchange, to assume a 
reasonable amount of responsibility, and to adjust oneself to the inevitable 
limitations and restrictions of community life without waste of energy or loss 
of satisfactions". Here, Long has explicitly stressed on adjustment as the 
basic characteristic of social maturity. Hurlock (1953) also emphasised on the 
developmental aspect of social maturity, and defined it as "the growth and 
development of the individual conditioned by both internal and extemal fact-
ors, which enable him to adapt himself successfully to his fellow-men and his 
fellow-men to himdelf'*. in a later writing (1955) she laid exclusive stress 
on adjustment by defininj social maturity as **an indicati<m of good social adj-
ustment". Herrick (1956) also supports this point of view. He defines social 
maturity as a "judicious balance between personal profit and the welfare of 
the community of t«hich he is a member'*. Coleman (1960) describes social matu-
rity as the competencybf the individual with different goals or standards of 
a societ|i in which he exists, if the individual is able to live harmoniously 
in his society, he is considered to be healthy and mature. 
Althou^, Lindgren (1969) has annexed social maturity with emoHonal 
maturity, yet hi holds that emotionally mature person "is one who is *well ad-
justed' to reality « — to others, to society in general, and to his own psy-
chological inner stresses". 
Thompson and Tan Houten (1970), while commenting on * self-actualisa-
tion*, have referred to 'arrested personality* which is very much similar to 
social maturity. Ihey are of the vi«w "that individuals i*o donot find relia-
ble satisfactions for the more primary or Uower-order* motives have arrested 
personalities; they do not develop completely through the hierarchy of motives" 
The main characteristic of social maturity, as evident from the above 
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definit ions, i s social adjustment vAilch has been stressed by a ntaaber of psy-
chologists in different ways, jOtel (1936) ca l l s social adjustaient as •social 
confomance*. jcrs i ld (1957) naves I t as *we-feelingr. Oole (1959), Staton 
(1963^, and Merrill (1969) have also referred to the tens *iiw.feeling«. Ttiis 
'we-feeling* includes adjustkent, cc»petency, hamonious l iv ing . Judicious 
balance, or equilibrium. 
Many writers have attempted to prepare a l i s t of t r ^ t s associated 
with social maturity, ifeomas, et a l . , (192^) have enumerated cooperation, 
affection, leadership, interst in group, e t c . , as the chief characteristics 
of socially mature behaviour. Meek (1940) believes that informal social act i -
v i t i e s , such as willinsness to accept act lMties related to social relations, 
emphasis on building relations with boys and g i r l s , e t c . , are signs of social 
maturity. Both these l i s t s are a bi t too elaborate as well as long, and fa i l 
to give a clear and definite account of social maturity. 
pechstein and Munn (1939) consider that group compatibility, courte-
sy and politeness, neatness and oderliness, self-confidence, original i ty, cu-
r ios i ty , and ^eerfulness are the forms of behaviour observed in socially ma-
ture individuals. The l i s t presented by Qesell and l lg (1943) i s compact and 
comprehensive, nie ir l i s t of characteristics for social maturity includes 
self-sufficiency and soc iabi l i ty , self-reliance and cultural conformity, sere-
nity and seriousness, carefulness and conclusiveness, politeness and insouci-
ance, friendliness, and self-containedness. Doll*s/'Vineland Social Maturity 
scale* (1947) gives importance to the factors of self-help, self -direct ion, 
locomotion, occupatioOt communication, and social relations. 
Khan (1957) has attempted to select common factors from these l i s t s 
and has arranged them into eight catagories. These aret interest , friendship, 
emancipation from home and independence, sense of responsibility, s e l f - re l ia -
nce, cooperation and sympathy, conformity to group standards and mores, and 
emotional control. Me considers them to be the dimensions of social maturity. 
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Lindgren (1969), while analyxins Intellectual, eBotlon|l, and social 
aattitity, identifies abilities like "facility in self-expression, skill in 
problem-solving, skill in inter-personal relations, emotional control, breadth 
of interest, self-acceptance, and the like" as the cosponents of behaviour 
pattern consistently displayed by an adult. 
these dijiensions lead to infer that the socialised beh||Viour nomally 
demands some sacrifice of the personal prerogatives, i«hieh will lead the ind-
ividual to practical achievements in a TOciety. 
|ISCENDJWCB«*S0BMISSICW S 
Ascendance-submissi^, according to Krech and Crutehfield <1962), i s 
to be defined as *soc ia l boldness* of «self -aasur«nce*. But mtmy other s o c i a l 
s c i e n t i s t s (Jack, 1934} Mtianery, 1947} Murphy, 1947; thonpson, 1962) consider 
i t *o be eqaivaient to * self-confidence*, Allport (196|) says that *'in a soc-
iety sui^ as ours, every individual tends to find a level of assert^nsness or 
ascendance that i s congenial to his own way of life**. But, in his view, this 
assertiveness ol^  ascendance does not concern the Individual alone. It i s to 
be in harmony with the environment and other people, this aspect of ascendance 
led Thompson (1962) tp assert that ascendance i s of two kinds, v i s . , desitable 
or socially accept|ble, and undesirable or socially unacceptable. Socially un-
acceptable ascendance, according to thonpson (1962, V, 494), i s an indiiii4ual*s 
building up 'confidence* in himself as a personally and socially effective in-
divi<hial. Anderson (1940) asserts that ascendant behaviour fal ls into two gen-
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eral catagories of (i> donination, and ( i i ) integration, in dominative bel^iour 
the energy i s esqitended against others uho becone bairriers %efore the personal 
goal, and in integrative behaviour i t i s ejqsended with others in goal-oriented 
activities. Heathers (1955), while classifying ascendance, starts with two kinds 
of dependencies, they are instr^iental and emotional, the instrumental depend-
ence i s a submission ba^ed on a need for physical help, and emotional (Sspenden--
ce i s a submission based on a need for reassurance, affection, or approval. It 
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i s the lat ter v^ich increases with the chronological groioth and training, and 
develops into ascendance. cSiittenden (1942), taking into consideration the 
aspects of social interaction, determined three dinensione, i . e . , dosination, 
cooperation, noncooperation. But these dimensions are not ouch different from 
the aboiro ciassif ications* 
Ihe nain diff iculty in defining ascendance-submission i s realised 
because of the fact that the two concepts of dominance and leadership are very 
closely related with each other. As far as dominance i s concerned, Kreeh and 
Crutchfield (1962) have attempted to distinguish i t from ascendance. They think 
that, though, there i s a high correlation between the ttsio t ra i t s , the opposite 
pole of 'ascendance* i s 'social timidity* or •fear of strangers* and that of 
^dominance* i s *submissivcness*. But h i s view has not been supported by many of 
the psychologists, lijurphy (1947) dees not demarcate between ascendance and domi-
nance. Allport (1961) too has Interchangeably used ascendance, dominance, and 
leadership. Gibb(l947) says that "leadership i s not a <^ality tihich a man pttsse-
sses; i t i s an interactional function of the personality and the social situk* 
tion". Browne and oohn (1958), Fielder (1958), Bonner (1959), and Mann (1967) 
also hold a similar point of view, to thompson (1962, P. 499) ''leadership i s 
more a layman's than a sc i ent i s t ' s concept**. Hoijever, tlie ascendant individual 
manifests self-confidence, assertive leadership, and achievement in the face 
of o1>staeles, idiereas, the submissive individual shows passivity , submissive-
ness, and ac<piiescence. Both types of individuals stand at the two ends of a 
pole and a contimuum of most of the acts f a l l s midway between these extremes. 
(Adams, 1970). This dimension exis ts in both ' soc ia l ly acceptable* and 'socia-
l l y unacceptable* groups, nevertheless, their nature of ascendance or submiss-
ion i s in contrast with each other. 
Ascend^t behaviout does not necessarily depend on maturity. I t can 
be developed throuifh training. This training wi l l determine the nature of the 
ascendant behaviour —— whether aocially acceptable or social ly unacceptable. 
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because ascendance has an essential reference to individual** relation with 
his companions as ve i l as to his social needs, m a l l the s i tuations, he beha-
ves according to his personality disposit ions. 
SBCaJRmf-lNSBCURlTY t 
AB individual« froe the very beginning of bis childhood, s tarts to 
develop a generalised picture of h i s environnent. ihe pleasant experiences help 
hiffi to evolve a picture of himself In a warn and friendly environnent, tdiereas 
the experiences of frustration, pain, disconfcrt, and uncertainty lead hin to 
develop rather a dismal picture of himself idiich i s surrounded by unfriendly 
environiient. In the former he fee l s happy and secure, idiile in the la t ter he 
has a feeling of insecurity, the feel ings of security or itiseeurity offer an 
important key for the understanding of one*s personality and behaviour. 
Security according to Murphy (1947, p. 380) refers to nhe need to be 
safe in the midst of the group rather than the lone dissenter**. Stagner and 
Xanmski (1953) connect security with •*the need to feel that the sodHal envir-
onment i s friendly, that others respect one as an individual, thf^t one i s acce-
pted into the group". According to Schneider (1955), "the feelihg of security 
i s fundamental to good adjustment because i t provides the organism with the 
psychological means necessary to cope successfully with the conf l icts , frust-
rations, demands, and d i f f i cu l t i e s that arise from day to day**. Allport (1961, 
p, 288) believes that security enables the individual to leam'^o l i ve with 
his emotional statea^n such a way that they do not betray him into Impulsive 
acts nor interfere with the well-being of others'*. Sarason (1966) defines sec-
urity as "relative freedom from morbid and debil i tating anxiety, adaptibility 
to the variety of e3Q>eriences that comfort people, and effectiveness in and 
enjoyment of personal relationships". 
prom these definitions and descriptions i t follows that internal psy-
chological factors are as important for secutity as the external or environme-
ntal factors, security i s needed by an individual In physical, emotional, and 
economic spheres of l i f e . 
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mUa analT^ins ibe n^tur* of Mcurltr* various pcyehologistt hsv* 
enphasiced dlffetent aspects iiipll«d in i t or sssoeistMl with it* Pbff instance, 
Allpoct (&961) has enphasiaed *self»aeceptance* as the aost isportaat faetot 
in the feeling <>f secucitf, iiaslow <i9S4) has laid enphasis on •aelf»aetnali-
cation*, crow and Ctow (1963) on * self-eon tzol*, and OaloiB- (1960) on %ssa-
ranee cS ade<]Uaey in future*, fhese tnaf be taken as the foui: important dinens* 
ions of seeuritiToinfectiritir* A few words eajr be added here bf the way of their 
explanations. 
sm.r^fi£CBnmcm Aeeordins to sherlf and Ontril (1947), ««evenr indiv-
idual strives to pl»ee or snchor hiaself as an aeeeptable neaber in his social 
nilieu or in eoaie soAial setting". For this purpose, idien he learns the values 
m<S noaas of his society regafiding education, physical appearance, econonie 
status, and right and wkonf« ht implies these standai^ in evaluating hiaself 
so that he can neasure hinself and feel *worth while*, jf he feels worthless 
and guilty, he feels hinself to be insecure* According to Mlport (1961, F. 287), 
self-acceptance provides the individual with •Hhe idbility to avoid over«reaet* 
icn to natters pertaining to segnentgl drives". He i s sble to accept his drives 
and '^ does the best he can to handle them tdth the ninliauii of conflict in bin-
self and with security....'• tf he i s not able to do so he develops a lot of 
fears in hinself. 
SRLPaACTOJtt.IgATIOMt According to Haslow (1962), 'self-actualisation* 
as a forde isrpells the individual ^ofward toward wholeness of Self and uni<]tte-
neas of self, toward full functioning of all his capacities, toward confidence 
in the face of the exienial world at the sane tine that he can accept his deep* 
est, real, unconscious Self**. If the individual has not fully realised his Self 
or realised the potentialities i t i s <fuite obvious that he would fai l to feel 
'secure and safe* in the world outside bin. In ttue sense, seeutity depends on 
on<^ satiafactory assessnent of his self and his environnent (ihenpson tfid De 
neid, 1971). in this way *self-aetualisation*, according to Maslow (1962, p. 
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1S3), depends on * self-discipline* irfiich equips tdth 'psychological health*. 
SBLP-OOWYROLt According to Cxow and Cxow (1962), 'self.control* 
enables the individual to gain '*eontrol of his motivations as he develops 
awareness of his need to confom to external rules and regulations'*. He Fur-
ther asserts that •*an individual's behaviour is influenced by fear of soeiU 
disapproval or punishaent of his conduct, he gradually becomes motivated by 
his conscience or inner controls to assume his proper role in society*. 
Self-control enables the individual to check and control his reactions to 
fears and dangers idiich develops a senss of security in him. Absence of self-
control drifts the individual to impulsiveness ithich endangers his security. 
ASSHRiWCB OP APBQUACY IN PUTORB; Ooleraan (1960) asserts that secur-
ity depends on the 'assurance of adequacy in future•• The individual strives 
not only to ensure acceptance and approval for hinself in his present social 
milieu alone but he also wants to be ade^ately adjusted and be secure in 
the future as well, if he feets that he will not be able to meet the deiQ»sds 
of the future, he becomes disturbed and upset in his present also and a 
feeling of insecurity intensifies in him. if his assessment of himself and 
the environment i s satisfactory, realistic, and reasonably sound, he will be 
able to adjmst himself with his environment both subjectively and objectively 
(Ooleman, 1972). 
these four dimensions of security-insecurity, of course, are not 
absolutely exclusive of one another rather they often presuppose each other, 
their inter-relationship can be illustrated by taking one of them as an exam-
ple, v i s . , self-actualization, if the self develops satisfactorily and harmo-
niously, i t s acceptance by others will be quite normal. Conversely, if there 
i s a lack of self-actualisation, self-accept Mice will also be endangered. Now, 
without self-control and self-actualization, self-acceptance will not be able to 
materialize i tself . Hence, a reasonablciiigree of self-control i s an index of 
self-actuflixation which ensures self-acceptance, lastly, self-actualization 
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and self-eontrol necessarily imply self-acceptance» and ten4 to becone a guar-
antee of ttAe^acy in future. In short al l these aspects vrorking together wi l l 
{ 
necessarily imply nomal ai£iustment pf a personality. 
But their working together or implying one another does not sean that 
they cannot be distinguished froit e a ^ other for the purposes of theoritical 
emphasis even. It i s in th is sense that we intend to treat then as different 
dinensions of security-insecurity. 
AGQRBSSICWt 
Aggression, according to Preud <193S), i s an Instinct (P. 134), tftiich 
has a fusion of Bros and ihanatos, manifesting in the foras of *sadi5!n* or 
'masochism*. Preud (1933, P. i36) says that "the ego (or rather, as we should 
Say here, the id , the whole personality) originally includes al l the Instinct-
ual iiapulses; i f this applies c<;pialiy to the destructicrc inst inct , i t wi l l 
follow that masocliissi id older than s a d i ^ , and that sadiaa i s the destructi-
ve inst inct directed outwards, thereby acquiring the character of aggressive-
ness* Varying qualities of the original destructive instinct may s t i l l remain 
inside the organiira, i t seeos as thou^ we could only perc*ive i t under two 
conditions, either when i t i s bound up with the erotic inst incts so as to fom 
nasochisa, or When i t i s turned on to the external world (with a greater or 
lesser erotic addition) in the shape of aggressiveness**.^Agression, according 
to preud (1925), manifests i t s s l f as a "priMordial reaction" to t^p' Xhv/arting 
of pleasurc-scci^ing or pain-avoiding responses. These assertions clearly point 
out that the blocking of l ibidinal forces leads to frustration, Which in turn 
motivates foe aggression* 
preud»» point of view gave birth to frustration-aggression theory, 
upheld by DoXlard et a l . (1939), who define frustration as "any situation in 
which a goal-resptmse suffers interference**. Aggression i s , according to them, 
'*m act whose goal-response i s injury to an organism", This theory has two 
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l ln i ta t ions . First, in their context, goal response appears equivalent to aix 
or intent, deq;>ite their avoidance of these words. Secondly, in the words of 
Dollard et a l . (1939, P . l ) , "aggressive behaviour always presupposes the e x i s t -
ence of frustration and, contrariwise, the existence of frustration always l ea -
ds to soae fona of aggression**, ^ e ioaediate reaction to this swe^ing gene-
ralisation was negative, and one of the authors (Miller, 1941) ammended the 
hypothesis to read, "Frustration^produces instigations to a number of different 
types of response, one of which i s an instigation to aggression". Buss (1961) 
also disagrees with the frustration-aggres6i<m hypothesis* He asserts that 
"frustr§tion i s only one antecedent of aggression, and i t i s not the most po-
tent obe". He defines aggression as '* a response th«t delivers noxious stimuli 
to another eurganisn". Berkowits (1962) does not agree with Buss, he s t i l l up-
holds the frustration-aggression theory, except that he defines the tem 'frus-
tration* in a different manner, tte says, "the term *frustration*••. . , as in 
the c lass ic work by Dollard aad his colleagues, refers to an interference with 
ongoing goal-directed activity". Bandura and tfolters (1963) define aggression 
as "the c lass of pain-producing or damage-producing responses or as tesstonses 
that could injure or damage i f aimed at a vulnerable object". Thus, Bandur* 
and Walters (1963, p. I l l ) assert that stimulus events and social values have 
sufficient importance in aggressive responses. 
Ruch (1967) too i s of the view that aggfesslve behaviour can be produ-
ced in the absense of any frustration. He defines i t as "a response that d e l i -
vers hurtful stimuli to another object or person".(ft 720). Furthermore, there 
are personality structures Which inculcate such responses and manifest them in 
situations niiich stimulate i t (RMch, 1967; p. 405). When the individual i» un-
able to ihannelise his inherent energy for competition he i s swayed away by 
aggression. Mostly, the individuals who, ih their childhood, had been found 
to 
to be characteristically spoiled, selfish, inconsiderate, and demanding behave 
aggressively in antisocial direction. (Qoleman, 1972, P. 153). 
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Agsxe»ai<m, to jessor «t »X (1968), i s often displayed as « response 
to the •failure of confoaasity* to 'valued social and personal goals*• As such, 
i t becones a proMeai^ of social adjustaent* Adolescents and adults who have been 
socialised in a wajr that they take pride in violent and hostile action bjr eons* 
idering then to be nanly, prove to be sufficiently aggressive in coMparision 
with those who do not appreciate j ^ s i c a l aggression (MtCRndless* 1970)• i t i s 
because, aecoiding to t>iieker (1970), aggressive behaviour depends on a nuaber 
of variables ranging feon frustration to hostil ity, punidliaent, penaissiveness, 
etc. 
Above definitions and points of view sake i t clear that aggression 
i s not simply a conseqiuence of frustrationi i t frequently depends on the social 
circuBstwces in titi^ the individual has been brought up and the unsy he has 
been oriented to respond to situations of fcustratiwi, anxiety, stress, and 
eoiBpetition. Ihe way he reacts very obviously reveals his personality growth and 
naturatimi* 
smammfiL ATTAINHSMT: 
By educational attaiment i t i s aeant that the studaat i s able to 
progress in his aCadeaic tareer either satisfactorily or with certain distinct* 
ions, lii^ier the level of attainaent or achievenent, better the ttSJustment he 
aakes with the educational and social otvircmsents (tteCecco, 1968} P« 36). 
Bducational attainnents set goals and pujposes before the student; 
axtd, with every success he finds hivself nearing the goal of his pursuit. A3 he 
feels coaing nearer to his life-target he also speculates to fu l f i l l his future 
objective in |tis desired naimer. With this progress, he i s alas able to 8hia)e 
hivself as a responsible and contributing aeaber of society} rather, he i s able 
to gain kliiself-enhanceaent (OoMibs and Snygg, 1959) through the discovery of his 
talents and areas of strength, •^elf-enhanceaeut leads to an ade<|uate personal-
i ty , which in turn, i s characterised by a positive view of self, the ability 
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to accept oneself and others, and the uMlity t© iKlate broadly to one«s feilo* 
w»en'«, (uececco, 1968; fp. 26-27) 
Students in^ o nxe tmatiXe to hftve »&ti»(axitogf educational attaimientft 
sure apt to feel ih&aselv&B infesrio£ in coopaxision with their elasawiaatea, Ittis 
sense of IO09 patti theci In a confusion, i?esultinf into Munring of goals end 
puepom»* Pindlug the life-tafget into the failurea la educational cajeeet, they 
aire feaired to displace theis intellectual energies leod indulge themselves into 
act ivi t ies not conducive to acadeaie pursuit* 
iuscocding to Donino <1968}, the atudents having high achievements 
have better petfosnances as compared with those having lo«r a<diieveaaiits« 79'lex 
and Bjeowa (1968) eonsldeir achielieBent as re*m«dingj and, ««jieh piroves helpful 
in B«^ing the child adjust «dth the set np of the edttc|,tiaial institution* 
Many failures in academic achiei^»entS|, claims Anna fcmyA (1968), 
Rse *idue not to the individual's incapacity as such hut metely to the fact that 
such demands efo made on him (the adolescenf) as a time of l i fe v^en a l l h is 
energies are engaged othendse ** Although th is cc»ntention i s , to a great 
extent, true but i t i s not true in a l l the cases. I t can also be the vice versa, 
i . e . , in the case of many talented students, engi^ment of energies in SOM« 
•lotherwise** manners leads them tp acadatie failu»i8 v&ich in tum creates a nu* 
mber of social asid acwSemic pxoblaas of adjustments. Hence, in the circumstan-
ces *«ien legitimate access to the «val«ed social goals* in academic field 
becoaes diff icul t , the individual makes illegitimate use of the means for 
reaching i t , (jessor et a l , 1968i pp 54-59), 
Hig^ fci achievements, state wechsler et al (1970), encourage high l i f e -
aspirations, i^ereas low achievements make one either to console to low aspira-
tions} the fulfilment of ndtich often becomes crooked. 
Accordingly, educational attainment i s not siaa>ly «s acotiemic affairi 
i t has last ing effects on the personality of the students and the social circu-
mstances in Which he ex is t s . Bis success, mostly, means a positive response, and 
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faiXutes xeault in U. negative response, to the acadexic and social world, in 
the words of AbrahaASon (1969), "concern over aChietpesent entai ls a perception 
that others have lovt regard for ones abi l i ty and altto entai ls a correspondingly 
low self-evaluation•*• Now* i f the student Is unable to l i f t blaself up in the 
academic f i e ld , he turns into a rebellious defiant. 
In Abraha»sons«8 (1969, P. 277) view, »^he doalnant tones of «ost 
Sdhools vibrate with Btiddle-class values of in i t i a t ive , aspiration, hard work, 
and i^hievement'*. As such in these schools the *«iiddle-strata values** are dam-
inant and prevalent with which the lower-class child finds d i f f i cu l t to adjust* 
This condition aay be, to sone extent, valid for Indian schools; but, actually, 
i t i s the Biddle-class or lower-niddle-class v&ich has an access to higher 
education. Hence, the problem confines into th is idLlieu alone. 
SOGKMICXiNOillC STATOS; 
Status^ according to Bergel (1962), ls'*based solely on menberahlp in 
heredity, hierarchy stratif ied systoa of kinship units , or, for the sake of bre* 
v i ty , social status". Hence, i t i s f i r s t ascribed and later on altered with the 
gain or l o s s of prestige and rank. 
'Status* positively correlates vd.th *class*, in the sense that the 
group cohesions, connections, relatlcmships and identifications place the indi-
vidual in a particular class with certain s ta tus . Bergel (1963, ?p. 194-195) i s 
also of the view that ''possession^ are doubtless an iaportant factor in the en-
t i re c lass situation". But i t i s also an established fact that 'class* and ' s t -
atus* do not correspond to each other on the scale of wealth. There can be an 
upper-class individual with a lowec status than that of a wlddle-class indivi-
dual. As stressed by Max weber (1958, P, 194), prestige and power also contrib-
ute to deteniine the c lass and status of a certain group or individual. %ere-
fore, in studying a society i t i s always sore sane to give equal iaportance to 
both economic and social factors. 
Societies have since long reflected different social catagories which 
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Bay or nay not be definite in nature} tmt they "tean be very valuable In analy-
Xing social iljrstems and the tMthaviour DdLthin the»*« (Allyn, 1972), Hence, in such 
conditions, a society or a section of society^ conveniently atratified and 
cos^ated with i t s various groups for the imr!>o8e8 of coving to certain condos-
iotm. 
In the institutions of higher education it is seldoa possible for 
the bottoa-lover social classes to get an access in its portals, iribile it is 
•cstly the different strata of the middle and upper classes who doninate the 
population of Indiffia colleges and universities, Aocrngst then, those ttfio cvnnot 
afford to tittk their educational careers by participating in agitational or 
political activities belong to lowezwniddle and tmrking classes (Altbach, 1968; 
?.39>* Although, according to Altbach, there is a great discontentment snong 
the lower-middle class students with the existing conditioni^f the educational 
indtitutions and the education systen but 'n:bey do not often play an active role 
in student organizationnj?* Singh (1968, P«a26), on the basis of his scientific 
studies, holds the view that the students idio are rich *%ave the resources to 
organise, travel, and lobby in order to nobilise support for their cause. Well-
connected and knowledgeable about the social systeai, they feel confident that 
they can coerce the l^ iversity*** With this privilege of their class, they are 
•ore capable of e:xpressing their sentiaents and stementary reactions as coaipared 
to the classes lower to thes in status. 
However, in the light of the above contentions, it can be presumed 
that it is not only the discontentnent of -4»& the social class that is responsi-
ble for hostile expression and indisciplined behaviour, but the power and 
prestige of soclo-econoaie status also proves to be the *back-wall* for the off-
enders* With this safety the student dares to act against the laws and rules 
observable in the university or college ca»pus« lltus, the Majority of Indiscip-
lined students is expected to be found in the upper-and uppernaiddle classes 
idiereas the Majority of disciplined students, who do not wish to spend More thsn 
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than required time in edticatlon. belong to aiddle-iAidie and lowsuwiddle or 
lowr classes, it is plausible only because the facilities and liabilities 
have their own extents in each smd every class* 
RORAL iWD mSMi IHHABITANCBt 
Tbc fawiliar dichotcsay between 'aural* and •urban*, according to 
Gist and Halbert (1955, P»3), "is sore of » tbeoritical concept than a division 
b^js^a upon the f&cts of cosoennity life**. Still everybody knows ^ at he eeans by 
these tiKo teras v&cther it is not possible for hia to give a sstisfftCtory defio 
nition of either of the« (Bctgel, 1955)• 
tt has been repeatedly e^ phttsised that there is s marlccd diffei^ ence 
between the way of life of the rural people and the urban ones. ttXnnies (1957) 
and SisBoel (1950) are also of the view that even the personality characteristics 
of the t«o eoGKunities differ fton each other. Sisnel holds that the urbanite 
becones an indifferent, callous stranger, alaost a dehuaanised and utterly rotw 
tinired robot. %ese Chajracteristics are paralleled by "^ f^innlies* conceptitm of 
Wesenvdlle and curwille relationships. •nfasemdUe relationships are *free-will* 
bonds* spontanea us, close, warn, intimate, personal, and honest. The interperso-
nal style iSnnies designed as gurwille, «rtii(^  is functional in the uxban or 
Gcsellechaft society, is «alculating, raticmal, objective, contrived, self-cons-
ciously stylised, instrmiental, and altogether foreign to «hat he called 'the 
true person behind the urban mask*.** (Hodges, I97lj P145>, Similar distinctions 
have also been made Ijy different other social scientists, for exanple, Mertos 
(1968) characterise* the urban behaviour as consisting of the fake gladhand, 
the false smile, and the fabricated camartulerie — all aspects of sham "folk-
siness", pleomm (1969) calls it the •marketing personality" and Riesman (1961) 
'\)ther-directedness'*« 
Although, we notice that the rural-urban distinction, as such, is 
slowly and grmSually fading, but the central urbanite "yet lives in a somewhat 
different way froa the receding countryside** (Green, 1964). m India, this 
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proce«» i» t t l l l quit* slow. Henc«, we find m otviou* diffetenc* betwm the 
lif«»style« and petaonalititB of the two coaiminities. ihey ace diffetent in 
their social organisation, aocial relation*, aoeial intetafitionf, social cont-
rol, and soeiil view point. 
'*in the rural coMaunity", according to Biesans and Bieaans (1964, 
P. 114), *'cu8tOB i« the king, the folkways and aorea control nost of the beha-
viour". v«hereas, in the urbart society, the individual, sceording to Davis 
(1949, p, 331), "Can e8CSir»e *he oppressiv* control of any primary group «hen 
he wishes, sinply by disappearing into the sea of strangers'*, Hhe city, aecor4{nj 
to Gist and Halbert (1954), encourages impersonal rather than personal relat-
ionship: the latter being a characteristic of rural l i f e , ihe rural culture 
tends to be consertiative (Newmeyer, 1964) triiile the urban culture i s always 
progressive and leading towards cosnopolitanieaa (Ross, 1920). Again according 
to Horton and Hunt (1968), rural people are tradition-bound, infomal, hoaoge-
neous, and tsnehanging. i ts opposite, the urban people, are inpersonalv chrng-
ing, and dominated by secondary contacts end ntaes eonmanicfttion processes. 
Sorokin and zimeman (1929) aptly say that **the rural cosmtmity i s similar to 
calm water in a pale and the urban cosammity to boiling water in Kettle", What 
they mean by this simily i s that "stability i s the typical trait for the one, 
mobility iijihe typical for thejbther". Thus, nw> fundmentally different modes 
of getting a living set tiie rural and urban m>rl6s m>art" (Sims, 1928). 
Obaracteristically being different, rural and urban cinaDunities 
also differ in deviance and hostile behaviour. It i s the urban coaaiunity »*Jich 
i s more frustrated and dissatisfied with the conditions in n^ich i t exists. It 
i s confronted with confusion and uncertainty in i t s normative structure because 
i t s people h&ve more access to illegitimate means for achieving their ends, 
jessor et al (1968) argue that the urban people kare ( i ) the opportunity to lea-
rn deviant behaviour through exposure to deviant role models, (2) a hiher degree 
of integration with agents who apply negative sanctions for the deviant acts. 
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iffid (3) the oppoxtvM*f to perfon deviant acts beeeuse of the avai labi l i ty of 
fac i l i tat ing natecials or of situations free fros supervision* SChaffer e t al 
(l?":^* ^ . 266-268) also have the sane view. They think that the causes of unr* 
eat and deviance in urban areas are nostly because of the dissat is fact ions , 
frustrations, i^seeurit ies , as well as ••the larger nuKber of ot^Kirtunities 
avail i^le and the greater likelihood of association with criminals**, m the 
ease of inAiscipline we ca|i saf that there i s greater likelihood of association 
with agitators and offenders, ihus, i t can be e3g;>ected that* on the school or 
college CMHpus, both the urban and rural wil l behave in a stweyhat different 
vanner. 
IHB OVBB^ ittX RBMARK? 
Ihe sttKtent population i s not eo»posed of a prototype individuals nor 
their actimis can be predicted and interpretted in one way* there are number of 
f acfpors —— social and psychological '—• K i^iSi contribute to their indisciplined 
behaviour. Ihe factors which, most probably, piay an important part have been 
intridueed in here and are picked out for the present study. 
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ICHAPTERI 
3 
SOME RELEVANT 
STUDIES 
C H A ? y B R T H R B B 
SOMB RBLByAWT STOPIBS 
"Xtie ptDblen of indiscipline i« of recent few decades* It has aialnir 
been touched bjr the social scientists in the context of school organisation 
and adBinlstr|tlon. As such, little attention has been paid to tackle It 
Mith social and psychological point of view, consequently, we are not able 
to find nich studies that are directly related to our present study* However, 
there are studies which «att be mtAe use of for seeking some references to 
certain aspects of the factors under study* m the present chasiter we have 
tried to enlist these studies presuwing tiiat they will support our hypoth* 
esOs. 
tt has already been discussed in Chapter One (Pp* 4-S) that indis-
cipline in mdia includes class indiscipline, empaa Misbehaviour, •andalisw, 
and juvenile delinquencf{ hence, studies pertaining to these foxws of indis» 
cipllne have been referred to wherever needed* All such studies have been 
ineorpotated in this chapter under the sub-headings which relate to the res-
pectAve factors. 
atOnoWAL MMORIlTt 
Burt (1935), while studying a group of young delint^ents, found 
that there were 85% cases of eaotional iapaltwent awong thev* Healy and 
Bronner (1936) wotked on 143 deliiujuents and found that 131 cases, i*e*. 
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91*6% gave aubstaotial evidence of eiaotional Malfunctioning* 
Ourea (1937), through •'^iterest-Attitude ttssts** Measured ttie «tto« 
tional iiaturitf of Juvenile delinquents as coarpated vlth tton«delin<]uents« 
Ihe nunber of eases was 316 delinquent boys, confined in an institution for 
Juvenile delin^ents* the results idiow that tte highest scoring 64 eases on 
the 2ttterest«Attittide Tests had an earational age of |0.5 years, whereas the 
lowest scoring 64subjects rated 17«0 years. Ihe median value for the lowest 
64 subjects for the delinquency index was 121*4, the median value for the 
highest 64 Cjtsea being 160*9. It is evident that the Juvenile delinquents 
Oxm distinctive emotional retardation* Maud (1947), through his independ* 
ent study, also comes to the smae conclusion* 
Wotbois (1947)^ throui^ the study of emotional developmenl^ asse« 
rts that the adolescents manifesting socially disal}prftved behaviour are 
emotionally immature* 
Ourea and Assum (1948) studied 276 delinquents and 151 nondelin* 
quent girls of age«grout> f nmi 13 to 17 years* the range of the scores of 
the tests was from 0 to 58, the highest score indicated the lowest matur-
ity* Ihe cedia)! score of the normal adolescents was 10 points* The results 
ghowed that 9l% of the delinquents scored high* over one third of the total 
popufation scored above 90tii percentile for the normal* Tims, the delinqu* 
ents were found to be immature* 
Bixkness mi Johnson (1949) have done a comparative study of del* 
inquent and npndelinquent adolescents* They have found out that the deling 
uents axe abnormally sensitive to ewjtional tensions* Their results are as 
mdii unhappy and emotionally disturbed, 91%; irresponsiafble, 36%; without 
purpose, 40ftj Indifferent toward others, 44«i unimaginative, 4S%} and emo» 
tionally unstable, 48%* 
Lixklemann and Grear (1949), through their study on emotional mat* 
urity, disclosed that a mature person i# reasonably content and deeply con-
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eecned witlt a cieuse to «ihidi he i s devoted in temmotk with hi» felloWbeingt* 
Gduoek aod Gltteek (1950) hwre studied the personality traits of 
delinquent and nondelinquent bofs. Their tenilta once again oonfixa the eao-
tional imaturitjr of the delinquents as upto 75%. 
Ilathaifaf and Hcmachesi (1953) hfve deteonined the po'aonality ty* 
pes of the juvenile delinquents through NMPX. ihef have established the 
fact that eaotional instability i s a diaracteristic of the personality of 
juvenile delinquents* foung (1959) studied the responses of the Juvenile 
delinouents to tfSt, Mis findings of eaotional. Maturity i s upto 8a»4%. 
IK^sin (19^) studied 109 cases for ea»tionai Maturity* The res« 
ults S^howed that the subjects vho were e»otio&ally aature were relatively 
free from emotional involvesent of the ego* 
Saul and pulTer (1965) clinically studied the cases of adolescents 
and case to th» omclusion that the individuals «fio had a balanced adjust* 
Mnt with their envi»»»ent were e»otionaiy nature ^ well. 
Bberhard and Nilson (1966) studied a clinical group of 54 subjects 
with a control group of 43 subjects* They noticed that eawtional imaturity 
was the cause of aggressive behaviour in Many of the clinical group subjets* 
Berne (1966) traced out througih his clinical study that oaotionai 
lawaturity was the cause of unevenness of behaviour and soaetiaes of patho-
logical disturbances as by-protlucts* 
Kounin and Obradovic (1968) found out that enoVionally disturbed 
students were the adsbehaving and indisciplined ones* 
BlooB (1971) worked on the greater ciaoticnal maturity <*ev<!!lop«ent. 
His subjects were the college students (nB585)« His pilot project indicated 
that aourionat aaturity had a highly significant influence en understanding 
the dtresses acting on the students and Sa* reactions to those stresses. 
These studies help us in hypothesising that cjsotionat aautrity 
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cm be a detesminlng factor in the personalities of disciplined and indis* 
ciplined students, Ihe fomer are eiq^cted to be eaotionally aature and 
the latter, in this relation, to be eaotionally imatuxe* 
SOCIAL MATPRITYt 
Studies on social miturity, having direct relati<»ialiip with our 
probleai, are verjr few. However, psfchologists have studied various aspects oF 
social maturity* Diese studies are likely to help in clarifying the concept 
of social Maturity and i t s correlates* So they have sone indirect signifi* 
Cfate for our study^are quoted below in brief* 
Broadway (1937.38) and turie et al <1941) have studied the r«l|^ 
tiontfiip between intelligence ani social maturity and arrived at positive 
results* 
Patterson (1943) found out a correlation between social Maturity 
and pqrchologleal adjustwent* wietsMU's (1943) study establishes a relat-
ionship between social maturity and social acceptability* Banha* (1952) 
and Finley (1955) have also studied the sane factor* Garrison (1956) has 
found out a positive relationship between various behaviour activities md 
social matutlty* 
the studies of Deutsch (1949) and McCandless (1961) have traced 
positive relationship between social maturity and cooperation^ and sympathy 
in group process. 
Barker and Wright (1949), Barker et al (1950), Barker and Wright 
(1951), Bronfenbrenner and oevemex (1952), Lehner and Eabe (1955), «id 
Pey (1957) studied the phenomenon of the sense of rei^nsibility mA found 
out significant relationship between i t and social maturity* 
Jersild (1957) established positive relationship between social 
maturity and emotional maturity* 
Sullivan et al (1957) studi«l the interpersonal maturity of del-
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ln<3uents« He found thftt they were bbyiously iwcially iwuituce* SMith and 
KiiUips (1939) ftudied a gtoup of 61 anlolescents wad found out a celation* 
ahip t>eit«e«ii social maturity and •oeial adequacy^ 
Ball (1962) laade ;^xo«8>8ectlonal omltigrtoup eoKparision of enri-
foxtaumtal and personality factors wltb Tatious types of defiant behaviours 
«u>as adolescents. The tool used was that of ti|PZ« ciae of his results irar-
eal that social deviation i s significantly related with social iMiaturity, 
ZMll (1963) studied 492 police cases appearing in the Belfast 
Juvenile Oburt over a period of 13 amnths, These eases showed significant 
social iaBMturity in then* &ao (1964) and Gibbs (1965) have found out a 
relation^ip between social aaturity and acadenie career* 
{^ers and Gates (1968) in their study have cone to the conclusion 
that the subjects Who were hi|th achievers were also socially nature. Lind* 
gren C1969) on the basis of a study en college students concludes that soc-
ially nature persons have a regard for interpersonal rclationo and social 
obligations, 
Greenberger and Sorensen (1971), tdiile woslcing on a potential 
amturity scale, studied sdiool students and as a revolt CAi>a«Mlised that 
effective individual functioning reqiuires information necessary for the 
individual to grow and maintain hiaself in the average expectable environ-
aent and woxS^-related Skills and aotives necessary for the same end. 
These sttidies establish that there i s a close relationship betw-
een social maturity and the adjusted, cs:iequa<;p and approved baihaviour. i t 
Justifies the formulation of our hypothesis that social maturity may pro-
bably be a factor iUi the personality of fhtt Indiseiplined students* md 
that i s what our hypothesis brings under probe. 
fiScmpmcBmsmassioH t 
AUport (1937) throu^ his test of Ascendance-Submission determ-
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Ined tiiftt in tbe eirctai»taiice« latere «n Indivlxhtal is able to find mieh vx 
iadiriOixaX «ho eonfoms with bis way of thinking} he iMMdiately joins h«uls 
with hia. This becoaes s detemining stage for these individuals to decide 
who will lead and who will be led. 
Allpore and allpott (1939>, <^rou^ their study, fottnd out that 
the subKissive persmi ie not inferior to ascendant one. ihef aajr have all 
the other traits ammtfa in thea except that of ascendance^subaission. 
Schiedlinger (1953) psydic analytic ally studied the individuals 
who had constructive ascoidance and those itfio had doainative ascendaeee* 
m the ease of d<»Binative ascendants he found that when such individuals 
are constrained to feel threatened and helpless they return to the ehild« 
ish longings for the coafort and protection of the oanipotent parental fi-
gure, m this situation the individuals who have an ascendasit personality 
take an authoritarian position and the subaisslve personalities regress to 
obedience and eubaission* on the Contrary, the aature individuals ^ tdio are 
sensitive to the needs of the group and relatively free fr«a personality 
disturbances will try to achieve personal status as well as group goals 
without consciously fostering regressi'ra forces within the group for the 
satisfaction of their personal needs* 
Tannenbaua and Hassarik (1957), throng their study, caae to 
the conclusion that the discontentment or dissatisf acti<m with the soei* 
ety provokes the hostiles to violation ami ugly aggressive bi^aviour, 
whereas the reasonable ascendants try to find out a healthy and ecmstruet-
ive way to aeet ^ e situation. 
Beitkowlts (1957), fhrongji his study found out that lAum a leader 
liho suits the wishes of a group coaes forward, and the subaissive aeabers 
of ttM group do not feel a ne«l to lead. They siaply like the things *get 
going* and carry out suggestions aade by the leader* 
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Mins (1059) on the bc«lt of his ttudf proves ttuit the imtlvldusls 
irtio had the personality dispositions of doninanee, «&sctainity «nd liberal-
Im proved to be ascendant. Oouch (i960) affinis the results of Mann throu* 
gh his study, 
Gruen (i960) throujg^ his study found out that dependent individu-
als change more in the non-self evaluation than the self evaluation. 
Bvans (1960) did the analysis of appointed-follGwer activity of 
subjects who were observQd tdiile perfoxaing in 4-person groups. His results 
depict thst the subaissive followere were significantly less active than 
ascendant folloi^ers, regazdless of the type of leader* 
Gerard (1961) studied a group of adults and found that persons 
vitto were generally »ore dependent upon and sensitive to the opinions of 
others ch§-nged their self-evaluftions to a greater extent than those iidio 
were less dependent. 
Heapfalll (1961) revealed thxou{^ hiasbtudy that the subaissive 
individuals becoote less critical of their leaders and follow theai as re<^-
ired. Guetidcow (1961) adainistered Guilford-zianeman •*A'* Scale on a group 
of subjects and had significant results revealing that the 'keyiaen* are 
aore ascendant than the *endBen*» 
Blkin, ot al (1962) studied a student aob of ao individuals. He 
observed fraternity pledges in two situations leading to »ob action* out 
5 
of 20, the^who denonstrated leadership in the cimtrived situation were wong 
the 6 letters in an episode at a football gane. Given a Gordon Personal 
profile, nob leaders scored hii^er than followers on ascendancy and lower 
on eaotional stability. 
A study conducted by Bxline and Ifttssick (1968) on 34 aale college 
atudents, catagorieed as to doainance or dependency in their contiol orien-
tationa towards others, ihe results Indicate that the subaissive subjects 
M 
wese dependent on otheo while the doiiln«ut one* iMire aoze independent In 
their «cecptence of xeinforeeKente ftom othere. 
Pvakaiili (19^) did on experictent on 22 ascendants and 32 eubnies* 
ives selected on the basis of theit scores on /illport*s iHS Reaction Study, 
ibitokinesis was used to exert the desired pressure on the subjects and then 
to study the effect of such pressure. Results indicate that both asceniants 
and subeoissivcs vere affected by the infotstational social influences^ and 
compared to ascendants, sutxaissiveo were store influenced by group pressure. 
I^Gon et al (1972) adainidtercd the Itolceadi Dogaatlnn Scale and 
the Dominnce Seal* of the Cl^ x to 56 male and 35 feiaale undergraduates, 
subjects i«sre assigned to 22 groups designed to reflect heterogeneity on 
the personality traits. Results reveal that the mmeonfosaity environment 
encouraged the participation of different types of personalities in the 
leadership role. Ihe confoaiity emriromaent tended to favour the emergence 
of high dooinant personalities as group leaders. 
these studies are of various types, on the one hand, they help us 
in understanding the phenomenon of aecendanee^submission in its various 
aspects, on the other hand, they teiMl to differentiate two types of ascend-
ants* one a^resslvc and the other constructive. !Zhis fact may be useful in 
the Interpretation and discnssicm of results regarding the relatimship with 
the personality factor of disciplined and indlsciplined students. 
studies on security-insecurity are directly related to cur pcoblea* 
Psychologists and sociologists have sttniied various aspects of security, 
i*iich night be of help to us in clarifying the concepts of security •nd its 
correlates. Folloning studies seen to be relevant in this area. 
Andrus and Horovits (X938) studied a group of young children. His 
results revealed that the children liio had the insecurity syndnxae gcfe war 
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•oelallT tixid«sire«ble setponMC. 
Bdfiaod and Sevrs (1940) thsougSi theiv •ttuSy on lyndhings bjr eco« 
noodeallT suffered Individual* found that econooie uncertainty leads to 
inteeucity vliidi in turn leads to gigtessive bdxavious* ftxenkel^ Bucnswick 
and Sandfocd (1945) studied a group of oinority eooaminityt •!»•» jewt and 
cane to the same conclusion for theit aggxession* 
Assenian (1943) studied a group of young children in an insecure 
situation and fouitd out the internal cohesion of the fatoilyt tiiolescnae 
p«rent»ehild relations, adetiuate discipline, and the security of a well-
integrated society hftve ianense influence on the development of ego*eecurity, 
nose (1944) studied a 6«Bi>le of adolescent girls and found out 
that the girls i<ho were insecure ^oiMid symptoms of hostil ity, aggressive-
ness, seelusiveness, or, «bat i» torse, an slflost pathological superiority. 
through an interesting study. Spits (1945) came to the conclusion 
that the children «feo had been insecure in their early childhood ^owed re-
tardation in oBotional maturity. Alexander (1948) has al«> affirmed this 
finding thxoi^ his study, w asserts that persons «lho attei^t to adjust 
idth their social and j^ticaX environment prove to be nore^than others. 
Ijcmtyre (1953) through his stixdy found out that there i s a poii-
tive relstioaship between the feeling of security and « person's evaluation 
of himself and of others, ihe secure iiKlividual likes himself as well as 
others. Crandall and Bellugi (1954) on the basis of their study on personsl-
socisl sdjsstnent and Fey (1955) throui^ his study on 58 nedieal students 
further support the findings of iiclntyre. 
Stefflre (1959) served his VkMsationsl Values inventory on 113 
High School students and found out that tiers i s » positive relationship 
between self<»reslisation, achievement, and security. 
Grapko (1960) studied three classes of Grade IT children and found 
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that there was a sis&ifleant celationthlp between seeurltf and achieTement. 
Botel (1964) thxou^ his studjr on human aiotlvation found a posi-
tive relationship between security aiul emotional maturity. 
Daui^erty and Waters (1969) studied a amxpl^ of 30 leaders and 
30 non»leaders from students and came to the conclusion that the former were 
more field independent than the latter ones. 
Siddiqi and /ythtat (1969) have demonstrated through their study 
that disciplined and indisciplined students siepaificantly differ with eac^ 
other at 1% level with respect to n-Affiliation. the indisciplined dtudents 
on the average have much higher n«Affiliation as ow^ared with the disdp* 
lined students. 
on the basis of his study, Kureshi (1975) has found oat that there 
is a significant difference in the personalities of secure and insecure ado-
lescents, ihis differtnee is also Significantly noticeable in sex, celifion, 
and 8ocio«economie status. 
Ihese studies facilitate us in hypothesising that secutity is a 
probable personality factor of the disciplined students and insecurity is 
ihat of the indisciplined ones. 
ASGRBSSlOHi 
Mailer (1937) has found out through a study that individual adol-
escents participate in aggressive and antisocial behaviour more by group 
suggestion than through their own discretion. 
Sears et al (1940) did an experiiwnt on students who were kept 
awake all night, and further frustrated by the prohibition of saoking, dis-
ruption of conversations, and wtkholding promised food and entertainment. 
Their aggressive reactions included derogatory remarics about the experiment 
and psychologists. 
OtiA «id McCandless (1955) have Shown thiough their study that 
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«ihen domlnaace and frustration combine together the Individual becfmes high* 
ly aggtessive. 
Dinviddie (1955} through hia atudf eadiiblted that subjects with 
hig^ scores on a laeajmse of •'social anxiety** (assumed to be the instigation 
for the inhibitory response) displayed more indirect aggression and respood. 
ing to the Boscneweig B-P Study than the subjects ndio were lov on this anx> 
iety measure, with the strength of the hostile tendencies statistically 
held constant* 
Dennett and Jordan (1958) haire eaperlsentally found out that the 
insecure among college students were more eztratmnitlve* i.e., they trowed 
greater hostility or aggression against persons or aStunst things than did 
the more secure group. 
Bandura and Walters (1959) studied S3 adolescent boys} half of 
theia had histories of difficulty with the law or sehr^l authorities due to 
their aggtessive antisocial behaviour. Ihey vetn matched with an appropriate 
control group of boys who were neither markedly aggressive nor markedly 
withdrawn. Results showed that inhibitions against aggression in the control-
group boys arose to some extent from their belief that hostility was socia-
lit improper, m the aggressive boys; wi the other hand, these restrains 
have been impelled largely by fear arising fxim expectations of punishment 
for aggression. Further analysis of the data Showed that the aggressive 
adolescents were reliably more hostile to their teachers than the other 
group in all catagories of aggressive behaviour. 
Bandura (1960) took 30 highly aggressive elementary school boys, 
selected on the basis of behavioural observations rather than because of 
any trouble with authorities, and 30 inhibited but desographically eoapar-. 
able boys. The findings showed that the agressive youngsters ataaed to 
have both ftronger tendencies toward aggression and eoasidersbly weaker 
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•gainst noztaal behariour. 
Bandiixa et al (1961) have done an expttisaent on a gcoup of mira* 
ttxf chlldxen. they were e3q;iosed to andels exhibiting unusual foms of agg-
ression toisracds a large rubber doll, lifter subjecting then to a mild frus-
tration, these children bec«ne not only more aggressive than a control 
group, but also frequently imitated the model's unusual behaviour very 
precisely. 
Sears (1961) did an experiment on t%K» groups of children, one 
group ccnprised of subjects who tere low in antisdcial aggression and the 
other being high in antisocial agreosion, The findings revealed that the 
low antisocial children voiced a stronger desire to employ hostility in 
socially approved wpys •—— for exao^le, im lav enforcement and in infl ict-
ing ptinifltoent for rule breaking. Contrary to these, the high antisocial 
children did not care for socially approved ways of entploying hostility, 
Ihey also did not worry about brewing the rules. 
Walters et al (1962) did an esqieriment on adults Whidi revealed 
that disinhibited response was more aggressive than the inhibited one, Ihis 
finding was further confirmed by Walters and ihomfts (1963) through another 
experiment of the sme kind, 
Liebexman (1966) investigated the effects upon affective respon-
ses of studfints «hen a course examination was postponed twice. 44. students 
in college English class were given the Multiple Affect Alejective Check 
List two days before the scheduled ex«aination and wi^ re asked to f i l l i t 
everyday for two weeks as a study of moods, oompactd to students ti&o did 
well on the examination, poor students were generally more hostile by the 
imminent examination, and remained more hostile on the day following the 
examination, 
Siddiqi and iDchtar (1969) have found out through their study 
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that ^ e indiftcipiiaed and disciplined students significantly dlffejr with 
each other at 39^  level in the case of n*lcweff, ihe indiseiplined students 
have loaeh higher n»Power in c s^mparision idth the disciplined students. 
Itiroug^ s longitudinal study on 982 children consistently display-
ing socially approved behaviour and S8d consistently displaying aggressive* 
disruptive behaviour in the daso-r&om, Feldhusen et al (1970) came to the 
results thai the subjects tdiose behaviour was aggressive and disruptive in 
the elassrooD ecMeved at significantly lowor levels than their socially 
approved peers* 
Kure^l (1975) thtough his research study, has traced out a signi-
fiCj^t correlstion between n»Security and n«Aggcession, as well as between 
n-Aggression and n»Achievement. Hence« be contends that one influences the 
others in positive or negative dimension whatsoever the case may be. 
Above quoted studies, therefore, lead us to preeuaie that aggress-
ion can significantly play an important role in the personalities of disci-
plined and indisciplined students* 
BPDCATIONAL ATTXSmmftt 
Burgess (1956) studied engineering students in a college situat-
ion for the sssesnuent of their personality factors in the context of their 
educatiinal achievements* His findings revealed that over-achievers were 
less liable affectively, more constricted, more emotionally inhibited with 
respect to '^leasureable'* situation, and more intellectually adaptive as 
well as controlled* tmder-achievers were weaker in these characteristics. 
Miller (1959) in his investigation about Negroes found that low 
academic achievement, retardation, absenteeism, gnd over-ageness are found 
in silnificantly greater proportion among delinquents than aonong non-delin-
quents* 
Shaw tfid Black (1960) selected 21 male achievers and 31 male non-
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achievers each %lth an IQ of 113 or higher than i t on the basis of Gook 
Hostility Scale. Their reactions «ere gathered throngh Resenswelg B»P 
Stiuly. The results reYeal that achievers tend to deny aggressive responsibi-
l i ty for their oven inadequate behaviour, tcbile under^achievcrs adnit their 
guilt but claim that circimsteaees beyond their control were rei^Kmsible 
for i t . 
jasmar (1961) ad&inistered a intelligeneo and 2 personality tests 
to a group of college students* The resulta ^^ tiotged that the achievers hai a 
better personality adjustment than the under-achievera. HOB *^ enotional^ and 
social adjnstotonts were significantly higfo in the achievers in comparision 
with the under-achievers* 
Tait and i{o#ges (1963) studied 231 children cut of 542, belonging 
to two different project schools of iTashington run for the psobl^a children. 
About two thirds of these students referred had acaderaic difflcultiea. m 
their acaderaic Krork 57% children were below grade placement for fheit years, 
whereas 3l% of all 501 children in one of the two project schools had been 
retained in grade at least once, according to a study made by the principal 
of that project sdtool. 
Sail (1963) served the mVT on a group of deviant adolescents. 
His findings reveal that undatwachievesseiit tras on of the significant causes 
of their ptrsonality raaladjustmcnts, 
Dell (1963) studied 493 juvenile brought befosie the Belfast juve* 
nile (Jourt by the police. lie found that they had retardations in attainsients. 
jenkin ct al (1964) through their studjr coag>a«fd a group of emotionally 
disturbed boys with a control group of non.<4isturbed boys, tfsehsler Intell i-
gence Scale for Children (WISC)» Mdisler^gellevDe (ltiB)» and California 
Achieveraent Test (CAT) were used. Ifiere was a significant difference between 
the nomal and eaotionally disturbed students (p ,001). "^ e^ latter were 
under-achievers as conparsd to the fAsiMr. 
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Rao (l964a) thxoui^ his atudy found that subjects vfb.0 £':ovcd 
greater sense of responsibility a&d deeper sense of curiosity v?ere c^tST" 
adiieYere, t&ereas those 2&cked in these chacacteriiStics vaxn under-achle* 
vers. 
Rao (1964b) administered en abriged vercioa of the Mooney problem 
Chedfclist (in BogliSh) to approx^aiely ^X) undergraidiuate students in Madras 
State (now t&mil Kada)« %e results showed tlmt tmder«»adiieving students 
reported significsntly more pzoblesEis of adjustiacnt thua did o'Ver^achievcfing 
students* 
Flaherty and Renteel (1905) studied 149 students of Mount Mercy 
Oolle£;o during Preshmtn (^ientation ifeeS:. sigpaifieant differences at the 
level of ,001 were found betisecn the h i /^- and lov^-acliievers, 'Sbe high achi-
ei4&ts manifested better <iaalities of self acceptance, responsibility^ achic* 
osaient by confozoity, intellectual efficiency, and flexibil i ty than the; low 
achievers. 
Sinha (1966) studied 185 high»achievers and 190 lo^^-acihievers. 
His findings reveal that the high«*achievers had better overall adjustment, 
asxd moderate ax^iety level as eeapared with low-achievers. 
Shoemcr (1968), through his study, found that the students who 
were suspended from studies were far below in their higli school acltieveiaent. 
Stewart (1968) studied 31 students on Grade Point Average (GPA) sind Shost* 
orm*s Personal orientation Inventory (POI) and found that there was positive 
correlation in educational attainctent and the ciQJacity for Intinate contacts* 
Siddiqi and i6cktar(1969) have revealed through their study that 
there i s a significant difference at 5% level bet-ween t!ie disciplined end 
indlsciplined students, itiea they compared tiic taeans of nAchievencnt of the 
disciplined and Indiseiplined groups they found ihat the mean of the former 
group was 8.60 i^ereas the mean of the l a t t e r group was 3 .^« Thus, on tk« 
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passMatity patt«tn i« MXf&3f fezaed by the time the child veftdMs the 
period designftted as adeleeeenee in the context of hie aoeisi elMt. 
Stefflie (1959) etudiei « gcoup of 113 hlg^ school eeniore. m 
found that middle eleee background ves asseeieted idth concesn for eltxuiaB 
and eelf*reall«ation n^ile lower elaas b|dEgrouttd was associated with een» 
cem for seeuritir and aonef • 
K&tbuskar (1963) studied 338 Brahmins, 65 Harathas (mostly agri<* 
cultural people)» 35 Depressed csiass boys and girls in Orades 8» 9» and 10 
of ]poona City High Sdiool. Tests employed weret intelligence (Bimet»type 
in Martthi language and nonverbal Passalong Tests) plus Maral^i irersion of 
Termaati«MeNaDa« Mental Ability Scale, BoU Adjustment inventory (in Marathi) 
aod 0*O>nnor Finger Dextiiity. A (ptestionnaire concerning future career 
pltfis and parantal discipline vas added plus ratings by teiidiers and sdbool 
maidks. In general, children of socioeconomieally advanced classes (Brahmins) 
did better on all verbal memsuresj the love* gmnp* iSurpsssed the Brahmihs 
on the O'Oonnor. High percentages of poor adjustment were disclosed on the 
Bell. Squally striking were results i^en analyced in terms of high and low 
income groups, IPiirticularly, l^ressive was the high level of aq^iration 
Showa by the depressed class saaple. 
Haller (1963) served the cattell*s 16 PP test and California Test 
of P|(ersonality on a group of 17 year old boys in school in a culturally 
homogeneous county of Michigan for finding out tM correlations between 
personality factors and aoeioeconmiie status (SBS). His results showed signi-
ficant correlations between SBS and eight «f the personality factors, v i s . , 
Bnotional ftability versus Dissatisfied awtionalityt .11, Daainano) or 
Ascendamce versus Sufamissiomt .06, aaotional Sensitivity versus Teugh Matu-
rity t .04, Anxious insecurity versus Placid Self*Osnfidencet -.05 . 
BadwBi (1963) studied tw» matched groups of delinquent seiMOl 
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ekiltfnm. Be fvund that the deiinqoent sdteol tAiXAtea htd «ese acute 
MCloeeemnBle ptoblems than the it<»ii«dellnquent children. 
Bobina (1962> studied a gxmip of antisocial children in the i«««r 
classes. He fwmA that their high rmte of deviant behaviour was to a grea* 
ter extent dne to their antisocial fathers lOno belonged to a lew oceupat* 
ional status. 
Ball (1963) served t90H Profiles on those 9th grade imblic child-
ren t)ho had heea convicted for their delin(penc|r. He found out significant 
relationship totween deviant personalitjr tendencies and socioeconomic status. 
Dell (1963) made an analysis of the educatiomal and Mtcial faetora 
associated with 492 delinquent children who were brought tefore the Belfast 
juvenile Ocmrt. He found that a low level of socioecotHMaic status had a sig-
nificant relationship with delinquency* 
Itehta (1968) studied 290 students of five experiaental schools 
with two control sdiools. His results indicate that the low socioec^mcsBic 
status groups showed greater gain in n«^hieveiaent, eosapared with the atiddle 
socioeconosiic status boys. 
Warren (1970)* in the context of his study, naintains that i t i s 
not the status group lAich i s rei^nsibld for inconsistencies, rather, i t 
i s the individual i^iose reward structure i s out of line with his investnest* 
ifechsler et al (1970) further support this finding on the bgsis of their 
study by demonstrating that ^ i^gb educational aspirations indicate an ideat* 
ificatiott with noms of the larger social order concerning legitimate meanst 
and hence they operate to restrain involvement in delinquency, d4^spite 
blocked opportunities in the form of poor educational adjustment**. Ihey also 
do not ascribe this adjustment to a particular socioeeoimaie class, but to 
the students who have high a^iirations or anbitions. 
Pspcnoe (1974) on the basis of a few studies asserts that the stu-
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deata «ho involve themamtvts in protests, denujitstratiotis, and *%t0»»aegoti» 
•Jjle** demands axe in najoxity tvm the higili status soeioeconemie baekgcounds* 
These studies, as such, lead to infer that socioeeonooie; status 
ean be an Ijqwirtant faster in determining the student behaviour relating to 
indiscipline. 
RpRAL im vmm INHABITJWCB^ 
SBtiftx (1937) Studied the cases of delin<]uent8 in rural and urban 
areas of Sassas. Re found that there was a reg^ar increiMse in delin^eney 
rates f ro# the isost rural to laost urban onmties. 
Uonahan (1937) did an analysis of the conviction, rates in Iowa 
for the iMrriod 1865*1935 and traced out that the rate had been censtantly 
lover than the urban rates and had not sihoim any significant tendency to 
approadi the urban rate« 
dottier (1938) made a survey of criiainal offences in metropolitan 
regions^ His findings i^veal that in the tone of 45-55 miles of the city 
hall eriates decreased from 1.87^ 4o ,07^ and in the sone nearer to i t the 
rate increased to •44%. Thus criiaes decreased with the distance of aenes 
from urban areas, 
Wiers (1939) studied jitvenile delinquency in rural MicHgan, He 
feund that the most urban county had the highest delintjueravy rate but that 
the Hoarsely settled logging counties had higher rates than the southern 
agricultural counties. 
Uevy (1940) studied the contrast in urban and rural fanily l i f e . 
He found that socialisation of the urban subjects was aore regulated by the 
h«R>e than by the peer group, and they s e a r e d atost of their status in 
fMily rat^r than peer culture activities. Oantrarity, the rural subjects 
were less exposed to rapid'See^ fleaMhsjif^lBdwere able to relate to a wire 
stable aet of values. ^^ ^ j^ cc No. ^--^^ (^X •^ •^ •^^ \ ^ fi 
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Ctl»a«S (194a) studied the process of utbrnimAHom and crizaistal 
bchsYiouc ia the coatext oi culture coaflicts. flia results reveal that the 
exieesslve crimiaality of the city i s due to Hhe iotpersofiallty of s i ty l i f« 
ia comparisioB with rural l i f e , 
l&ers (1944) While studying the eeosoEoic factors in MldiigaB 
deliaqueacy fouad that ia iSest Virgiaia the aiiaiag eeaaaiaities had higher 
criae rates than the agricultural coimounities. 
UuasoB (1959) adninistered the California Test of fersoaality to 
500 seveath graders ia Naahattaa suhurbsa aad rural areas. The results re«> 
vealed that the best adjusted children wre from suburban, urban isd rural 
areas, whereas the towa childrea were least adjusted. 
Hathaway (19S9) wabniaistered the mvi to 15,000 liinncsota niath 
graders aad m>ted their rural-urbMi differences, m found that the rural 
childrea, ia general, eigyressed aiore feelings of eSiyaess, self-depriciat* 
ioB, and suiq;>icioa to others. Urban ehildrca were nore apt to oi^ress fee* 
liags of rebellioa against suthorifcy, less self«critical, and less suspici-
ous of the aotives of the others. 
Bl Keusey (1960) studied the ^araeteristies of rural and urban 
adolesceats ia figypt. He asked 800 pupils ia Port Said, Cairo and ia rural 
areas ia N»tth aad South Bgypt to write about their attitudes aad •alues. 
He fouad that the rural laoxe than the urban groups reflected ia their prod* 
uetioas the doadaaat culture of their social set iq>« 
Burchiasl aad jacobsoa (1963) throng their study oa tiie nigrat* 
lag rural fanilits fouad out that adolesceats of such families were aose 
i«>t to adjust with the aew urbsa l i fe thaa their pareats. They also adjust-
ed satisfactorily ia their urban schools. 
Suthsrlsad aad cresssy (1965) ea the basis of aa saalyiAs of eri-
mt records cane to coadude that crimes ia the city of cadlcago ia the years 
n 
1931. wd 1932 nete S9«6S mh9x»uB ia tbt mtuxbaii area lAthim 25 alles ff«B 
th« c«att« oi Oiea^o ia tbe ttmm peeled it wexe <mXf 29.8!;. XB I937«.l93a 
crisies ia Cbioago ««»» 57.91) CEUS ia the aubuzbaii acea witlU^ a buadted nilet 
of tbe eitfr i t veiie «iily ai«4%* the rate of eriaes further decreased ia 
aseaa 79 t» SOO niles wvgjr fxen -^e eit^r, i*e.» Ijetneea 19.5% and 5*A%. 
0»leai«B et al (1966), bf their study kaewa as Amerieaa Ooloum 
Report, deoosiatrate tiiat the average rural dweller has the auMt level of 
educational attalwneat «i the average suburhaaite* 
jesser et al <1968) did a studsr of a tti««tfaBic coaMRutity through 
«^ieh they fouad that **atude8t8 lOko live ia toiea ttere eossidered to hare 
store access to the situaUoas, eeaas, and materials for deviaaee thea stud-
eats Dtto li^i relatively isolated froa each other ia the rural mreonad**, 
nedisler et al <191Q) also dadoaetrated the same results by their study aad 
assert that the cities, ia coaparisioB with the rural areas, hbve tuore opp* 
ortuaities for deviaat behaviour. 
Mpeaoe (1974) basiag oa some studies reveals that rebellioa 
i^fiast tiie pa»tots, teachers, and the establishnent i s an integral part 
of the adolescent stage of l ife nore prominent in the urban groups than in 
the rural ones. 
Hence, these studies give us a due to hypothesise l^at the beha-
viour of rural toA urban students will manifest ^ e noticeable difference 
in itself. 
the studies cited in this chapter are not directly related with 
our research problem, bat tiiey have some relevance for their reference. 
"Sbfff indirectly thro lifl^t on the hypotheses about the personality factors 
and variables that are selected for the present research, they can be wsll 
utilised for Interpreting our results, to mmt detent they also clarify the 
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concepts of theM factors* Most of ths sttKllss his^ight Inidseiplins, 
aggrsssion, tod aaladJustBumt tMeh ev«ntuaUy ptovs to te of aoaft uti l i ty 
and selevance for ottr bypothesis. 
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CHAPTER 
4 
METHOD 
AND PROCEDURE 
C ,n ft ? T p. B P fl IT R 
MBIHOP ACT) PROCBOURB 
m the previous chipters «e have attempted to eicplain the student 
bchaviotts fxois ^ cial and ps]rcholo{pleal points of view* ^ have also given 
special attention to explain as to t^at xic mean by * indiscipline* and how 
it manifests itsel^en the factors intrinsic in the students* personality 
and prevalent in his external isorld na&e hia to behave in a particular un-
desired mray, m the preceding chapters we have also come accross a defidi** 
te stand point 1^|t all students are not bad, and as such we can not e:q>ect 
that the disciplined and indisciplined students possess the sase personality 
factors «Jd exist in identical social conditions, Ctoviously, it becomes 
logical to place the disciplined students against the indisciplined ones 
and trace out vital differences between their social»psychological behavi-
our. 
We had the opportunity to study the problem, first, in 1962, But 
in the following twelve years we noticed that a great many tumoils have 
taken place in the campus selected for studys vis,, assault of the fice-
Oitanetllor and senior teaching staff-etembers, police firing igptil 2S, 
1965), dcsolution of the Students union and arrests of students, and 
shadow with authorities (Session 1965«66), Fre<iuent strikes, demonstrations 
and agitations against senior teaching staff-members (from Session 1970«71 
to 1972-73), closure of the University on April 4, 1973 for indefinite 
n 
period due to unculy «itufttion» tuxning out of the students froai hostels* 
P« A* C* patxolling, special arrangesMmt of buses and railway bogles for 
students eonpelled to leave for their homes, rustications and arrests* etc. 
Ihese Kid nmf other incidents, minor and major, created much curiosity 
to review and re»study the student behaviour in these aggravated conditions* 
We wanted to retest idiether our findings did have any significance in the 
changed elrcuustances* AS such, the study was repeated in 1974 and the old 
and new results were conj^ axed to establish certain facts with sufficient 
confidence. 
NOW, as this study covers a vast span of time, i t becomes obvious 
to stress that the general e3q;>erifflental design of this research i s , f irst , 
of matched group techni(|ue, and secondly, repeating the study of 1962 in 
1974« Ihe population of study i s the same at both the stages, but the sub<> 
Jects could not be the saia« as i t i s not esipected from nearly all.the stu-
dents to continue their education in the sane under*graduate and post-gra-
duate classes for such a long duration. Hence, the vatiable of subjects 
was clininated, but the variable of population was maintained. 
iirtt 
por the purpose of this long term study, ^ thing was to select suit-
able tests, and if not available, adopt a few for our reijuirements. Next, 
to collect the data, and finally, to statistically analyse them for inter-
pretatiim and discussion, present chapter contains detailed information 
about all these three phases. 
TBSTS PSBD; 
BlOTIOWitt. MATDRITy TESTt 
For measuring the emotional maturity, we selected the Bmotional 
Maturity test prepared by Qadrl, i»htar, and Jafri (1962) of the Department 
of psychology, Aligarh Muslim Iftiiversity, Aligarh. It is meant for college 
and university students. The scale is divided into two parts. Part I and 
93 
II have 14 and 20 situations tespeetively, eaich having 3 Msponse aitsmai-
tivas* the statements depicting enoticmal aaturity^icmatority vete sent to 
S3 psyehologists of Agra* Migach, x;ttclariow, Punjab and Patna tDslversitles 
for tatings. on the basis of the ratings obtained fton the psychologists, 
scale values were detensined for the various statements* Split«4ialf relia-
bi l i ty of Part 2 was found to be ,73 aid of Part t i .62 <)FSO)« Ihe test 
Was validated against the Personality Aljjusti&ent inventory, standardized 
by the Ouidanee t&iit of the Department of Psydiology, Aligtsh Muslim Uni-
versity, Aligarh, But incidentally the authors had not worked out the norms 
of the test . Ibis was done by l&e present researcher in 1962* Now the fdll 
details id>out this test are provided by Pare<dc and Rao (1974). 
SOCIAL Momm lasxt 
Ihe test for social maturity was prepared by Khan (1957> of the 
Oeparlment of Bducation, Aligash Muslim University, MigaiA* It i s meant 
for school, college, and university students, the test has 34 situations, 
each having 3 re^onse alternatives {representing eight dimensions of soc-
ial maturity) which indicate three levels of social mgtuxity, i . e . , lower, 
intermediate, and upper levels. Items included in the test were citically 
reviewed by the teachers of the Departments of aJueation and Psychology of 
Aligarh Muslim University, Aligaxh. Matched-^ roup tedmi<;pi« was eopliyed 
to validate the test , and t tests were used to determine significant diff-
erences tjetween the socij^. maturity of various age-level groups* Omsetiu-
ently, the test was found to discriminate significantly at 1% level of dig-
nificante between socially mature and imature adults, the sample for st»> 
ndardicatitm consisted 176 students. 
While accomodating this test in the present study, we proceeded 
to determine the reliability coefficient mA find out fresh noast •o as 
to ascertain nhether i t suited the awple under investigation. 
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ASCBWPANCB»SUBMI«SIOW TBSTt 
not 
For the measureaient of ascendKnee-sulmisftion, in 1962 «e eould^get 
any Indian test or even «n adaptation of the A8cendanee»Suteiation Test des i -
gned bf Mipoxt and Allport (1939), Hence, i t vss decided to translate i t 
into csdu and Hindi, and adapt i t for the Indian conditions and the present 
cesesrch* 
the f^ole 33 items of the i^ rm for nen uete translated into nrdu 
and Hindi and modified to suit the socio-cultotal conditions of the popttli^ 
tion under study* 
5ome wardens of Aligaxh Muslim university hostels vxte approached 
and asked to se lect two groups of ascendant and submissive students from 
their hostels on the basis of criteria given bclotf. m order to maintain 
unifocvity and avoid subjectivity and confusion, the concepts of aseetMlance 
and stthmission were estplained to them (according to generally accepted 
1 
cr i ter ia) in the following words: 
m are going to cal l the students who possess *self-
confidence' being personally and social ly effect ive 
individuals as ascendants, and those «Dho depend on 
others for their need for reassurance, affection, or 
approval wi l l be called submissives. 
Along with the wardens, senior students of these hostels too were 
aps>roaehed to give the names of the students whom they considered «»/evid-
ently fifll in the above mentioned two categories* As they knew their hostel-
nates very well , they were able to classify the students of their acquaint-
ance into desired two groups having the above stated criteria* 
After obtaining the l i s t s from the wardens and senior students, a 
screening of both the l i s t s was done in order to sort out the common names 
of ascendants and sulrndssives in them. This process faci l i tated us to have 
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final lists of the required two types of students on whom the translated 
version of A-S Test was aKteinistered. Respoases of each and every indivi« 
dual on all the itens were scored and a ftetftency distribution of total 
scores was prepared. Median was calculated and individuals obtaining a 
total score below the nedian were classified as suhmissives, whereas those 
scoriUig above it were ascendants, tonally, we selected the two groups of 
students (n being 29 for each group) who were unanioously found to be 
ascendants and submissives on the basis of both external (opinions of the 
wardens and senior students) and internal (median value) criteria* AJT 
test was applied to find out n^ether the two contrasted groups significsr 
ntly differ in thoir responses on various items of the test or not. Hie 
results are reported in the Tablet I given belowt 
TtBlS 1 Z 
Ztm NO. Value of jp item No, Value of J T 
1 
2a 
2b 
3 
4 
Sa 
Sb 
6s 
6b 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
7,216 
2.091 
4.162 
0.264 
0.243 
0.960 
5.012 
2.888 
3.104 
2.248 
5.041 
3.198 
5.867 
4.000 
18 
19 
20 
21a 
21b 
21c 
22a 
22b 
23a 
23b 
24 
25 
26 
27 
2.786 
14.056 
5.011 
0.782 
0.000 
2.140 
1.292 
12.033 
0.087 
7.856 
0.576 
7.086 
0.544 
4.849 (continued) 
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Itqi NO. v§im of JC^  Itan No. Vlue of jP 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
8.000 
0.148 
0.467 
5.527 
0.700 
1.547 
28 
29 
30a 
30b 
31 
32 
33 
2.856 
4.448 
4,350 
4.618 
5.582 
2.202 
0.476 
(See /ippendixi x) 
fvm tbe tablet t» given above, we find that the item maabecs 2b, 
3,4,5a,6a,7,13,l4,17,l8,21a,2lb,21$,22a,23a,24,26,28,32, and 33 were insig-
nificant at 5% level of significance, ihese iteias were dropped since they 
failed to discriminate between the ascendants and submisslves. 
Split-half reliability coefficient of the finally selected 20 iteos 
was found out to be .625 (N •* 40). (See Appendixs XI>« It was worked out 
on the basis of Speaman-Brown IProphecy Bozmula (Tate, 1955; P. 334). 
W C n m B STffllY TBSTt 
Ihe projeetiim test that we used in our study is an :i^ dian adapta-
tion by Xureahi (1975) of Symonds* Test of Paitta^ e^ . It measures motives, 
i.e., achievement, affiliation, power, aggresslcm, and security, A aet of 
two plates is awailable to assess each of the above motives. The sample 
for standar^lisation consisted 119 students, the reliability coefficients 
as determined by Bureshi are reported belowt 
TABUB) XI. SBLIABXLITT OOBPFiaBNTS 
Motives Split-half mter Score 
AChievoaent .85 .82 
Affiliation .81 .77 (continued) 
•9& 
.88 
.92 
.85 
.99 
.78 
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Motives Split-half lnter*Scoire 
Bowes 
Aggcession 
Secutity 
tbe Above quoted reliability coefficients show that the test is 
sufficiently reliable to measure the said motives. 
only two sets of {»ictures, measuring aggression and security^ were 
selected from S!uredii«s ada|>ted set for the present study so as to deter-
mine how far the two groups differ in these personality factors. 
Administration of the test, its scoring and analysis are ejtplai* 
ned by Kure8hi(1975). Hoinver in the present study a (]uantitative analysis 
has been preferred over the ijualitatii^ one, wSiidi has been discussed in 
the following pages. 
DBTBUMIN/fflON OP TOE NORMS t 
AS pointed out eanie#, the notms were not available for B&otional 
and Social Maturity Tests, so it was decided to detetmine them for these 
tests as well as for Ascendance-Suhmission Reaction Test adapted in Urdu 
and Hindi. For this purpose. Random San^ling Technique was enqployed to obt-
ain a representftive saiq>le from each hostel of the halls of Aligurti Muslim 
university, Aligarh. itte sanqile consisted of 300 men students of the univ-
ersity, yeamn representatives were deliberately kept out because they were 
in n« way connected with this study. Some of the returns were rejected bec-
ause their scores were inco^lete mA some important details were missing. 
All the three tests, viz., Bnotional Maturity, Social Maturity, 
and Ascendance-Submission were administered to the randomly selected stud-
ents. For eath test first and third quartiles were coogmted. ihe norms 
based on quartile value& for the three tests are reported in the tables 
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given beloW} 
TABLBt III . NORMS OF mcfiiwiti uxmttm 
Levels Noma 
Unmatuse 
Average 
Mature 
ttpto • 67,69 
67«70 -to« 78,22 
78,23 snd tibove 
<See /sppendixt i l l ) 
TABlBi IV. NtfflMS OP SOQiBL MATORlTy 
t^evels Norms 
Ittmature 
Average 
Mature 
ia>to - 73 
73 - t o - 82 
83 and above 
CSee Appendix I IV) 
TUBtB: V. HOroiS OP ASCBNDANCB-StJBMISSION 
Levels Norms 
Submissive 
iiverage 
Ascendant 
tDto • 18 
19 - t o - 24 
25 and above 
( s e e Appendix I V) 
MBTOODOLQgyt 
AS i^ have repeatedly mentioned, t h i s study was once done in 1962 
and again repeated in 1974 for the verification of earlier findings. Ihere-
fore, i t Mill b« re<iuired to state the procedure and method adopted, f irst , 
in 1962 and, later on, that irtiich was ei^loyed in 1974. 
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31962 
I t was primarlty inteiuteif to find out how the behavious of iiidl0» 
ciplined ettidents wns different fton th»t of the diaci!>li»ed ones* «i«f«» 
fore» the gtoups of both the fnma of stodehts imtt o»tt««sted with each 
other and n«iteheds.3roup teehnicjae was ei^loyed foe getting definite t e su i t s . 
fdcst step of th is teduii<]ue was to locste thastt students i ^ wexe deeaed 
to be disciplined and those who were considered to be indiscipiined. Keep* 
ins this fi^ct in view, the eeooxds of the VxDctor*s office, ^ iga th Masiin 
taivetsi ty, Aiigwdi, were c»nsulted at the outset to pr^ipare a l i s t of 
students ayjainst whom the ownplaints of any oisconduct had ever been io#ged« 
These records provided the naaes of t h « « types of students, !•«•» fix«t, 
those students against whcm cos^laints were aade but no puniduient was 
given to theta as there was a lack of sufficient evidences} secondly, tiMtse 
students against vSwm the disciplinary action was takes only once; i ^ 
thisdly, those students against «tiota disc^l inasy action was tsken nore 
than once» Bvid«aiitly, the names of the f i r s t type of students w«re CHsitted 
from our l i s t and the rest two t^s^s were selected for the puqtoses of 
present study. 
fHxt l i s t pr^ared from the records of the froctor's Office spmiad 
over a span of three academic sessions, «hieh provided the naims of onlf 
85 sudi students. Normally, every epse of indiscipline i s not referred to 
the iproctor, na»y of thou pertaining to Halls of residence are dealt with 
by Wardens end Provosts themselves. So, we isyproaehed the :provosts, Ward-
ens, office-bearers, seniors of the Ralls and room mates of the students 
as well, for getting infotnation about some additional cases of indiscip-
l ine . 
iti i le c|>proaching Wardens and senior students i t was kept in mind 
t h ^ they would be the most iq^propriate sources by Which we could eonvedi-
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entXy tr»c« the disciplined students, iherefoue, the fitst thing that we 
did w«s to psep«re the lists of disciplined snd i(}disciplined students 
before we could come in contact with tjilversity authorities, m order to 
prepare the lists ve studied the personal files of the stidents aaintained by 
the Ftovost offices of various Ralls and sorted out the groups of •offend-
ing students* and 'desn record students*. Next, we contacted wardens and 
senior students whom we requested to write the naneij of the students in 
the two rei^ctive columns of the performs (see iU)p4mdix: icxxiv) for being 
disciplined and indisciplined according to the criteria mentioned therein, 
on the basis of their h i ^ fteqiaeac$ms, the two lists of disciplined and 
indisciplined students were prepared from these responses. Students in the 
doubtful category^, £«e«, f^ere the respondents did not aggee regarding 
their conduct, were dropped. 
Before finalising l^ese lists, rocntHaates of these students were 
contacted and were requested to give their opinion abouf^heir 'Partner* 
in question Whether he could be called a disciplined or indisciplined stu-
dent* Hmd, further che<Mng of these lists was done by interviewing the 
Partners of those students, m some cases the students vAio were declared 
as disciplined by Wardens, Provosts, etc., were not considered so by thdir 
roG«<«iates. Relying on their intimate knowledge, the naaes of students iwre 
dropped from the list so that the doubtful cases could be eliminated. 
m the case of indisciplined students, opinions of the rotmnnates 
were not considered to be very audi reliable, because it was quite expected 
that subjective and personal bias could influence a detached Apinion. Hence, 
in the latter case, if the opinion differed with those of the wardens, 
senior students, and the Provost office records, it was rejected and the 
n«ne of the indisciplined stud«it was retained in the list. In other words, 
if majority of the opinions supported by office records placed a student 
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«8 disciplined he was taketa t9 be so. 
Finallyt the l i s t of offenders, prepared on the basis of the reeo* 
rds of p»>ctor*s Office, was cos^ared with the l i s t of indiseiplined stud-
ents prepared through the records of i^ trovost office and also with the opi-
nions of wardens, senior students, and rooot-mates. Through this process i t 
became possible to prepare a consolidated final l i s t of 265 students know 
as the indiseiplined ones. Our l i s t of discipliiied students, prepared with 
the help of the reports of wardens and opinions of senior students and 
roooHtaates, consisted 341 names. Prom these two l i s t s again, as a princi-
ple, we dropped the borderline cases from our sas^^le, and as a precaution-
ary measure we picked out only pi»»Binent cases ftom both the l i s t s so as 
to hatra silmificantly contrasting groups, rather these were the cases about 
vAuM there was the maadmum consensuSvof opinion, tdhich conse<piently served 
|S the prinilplie of sacking for our study. 
After finalising the l i s t s of disciplined and indiseiplined stud-
ents, we made efforts to contact the indiseiplined students f irst , as i t 
was feared that this group would prove to be a hard core to tackle wiHi. 
During our contact with these students we found that nearly 63 students 
of this group were not available in the university, for they ha4>«en either 
suspended or rusticated from the institution. A few of them, by that time 
were expelled ftom the hostels. Prom the remaining 202, some 44 students 
refused outright to eo<^rate in mf way, and 24 gave (me or the other 
excuse for spuing tine for this project, i^st of the l34 students, howev-
er, were served the three Inventories of »»tional Maturity, Socia Matur-
i ty , «ad Ascendance-Submission Reaction for giving req^onses. These stud-
ents were frequently contacted for getting prcmpt responses from them, m 
the course of contact i t was experienced that S3 students had betrayed 
disintcrestettoess in a ta«k like this for tliidi they had patiently to s i t 
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md f i l l the lxrv«nt«il«s befoc* tibe ixxwiatii^tox* tti«f fe l t i t to bt m 
eoafbersom job to setpond to all the three ixnrentories, mea the remalali^ 
81 sets of the thtee inventories wece colleeted aiad scosin^ woxlc was stsst-
e4, i t w«s found that aovm 31 stt«ient8 had done the 0ob vvjrsr eax^leSslf • 
Ihey bfd left images and itoas tsoiaidbeA* Hieis infomation schedule ^as also 
fi l led in tdth siisguiding infotsaations. Itose 31 studoats were once s»te 
t>u£8»aded to onaplete the tests^ but theijlbever toolc i t so seriously and, 
thus, the total nutaiber of this gmvp cmm down to 50 only. Since, the peeso 
ent study being based on matehed^group teohni^pe, the escten^veness of a 
group i s fort«niately not as itsportant as the tsell«-defined nature of the 
group, lie have the precedence of liolitt C1958) alis^ in this regwed, ndto too 
has done his fti. 3, study on a sssB l^e of 50 and has achieved sufficient 
recognition for his wii^. 
Oonsidering the apn^r of cases in the indiscipUned group, cmly 
50 . ^ U . ™ « » . » « U . r 34. . ^ ^ ^ . one. »»„ ^ . c t « . f.r ^ 
present study. <|tiese students proved extraordinarily cooperative and sympa* 
theti« in eoffis l^etlng the tests «ad giving th« needful information. 
After applying the three tests , i . e . , finoticmal Maturity, social 
Maturity, and Ascendanee-^taaiesion Beaction lyssts for the laeasuretaent of 
the three personality factors, i t was pr^ p»esed to have a deeper probe in 
the personalities of soiw of the cases of both the groups, in order to find 
9«it the role of other factors, such as aggression «tul security, AS the test 
for this purpose was «ore tisMs eonsuoing, i t was diffiimlt to pursu|de all 
tlie subjects to respond to i t , we decided to l i o i t the nusdset of subjects 
to the extrene cases of the two grotQ>s enlyi both of ndiich, consequently, 
contained 10 disciplined and 10 indisciplined students* All these 20 sub* 
jects, selected for the depth study, were individually seriNNl the plates 
of pictures and were asked to write stories, for which standard instruct* 
ions (Atkinson, 1958> were given, the scoring of respoases was done accord* 
s p ^ i l ^itt«ili|p» KRIS miMi3mm»»i^iM^mlmi wms^xm tomm* &m$ ^^M «**• 
t%&silm mm esalu « i ^ i ^ tttn^t ^ t^ c^vt @ii0t«tsti»l ^ ^ cio^ N^ 
OC*« C#ll»e* ' l i p S l ^ S t i a i l t ' I ' ^ i w r s i t ; ^ , ^ f ; | | * l t , ®ldi |l!CStl«j|f«« ^ I f i i f mSlCOm 
t^ yg^ «t%ls r«f»£ii«i»i# m mm tiM te ^ i ; ^ <i:^  »l«ii@iif i i i % lit <^ ip»» 
et• !:fti8 ti«8 «<Wt i« dict^ ifd tti« iitt#i ef t^ oiHi fit«»tetti ^ ^ imHi not 
jtHKliiitit «ft» tiiil IMMM umittfM^ o« ttttao^ tint #f 8^» imMteli ipt § ttBg 
tttSK. list of «te s>aiiiliilD« IMIMMI Hii « oetlil noititt ef ^3* m ^« 
•l4W« ;{ft c»t8«tttd ttm pmma^ «r i ^ ttwi m l l i f» «l»fda ^it ptaiUwiiB 
fo r consult ing personal i^^^Mtd* o f ^ « t t U t e l t S f««l<liag i n tU t t l * t l U t l l * 
•••vii Hit sMifioaiift (wit IMH XXXIV ) t» « « «ii)Bte}t» Mulcit iftiKlaii«» «nd 
ttMMMiuilM ttf ttiott ittiidiBtt i lM tMMMi iii#iMi# nMfv aoiii fioniE^yusiyi dbi 1 B 
tfwit ««ii«&tiM sift tMii«i^ iiNHi« iiiitii#i mAB mmm %mm m^ ^ i l i^ ^ 
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396 Students catagoxized as ioAisciplintA, 
Bjr coaqparing tbe thnw iists i«t fouod that these wece l69 nanes 
conmon in all of them* Hence, the cest of the nanes were dropped fron out 
list of the iACitciplined students. 
AS fas as the disciplined students wece eoncecnedo we did not have 
any tecotds about them in any office. So« it nalnly celateit to the waxdens 
senior students, and the zoomNnates of sudh students to give dependable 
infonoation. The aboim refer fed pexfoiima was one source to collect the nat-
es of disciplined students, md perwmal contact of the investigator with 
the informers and the students concerned was the other steans to verify the 
genuinity of the report. 8y this process we collected 357 names of such 
students about whose g^od conduct there was no difference of opinion* 
AS we wanted to have a matched eaople with that of 1962, we appr-
eciated to reduce the nus^sr of disciplined and indisclplined groups to 
n B 50 each* our previous eaq;>erience Showed that the students from the in-
disciplined group were less cooperative than the other group* Hherefoxe, 
we started contacting the foxiaer students first* When they all 169 filled 
the three tests of Beotional Maturity, Social Maturity, Aseendsnce-Submis-
sion Reaction, each of its copy was screened. The students «Aio had not giv> 
•n reiqponse to us and left the tests with incomplete entries or who abstain 
ned freai cooperating with us were once again dropped out of our ea4;>le« 
Ihus, we had so«e 98 eases fcea the indisclplined group, out of vMch we 
setectttd these 50 cases uho were the e:rtffette ones in their group* Vot Bat-
ching with them, we aK>roached the 50 apparently well disciplined studavts 
and got the Hbove said tests filled by them* This approach was <|uite easy 
and free of troubles, so we finished the tast ^ c k l y . 
Ihe nesrt step was the depth study of the two groups for aggression 
and security, m the study at the first stage, i*e*, in 1962, vie had taken 
10 eirtrenc cases freet both the groc^ of disciplined and indiscipliacd 
lOS 
students, we adopted the sase course in 1974 as iMdX* He seirved on the« 
the pistes of pietuces adapted try Kuxeshi {i975> and got the stories wsit-
ten by them according to the method prevcribed by hln. 
the data regarding the social factors of educational attaimsent, 
socio-econJBiic statas« and rural or urban inhabitation, was gathered thro-
ugh the fact-^finding schedule p^dnted on the earlier mentioned three tests . 
Ml the data collected through these procedures were statistically 
treated and the results interpreted and discussed accordingly. 
For analysing the data «e have aiiplied various appropriate statis-
tical methods, amongst vfttich the measures of central tendency, v ie . , mean 
and median have been ^Ktensively used. Tate (1955) suggests that the meas-
ures of e^tral tendency and variability •*in addition to providing the bt^ -> 
i s for exact cooparisions of the two series, are indispcnsible In the ana-
lys is and interpretation of a single series'*. The variability of a series 
may be more important and reveal more about the series than average value. 
Again, •'averages are alwayo laore meaningful and less susceptible to misint-
erpretation when aceoaqpanied by statements regarding variability*** (Tate, 
1955; P. 117), Bence, standard deviation and coefficient of variance <ev) 
were used to find out the extent of variation among the two gnmps that «m 
studied. C9 e3q>resses the standard deviation as a percebtage of the mean, 
acid as audi, i t provides a measure of variability relative to average value. 
The foxnulae used to caleaate the above mentioned variabUities were taken 
from Bdwards (1954). 
» order to draw statistical inference, particularly testing of 
hypothesie* we have used non-paranetric tests which are also known as dist-
ribution-free tests . MS have used ^ e iMbBogorev-atictiov two-sample test to 
find out whether two independent swales of disciplined and indlsciplined 
atudents have t>een dtwm f con the sane population. si«gel (1956) eentendi 
that this tvo-tailed test ifi sensitive to anjr kind of diffecenee in the 
distributions fsam nthith the tt«o stnples wexe drgim •—» diffesences in 
location (central tendency)! In dispersion* in dtemdness* etc." K«-S test, 
apart from being a powerful test, operates aore conseev&tively, according 
to ooodnan_ (1954), even when it is used with data irttidi do not meet the 
assumition of continuity, this test has again been used to fJLnd out the 
differences between the two results of 1962 and 1974* 
in staking inferences about p<^?ulation8 and in generalizing beyond 
i^cific samples the JE^ test is eonsiderod to be one of the B»st approp*i«* 
ate techniques (Dubois, 1965). Uhen the data consists of fteijuencies in 
discrete catagories this test is eaplofed for detenaining the sigAifieanee 
of differences between tmiD independent groups (Siegel, 1956| p. 104). 
It has been suggested that tthen the amallest expected freq[uency 
Sign 
i s less th«rt 5, idsher*s Bract Probability^Test i s to be used (siegel, 1956} 
P« HO)* ihis i s an extreoely useful nonparanetrie test for analyzing dis« 
Crete data sspeeially vAien the saiaple drawn are independent and small in 
siee (MCNemar, 1962), 
Ihese statistical tests have enaibled us to have definite quanti'-
tative nssults for the present en^irical study and infer certain eonelus* 
•to ire 
ions which may prove of sos^ utility in tackling the student problems in 
future* 
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CHAPTER 
5 
RESULTS 
C H A P T B R P I V B 
RESULTS 
Analysis of all the social psychological factors responsible for 
the disciplined and indisciplined behaviour was done in accordance with the 
steps and rationale of the statistical analysis discussed in the preceding 
chapter, the results irtiich we have found out thaough this analysis are rep-
orted in here* 
BMOTIOWAL MATORITYt 
Results of 1962 and 1974 studies are given belowt 
TABiBs I - BMOTIONAt MATURITT OP 1962 CROUPS. 
Groups 
Disciplined 
indisciplined 
Mean 
76,00 
69.90 
Median 
77.00 
71.50 
S. 0. 
5.88 
7.03 
C. V. 
7.73 
11.34 
(See JU^ pendixt VI) 
TABLEt II - EMOTIONAL MATURITY OP 1974 GROUPS. 
Groups 
Disciplined 
Mean 
77,94 
Median 
78.42 
S. D. 
5.53 
G. V, 
7.09 
(P.T.O.) 
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indl«eip].in«<l 63.88 64.30 4.75 7.44 
(see Appendix: Vlf) 
tABLBs i n - K-S ANALYSIS OP DISCI?LINBD AND 
INWSCIPLINBD Gaopi>S. 
Year 
1963 
1974 
Value of K-S 
14,44 
57,76 
at 
2 
2 
Reniicks 
Sigolfieaat at 1% lere l 
Significant at IX level 
(See i^pendiact YIi i ) 
TABLB: IV - K-S ANALYSIS OF 1962 AND 1974 
OISCIPLINBO 6R0DPS. 
Value of K-S df Renarks 
• - I I •I1IIIIIII •i i in-1- '- [ — II. ..r - n i l .. n r r i r i i r T i i i n - .- 1 i . . i i .n • ii i -iiji T . [••-iii.j i i i iui.ii 
4.00 2 Highly insignificant at 1% l erc l 
(See APPendixt ix) 
TABLBs V - K-S ANALYSIS OF 1962 AND 1974 
INDISCIPLINfiD GROUPS 
Value of K-S df Reaatks 
X6.00 2 Significant at 1% l eve l 
• • • I . . • • m i l . .11 1 1 1 1 1 , 1 1 ,111, I • , 
(See Appendixj x> 
Reaults of 1962 and 1974 atudiea are as follows: 
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TABLE: VI - SOCIX. MATORmf OF 1962 GROUPS. 
Groups 
Disciplined 
Ittdisciplined 
Mean 
77.60 
68.80 
Median 
78.03 
69,00 
S. D. 
6.31 
6.69 
C. V. 
8.13 
9.73 
(See ^pendix: xi) 
TABLES VII - SOCIAL MATURITY OP 1974 GROU? 
Groups 
Disciplined 
mdlsciplined 
Mean 
78,34 
63,02 
Median 
78.15 
63.66 
S. D. 
5.61 
8.56 
€• V. 
7,28 
13»58 
(See APP«ndixj xil) 
TABLBt VIII - K-S ANALYSIS OF MSCIFLINBD AND 
INDISCIPLINBD GROUPS. 
Year 
1963 
1974 
Value of K-S 
19.36 
64.00 
df 
3 
3 
Reaiarks 
Significant at 1% level 
Significant at 1% level 
(See Appendix: XIII) 
TABLE: IX - K-S ANALYSIS OF 1963 AND 1974 
DISCIPLINED GROUPS, 
Value of K-S df Remarks 
0,36 3 Hif^ly insignificant at 1% level 
(see Appmdiz) xiv) 
I l l 
TABLBt X - K«.3 ANALYSIS OP 1962 Hm 1974 
INDISCiaiNEO GROUPS. 
Vftlue of K-S df RenariE* 
14.44 2 S ign i f i cant at 1% l e v e l 
(See Appendix: XV) 
ASGENDAKCB»SU8MTSS10K 8 
Following are the r e s u l t s of 1962 and 1974 studies2 
TWLB: XI - ASCBNDANCB-SUBMISSION W 1962 GROUPS. 
Groups 
Disciplined 
indisciplined 
Mean 
21.06 
18,38 
Median 
22.15 
23,01 
S. D. 
5.66 
4.87 
C. V. 
26.87 
26.50 
(See Appendixt XVI) 
TABLBs XII - ASCBNDANCB-SUK f^lSSlON IN 1974 GROUPS. 
Ocoups 
Msciplincd 
Indisciplined 
Mean 
22.32 
21.78 
Median 
21.96 
20.76 
S. D. 
4,25 
4,32 
C. V. 
19.21 
19.83 
(See Appendixt XVII) 
TAMJBl XIII - K-S ANALTSIS OP DISCIPLINBD AND 
INBTSCIPLINBD GROUPS. 
Year Value of E - S df Reaarks 
1962 1.96 2 ll igiay i n s i g n i f i c a n t at 1% l e v e l 
(Ooniinued) 
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1974 1.00 2 Highly insignificant at 1% lev«l 
(se« xppeniixs XVIII) 
imiMi XIV • K-S ANALYSIS OP 1962 m> 1974 
DISCIPLINED GROUPS. 
Valtt« of K-S df !l»aaf±s 
•II .III ••Hi.WIMiMiWilli ! • Nll | l—iiil l»l^»^w •l.iMI>MliiWMWMWWM I^M i^WWW i^»>iiiaiB«W»<gWMWMMMMiW>i«MW«»»W^ 
l.#4 2 insignificant at 1% level 
(See Appendix; XIX) 
TABLE XVs - K-S ANALYSIS OP 1962 AND 1974 
HIDISCIPLINBD GROmS, 
Yalue of K-S 
4.00 
df 
2 
R<aaack8 
Ins l i^ f ion t at 3% level 
(See Appendixt XX) 
SBCPaiTYt 
(Hven b*»low are the resttltis of 1962 and 1974 studieti 
TABLE: X7I - SBCORITY IN 1962 GROUPS. 
Groups 
Disciplined 
Indisciplined 
Mean 
8.70 
3.70 
Median 
9.50 
3.83 
S. D. 
1.53 
1.099 
C. V. 
17,57 
29.70 
(See Appendix: n i ) 
TABLBj Wll - SECURITY IN 1974 GH0OPS. 
(See oa tbenext page) 
U 3 
TABLBi XVXI - SBCfRTR IN 1974 OKODPS. 
Gxottps 
Disciplined 
Xadifdpliaea 
M««i 
8«50 
3.«0 
Median 
8«50 
3.50 
S. D. 
1.S0 
0.916 
c. y. 
17.64 
35.44 
(See Atiptndiz] XXXt) 
TAia^j XVIIX - AtPLICATIOS OF MEDIAN^ AND HSHBR'S 
A 
SSACT PBOBAJBILnr SIQ4 TEST ON DISCXPLIKBD 
tm INDIICIPLXNBD GROUPS. 
7e«f 
1962 
1974 
\ 
24.20 
S4.20 
2 
3,1 
3.1 
R«ma<k« 
Significunt at i% level 
Significant at 1% level 
(See iippeadixs XJCIIX) 
tmiMt nx * APH.ICA7I0N OP HBDIAN TEST AND PlSHBR«S 
BXACr PROBABlLITf SIGN TBST df 1962 AND 
1974 DISCirtlNSD (^OOtS. 
JC Z RMaiks 
c 
0.29 0 Hij^y msignificant «t 1% leve l 
(See Appendixt XXST) 
imjbt XX - AfPLICAirXON OP UBDIAN TBST AND PISHBR'S 
BXAcrr msBABiwn SIGN TBST C»} i962 tm 
1974 INDISCIfUNBD OSOUFS. 
c 
(Oentifnted) 
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0.29 0 Highly Insignificant *t 1^ level 
jwiii \mmmmmuimnn\mmmmmmm\a\i iMiwiiiiMi»lwwi«>i(»wwiMWMMMip«^ w»^  
' <see i^pendixt XXV) 
Sestilts of 1962 and 1974 atudies aco givmi belowt 
TiffltBt XXI - aStaSSSION iiKCKG 1962 GROOfS, 
(Sl(3UtS 
Oisciplined 
Ittdieoiplitted 
Mean 
6.40 
U.70 
Median 
6,50 
11.50 
S. 2). 
1,80 
1,64 
C. V. 
28. ia 
14,01 
csee ^p«»di3tt lonn) 
tAKLBt XXXI - AQSRBSSlON m^G J974 DROOPS. 
Gfoupe 
Disciplined 
Indiociplined 
Mean 
5.90 
11«70 
Median 
6.00 
11.50 
S. D. 
1.81 
1.67 
C V. 
3a*44 
14.33 
(See itppendixs xxni) 
TABLE? XXn - APW.ICAT1CN OP THB HWim tEST iOT PISRBR»S 
jBXACT mmmnrti SIGH TEST ON DTSCZRINBS 
KSftT 
1962 
1974 
X 
c 
10,20 
12.93 
2 
3.1 
3.1 
Remnxki: 
Significant at 1% level 
Significant at l%lerel 
(see AppeiKiixi xxnTlT 
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Tmutt xjttv • AmLxamm OF MBDIJIN TEST AND nsnm*s 
BXAcr pROBABitirr Sim TSST m 1962 AND 
1974 DISCIPLIKED GROUPS. 
J5J. 2 R(»i»tk« 
0.204 0 mghlr Xnsigaificant at 1% level 
CSee Vippei^xt ZXXX) 
XftBLEi XXV • APaiCATION OP MBDIAN 'mST AND PISHBR»S 
EXACT vsmmtttrr siot TEST m i9d2 AND 
1974 INDJSCIH-INED G!10UI>S. 
^e 
0.20 
2 
0.63 
Remaxks 
Hl^ ly Insignificant at 1% level 
(See Appendixi XXX) 
Bollowing table XXTt presents -tiie findings of l962 and 1974 studies: 
TABtEjXXVI "Jp AN^YSIS OP mSClILlNBD AND INDISCIPLINBD 
GRmiPS. 
Yew 
1962 
1974 
Value o f ^ 
34.31 
24.63 
df 
1 
1 
Seaarka 
Significant at 1% level 
Significmt at 1% level 
(See Appendix} XXXI) 
SOGIO»BO0NOIIIC STATUS I 
Given below axt the results of 1962 and 1974 studiest 
TABLE: XXVII-Jt^ ANAtYSlS OP DISCIPIINBD AND IHDlSOtPLXNBD 
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QSCIOSS, 
Yetur 
1962 
1974 
Value of jr 
18.02 
12.64 
df 
1 
1 
AcBUudcs 
Slgnifletnt at IS level 
Significant at 1% level 
(See iim>mdixi X3DC2I) 
Results of the studies of 1962 and 1974 ace as follows: 
TABLBi JOnflll "J^ ANALYSIS OP ©ISGIPtlNBD AN© INDISCIMNBD 
Yeat 
1962 
1974 
Value o f ^ 
16.23 
9,96 
df 
1 
1 
Remarks 
Significant at 1% level 
Significant at 1% level 
(see Appendix} XXXIIX) 
SCMMABY OP THB RBSCtTSi 
— — — " » — — " — — I " ' - ' " I " • 'I I — « — < » 
Results presented in the preceding pages reveal the folloidlng 
factsI 
1* Disciplined students are eooticnially nore mature as c^ saq^ ared 
idth the indiseiplined ones. 
2. Disciplined Students are socially sioce nature as ooB«>ased witft 
the indiseiplined ones. 
3. there is no significant difference betwwen the disciplined and 
indiseiplised students as far as the aseendanee-subRiission is ocmcemed.^ 
4. Disciplined students feel w r e secure as compared with the ind-
iseiplined ones* 
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S« lndi«cipXin«4 studftnts, in eonpuritfion wlili the tUseiplined 
oa«», «x« hifl^y «8:gxeMiv«« 
6* Dittelplln«d atudeatt gen«c«a.ly have leverage «iUI hli^ edaeatio-
nal attainment* "Nhereas the Indiaciplined ones have low tm$ avetage edtusati-
onal attaintsenfa, 
7* piseiplined atudents aostly belong to the loweff and aiddle 
8ocio-«eon(HBie status gsoups hut the indisciplined ones belong to iqiper aiBd 
aiddle 8oeio«ee»notti€ gxoi;Q>8« 
8« Disci^ined student*, in aajovity, cone (tfm xuta^ ax^ua nhereaii 
the indiselplined ones belong to u«han aceas* 
ik cateful mtfiti&y of these analysea brii^s focwaxd the fust that 
the g^netal tcend noticed in the bditavious of disciplined a&d indisciplin«d 
gcotips of 1962 was pvoEsinent in tiieis eounteii^arts even in 1974* ft i s lepxe-
sentative of the extfeae extent of consistency in social and psychological 
factors distinguishing the disciplined and indisciplined gstn:^ with each 
othet. iherefote^ i t aay rationally be conclude that both disciplined and 
indiscljtlined groups consistently differ with each other in their behavioral 
c<mfigurations. 
CHAPTER 
6 
DISCUSSIONS 
AND CONCLUSIONS 
C H A P T B R S I X 
DISCOSSIOWS AND COWCLUSIOHS 
In early 60t, vdien th is study was f i r s t eondueted, indiscipline 
posed as one of the acute problems of national concern. Slowly and grsdnally 
th i s ev i l increased to such an extent that i t spread fxon educational Caa^ ms 
to other spheres of l i fe or the vice versa* Pros aid 60s to »id 70s i t took 
an alasning Oigpe and challenged the stability of our country. This was rea-
lised by the Priae Minister herself when she addressed the nation after the 
proelasation of emergency! '*Agitation8 have surcharged the atmosphere, lead-
ing to violent incidents.•••MOW we learn of new progranmes challenging law 
and order throughout the country with i^iew to disrupting normal functioning 
• •••The actions of a few are endc^ing the rights of the vast majority**. (Ind-
ira Gandhi, 1975), It was also observed that only in tftteir Pradesh during 
jane and October 1974 there had been a,089 incidents of student unrest (Hind-
ustan Times; Nov. 6« 1975). This was the magnitude to trfiich the student turm-
o i l had shot up. Besides, i t was also realised that the student behaviour had 
adopted the form of collective act of indiscipline (Suri, 1960) which WfS to 
b« laaediately dbeeked and remedied. 
there had been a great concern about this problem and from time to 
time i t was tried to temcdy this malady, but inardently the tixpert* believed 
that extrinsic or contextual factors were basically responsible for this ind-
iscipline which reflected from various measures that were suggested or taken 
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by various authorities and IndlTidual* at different occMions. Itostly, i t was 
atte^>tcd to mppress thi« violent behaviour by power and authority a« was 
the case in 1966 when the Central Oovemoent «ade soae of the following reoo-
odaendations to the State Cbief Ministers for student indiscipline (Hindustan 
Ti»es{ Oct. 8, 1966)s 
1* Strikes and unlawful activities on the part of students should 
not» under any cicunstances, be countenanced and should be put 
down with a fias hand even in the fom of rustication, either 
permanent or tewporary, and of closure of the institutions con* 
cemed for the necessary period. 
2« vicswdianeellors should be arawd with sufficient powers to Ispose 
discipline. 
3. Some nachinery iii^ ould be set up under which action could be t»-
ken against teachers and professors fooenting troubles, 
4« Ihe university caapts or the college preiolses should not be used 
for holding political mcetincs. 
5. Ways and seans should be devised by ntfiich students ^umld be 
encouraged to occupy themselves usefully during leisure hours 
Mtd long vacations. 
These reconmendations reflect the measures that have frei^ently 
been taken by the state and local authorities and i4ilch denoted the causes 
speculated by the authorities* 
A *dcpth study*» conducted by the liome Ministry sometime ago» of 
the 1237 cases of strikes and agitations during the period 1958-64 disclosed 
the Ctfises of indisclpllned behaviour (HindAstan Timest Oct. 6, 1966) not 
very much different turn those that had been repeatedly stressed by various 
statemen and educationists (See C3ii4>ter I ) . The most isqwrtant causes mcntlo* 
ned wert: (a) indifference to preventive mttasures, (b) imaAtqatitif of teaching 
lao 
staff and lack of oth«t facilities, (e) invtolvewent of political pmrti««, 
(d> hasty police action, <«> unjustified student deMands, vis., reduction of 
fees, ceirocation of disciplinatf aeasuns, postponesent of exiHinstions, etc., 
(f) intetfesenee in man8fi;eBent and adidnistration of educational institutions, 
(g> student politics, (h> inade<]«ae7 of facilities, and (i> group or caste 
politics in the aanagenent bodies of institutions, and intrigues tf teachers, 
the study was ei^hatic that the a»st laportant psychological factor, encourag-
ing indiscipline and violence, was a feeling maong students that no action 
would be taken against thesi no natter what they did. 
Such causes and many others that have been off and on described by 
the educationists and statesmen label it as the intrinsic characteristics of 
the student eomatnity as a whole* The difficulty with thev is that they are 
iiBp^tient in studying and analysing the situation. They conwaiti *'It «ust be 
pleasurable to sociologists, as the Bducation Ooenission has hinted, to contl* 
nue to indulge in this facile esrereise. ihelr studies aiicmld be helpful in 
perfecting long tem remedies for this aalady. But we urgently need a iliort-
tens remedy** (jtim, 1966). Such views have certainly left the ground unmoles-
ted for a study liise the one in htmd. 
m were surprised to find that, in nearly all such observations, 
the main stress had been laid on the factors that exist in the world outside 
the student himself, it had often not been taken note of the fact that «*there 
are mme young people who not only will not learn themselves, but will prevent 
others ftim learning** (John, 1966). But '*these some young men** have diverted 
little attention of the sociologists snd psychologists for a depth study that 
was on«e desired even by the Bducation (Jommission. ihe cpestion still remains 
unanswered I aho are •*these s(we young awn*** 
probably for the first time, siddi<ii and Akhtar (1969) hinted in 
this direction that content factors or those that are inherent in l^e students 
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ne«<l « thocoue^ study md an tmblMcd analyci* to understuid tbe ptoblea of 
Indiscipline, No otbtr study of this nattite had been svaiiable to the present 
researcher (See Chapter ill)* 
The present effort has been nade to do ao ibstenslYe study of the 
student behaviour from social psychological point of view; the ias>ortsnee and 
significance of which hnd been realised by others as well* Par instance, 
Misrs (1966) asserts that **social and psychological causes sre at the bott<m 
of today*s student unrest**. !ilirou^ our study we ham endesvouced to cone to 
certain new cotldtosions that say facilitate in treating the ailing group of 
the student eommaity* Since long we have been realising that there are awaer-
ons unexplored content factors of indisciplined behaviour, fhey are to be 
uneartheA and the chronic disorder of the indisciplined ones is to be thoro-
u{^y and patiently investigated. 
Ko doubt, at tiaies stresses and strains such as econoHic and politi-
cal nay ignite pent up eantions trfiieh could have outburst ssid oight be adjud-
ged as acts of indiseiplljie. But to understand the phenoatena of indiscipline, 
su<^ spurts hove to be observed for a study like this one with acadeaiie cons-
trains which is possible only lAen the investigation is stretched over a peri-
od of so Much tiaie that it can include in itself nosMsl as well as critical 
phases of csntpus life* Though this is a 1h, D. thesis, yet we could have coa-
fortably squteied its period of study to two or three years. But in that haste 
and iapatience we would have missed the real understanding of an eh a grave 
probloB. proai the very outset, we were quite clear iAwat the fact that this 
work can not be aiaed as short-tem target, which is usually done, as we earn-
estly wanted to understand the pxobleai of student behaviour. Hence, we did not 
get frustrated with such a H g lapae of tine, but patiently and deliberately 
stretched tbm period of study to sure thipi thirte«i years, this length of 
tiae fulfilled our real objective of isolating and pin-pointing the social 
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aad psyebologiesl, fsctocs eoatcibutlng to indiseiplined behaviout* 
Ifie period extending fttm 1962 to 1974 covert two iaiportant point* 
•f the phases of ettident unrest and violence. Proa the day of independence to 
1962 some problematic factors had become crystal dLear before the nation and 
soonsst them the one eerionsly noted «as the alarming antnre of stBdent indis-
cipline* Bat soon after events like China war and l^istan wars» and the war 
for the liberati<»t of Bangladei^, itlso the femine, draught, flood, atsd some 
political tfad <»>namtal troubles did not permit to rectify and correct the stu-
dent behaviour, ta 1974, once again, the situation in aemdemic fonrwalls beca-
me eiqilosive and i t started fomenting in other fields of social, political, 
economic and national activities* Now, the situation Which in 1952 was of 
serious concern posed as a danger to educational and national stability in 
1974. Therefore, these two years have stood out for this study as the cr i t i -
cal periods for co^parislon of the disciplined eoA indisciplined groups* 
we have confined ourselves to the study of only eight social psycho-
logical factors which distinguish the disciplined and indisciplined students 
with each other in their behaviour* we know that there could be some more 
such factors but mir physical limitations do not allow us to become too ambi-
tious* Anyhow, these factors can be paid due attention in future studies, 
idiich will definitely be an addition to the present findings* %e obviously (to 
not claim that «fe ^^sn done an esdiaustive work, but sii^ly that we have tried 
to do our research in a least explored field. 
EHOTIOWAL UrnmiTli 
Ute adolescent or the early aAilt has an inhereht desire to manifest 
his emotional maturity alongwith his physical maturity, but the material world 
i s not so simple that he can have a smooth expression of this trait . In the 
existing complex environment he often finds that the demands and expectations 
of the social order are «d>igaous and at times contradictory* if the young 
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individttal fai ls to show the psychological stability be proves to be a«kwaxd 
the difficult situations. Ihis i s the stage at which he betrays his esMtional 
control. In educational camptis, he i s e3q;>ected to prove eaotionally ianature. 
yith this Hypothesis we planned to measure the role of eootional siattirity In 
the behaviour of disciplined and indisciplined students. 
Analysis of the data of this study reveals that the disciplined and 
indisciplined students significantly differ with each other with respect to 
eaotional maturity and on the averal^ the fomer group i s eiore evotionally 
mature than the latter one, as i s evident from the studies of 1962 and 1974 
(Chap. V| Tables: X, IX, It XII>, Itie indisciplined group has a»re variance in 
i t than the disciplined one (Oiap. Vt Tablest I & i i ) . Itfien we compaced the 
disciplined group of 1963 with that of 1974 (ehi4>« V) Table j IV) we found 
that there was hi#ily insii^ifictfit difference between the two. But in the 
ease of indisciplined groups of 1962 and 1974 there was a significant differ-
ence between the two (CSii»« V} Tablet V). Ibis difference in Ijidiseiplined 
groups i s because at the first critical point of this study, i . e . , in 1962, 
13itse students were beginning to gain prominence «D»ng other students. They 
had by that time not received any support or encouragement from other 4|uart-
ers, because indiscipline had not tempted the eomiioa man so much as i t did in 
the latter 60s. when violence and hostilities^ncreased to such an esctent that 
national progress was nearly coming to an stand s t i l l , all sorts of emotional 
immaturities got n^preeiation and encouragement. Official indifference on 
many occasions further p^qiered this imaaturity (Hindustan Times{ Oct. 8, 
1966). Thus, at the second critical point of this study, i . e . . In 1974, this 
group became further more immature. 
Emotionally Immature persons have lesser ability to bear tension; 
they esdtibit outgrowing moodiness as well as sentimentality (Qole and Hall, 
2964). AS they do not possess much self control, they become eventfielmed by 
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CMotioss aocl exhibit oatburtt* of anscr and passion in annoying and agitata 
ing aituations (jersild, 1963). Allport (1961) also holda the Mne view by 
aaserting that the imatuM adult ne«t8 irritations and thwarting with tint-
wm» of teiqier, or with complaining, blaming others, and self pity. Contra* 
rily, enotionally mature persons meet their frustrations on positive planes. 
They endeavour to realise their own short-comings and mistakes, i f there are 
any, and find out ways and means for overcoming the unfavourable situations. 
Saul and fulver (1965) on the basis of their study have asserted that emotio-
nally mature persons have a balanced adjustment with their environment which 
the earotionally imature persons, obviously, do not have. But those who res-
pond to their impulses and violate important cultural sanctions, norms, and 
expectations, their behaviour and level of eiuttional maturity become maladj-
native (Tucker, 1970). Emotionally mature person i s stable in his emotional 
responses and does not swing from one emotional reaction or oood to another, 
<*lle assesses a situation critically before responding to i t emotionally ins-
tead of reacting to i t on i t s surface value" (Hurlock, 1968). our findings 
further confirm that the emotionally immature group i s e^Msessively sensitive 
to emotional tensions and being emotionally instable i t lacks balmneed adjus-
tment with i t s environment, ^nce, we notice that indlseiplined students 
react in *all-or-none* manner without delaying their overt emotional response 
making a significant reference to their total behavioral character* 
SOCta. MATORirTt 
Social maturity has a Close proJilmity with emotional maturity, 
Undgren (1969) argues that the source of much abnormal and anti^socisi behav-
iour are emotional and sociil immaturities. Hesides, emotional immaturity does 
not limit the closest sphere of individual behaviour alone, but i t manifests 
Itself into other behaviours too which are obviously social interactions of 
the individua with the people around him. These interactions conform to some 
social nons and vaJLve* lAtieh eTezy Indlvidtial of the society has to honour 
in soM way or the oth«r« i t i s this stage «Aiere social saturity plays i t s 
esqjeeted role, the socially sature person i s willing and able to orient hia-
self * ^ the various activities and eustoas of the group, to sake a propor-
tionate contribution to the work to be done, to take a suitable part in the 
social exchange, to assuae a reasonable snount of responsibility, tnd to 
adjust hinself to the inevitable liadtations and restrictions of coaanmity 
l i f e without waste of energy or loss of satisfactioil** (Ptessey and Kuhlen, 
1957). He Can be original mA yet confona to the broader pattern of his cult-
ural environment (Rurlock, 1968), 
Remits of the present study reveal that the indisciplined students 
on the average as a group are socially iaaature irtiereas the disciplined ones 
are significantly socially mature <Chap« •; Tables: VI, VII, snd Ti l l ) , far-
ther, the iwlisciplined group i s aore variant in cdapari^on trith the discip-
lined ones (0iap, V; Tablest 71 snd VII). the disciplined group of 1962 and 
that of 1974 are aore or less identical (CJiiap. Vj Table: IX), but in the case 
of indisciplined ones the two, v i s . , 1963 and 1974 groups, significantly diff-
er with each ol^er (Chsp. V| Table: X)* This difference between the two in i i s -
ciplined groups i s probably because of the saae facts that have been presented 
irtiile discussing the two indisciplined groups for their eaotional iaaaturity 
CSee page, 6). Ihe results of 1963 and 1974 indisciplined groups ((»«». V; 
Table: X) further strengthen our arguaent that these students have beeoae 
s t i l l a»re Imature beesuse of the circuastances whtch did not provide sny 
opportunity for their social and eaotional adjustaents. As indiscipline i s a 
social nuisance, i t becoaes logical to uphold that the indisciplined students 
are socially iaaature. As •nch, they turn into anti-social individuals who 
tre generally less able to perceive, evaluate, and act in accordance with 
the deaands of the physickl totd Moei^ environaent. They are doainantly ego-
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ccatrle and Mlfiah, always appreciating a pleastire.atMlU.thrUl>«cekiiig way 
of life, whieh lead* to the exploitation of their own body, their aseoelatea, 
ami their social and pliyaical enirironaent. An anti-soeial Individttal will 
have leaser feelings of guilt and anxiety than other persons. He is so m e h 
overpowered by his feeling of importance that he ne^r fion^idocs about being 
wrong or iwioral or misguided (tindgren, 1959). we have marked soeh deficien-
cies in socially inmature students in the course of this study, their socall 
immaturity does mot enable them to recognise their academic and social obli-
gations, so they develop a great grudge and antagomism against the establi-
shed norms and values which often provoke them for antisociA behaviour* 
Bnotional tantrums snd anti-social behaviour always seek express-
ion throui^ «iserti<m and dominance» for orgwiisation of mass-demonstrations 
and instantaneous formations cannot materialise without the factor of ascend-
ance in the personality of agitators and violence pxovoeators^ Ibis type of 
dominance in general is so conspicuous that we often ignore to think dxmt 
the positive and constructive dimension of leadership* we mostly do not ex-
pect a leaderahip imongst the disciplined groups as they never attempt to eiqp-
loit the unfavouri^le situation for their short-term benefits. Me generally 
come accfoss the organimations and «lieir destructive expositions sponsored by 
Indisciplined students, but we have nsver attempted to realise the potentim* 
lity of constructive organisations of disciplined students «lio have the stre* 
ngth to stand against negative forces. Ihls neglected fact drew our attention 
and we endeavoured to find out whether it was ssseartion and ascendance that 
pulled up emotionally snd socially imnature individuals to manifest their mal-
sdjmetment through ermptive group resctions against the sod ety with ibidi 
they were dissstisfied. 
Findings of this study revesl it as a mere presumption that indis-
ciplined students would be more ascendant as eoiq;»axcd with the disciplined 
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onts, tht f«ct 19 that the two gcoups, vix«, dlseipliftcd and indisciiiliiied, 
neither on the average nor as a groop significwatly differ with each other 
(Chap, y; TabXeai XX, XXX, and XIIX). RirthexMore, the diaeipllned and india-
eipied groupa of 1962 as welA as of 1974 have iUiaignifleant differenees in 
their atructui^ and behaviour except that they repremnt two differuit types 
of ascendance CChap* V| Tablesi xxy and XV). Hiis inslgnifieanee in differ-
ence t^etwMB the two groups is reasonable because, 'Svai^ every group demands 
a few leaders sad a good lot of followers. If all the indiseiplined students 
wosld have been aseendanta it would have been difficult for th«a to fosa a 
group and give the banner of leaderahip in the hands of one or a few indivi-
duals. 
It is generally upheld that all types of groups eonprise 8<HM ascen-
dants and many mbiBisaive persons. But the nature of their ascendance or doad-
ttance depends on the reqpiireawnta of the situation* if the individual is unap> 
ble to assert in one sphere of life he finds out some other field of assertion 
for his ego-satlsfaction (Ooleman, l960)..Tlitt Individuals who esmiot show asce-
ndance in a constructive direction they eventually indulge in soaw destructive 
activities for out-wittittg those who have outKhined with their positive merits, 
Bti9i^Bf in the ease of subaiissives, they feel certain obligations of their 
peer group on themselves* Iheir conformities w>stly depend on the typ« of 
ftiodships they have eatgblidted (Samoff, 1963$ Watson, 196S), When the 
group pressure becfxaes enormous it becomes difficult or virtually impossible 
for him to deviate from it. 
Present studjr aifims the fact that ascendant and submissive perso-
nalitiea exist in both the groups of positive and negative ideals, tite aacen-
danta gather round themselves the individuals uho suit their reaction to the 
situation, ihe nature of their reaponsea determines whether they are domiaat-
ive or integrative (jmderson, 1940), dominative or coaatruetive (Sehiedlinger, 
1933), and aoeially acceptid>lc or aoeially uaaeeeptable (Ihompaoa, 1962), 
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DiseontetttMmt or dissatisfaction with the society will provoke 
the n«gative or socially uaaceeptable ascendants to host i l i t ies , violences 
and tisly aggressive behaviour whereas the reasonable ascendants will try to 
find out a healthy snd constructive way of facing the realities of l i f e . 
A group «hlch i s fomed on soite irrational demands, i t s stmetuxe 
beeowBs ambiguous, itae 'group-whips* ignore their personal tendencies ond 
attend to the group tendencies i^ich eulaiinate role contradictions in their 
personalities (Berkovits^ 1956). liien a leader Vho suits the tdshes of a 
group coses forward, the non-ascendant and subsissive ResdJers do not feel 
the need to lead, they siaply tike the things *get going* and carry out sugg-
estions s«de by the leader (Heatphill, 1961). Bi this situation the ascendants 
take an authoritarian position and the subaissives te^tena to obedience and 
subaission. On the contrary, the nature individuals, sensitive to the needs 
of the group and relatively free froa personality disturbances, '*ttf to aeh« 
ieve personal statud as well as group-goals without consciously fostoring 
reggressivtt^forces within the froup for the satisfaction of the persoaal 
needs'* (Schiedlinger, 1953). 
itie disciplined students have ample opp/tunities for the e3Q>ressio& 
of their ascendance, v iz . , in studies, sports, extra-curricular activities, 
social work, etc . , but the indisciplined ones, realising their inconpetency 
in these fields, resort to disruptive and destructive manifestations of their 
ascendance and forcefully coiqp«ll the Stociety to rcicogniat their doadnanee. 
AS they are emotionally and socially iMaature, their assertion generally 
betrays their anidety, aggressiveness, and wishfufilling fantasies. 
SBCtmiTYt 
Our politicians and econoalsts have frequently expressed the view 
that India is passing through a transitory phase; consequently, the existing 
generation i s facing numerous insecurities which have disgruntled hia with 
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the inconsistencies of the circimstimces lesdiag hla to reset in socially 
disapproved iitfmets* ibis eneeursged us to study the behavioral factor of 
security-insecurity in the disciplined and indiseiplined students. The res» 
ttlts of the present study show that the disciplined students feel wore secure 
in cofl^arision with the disciplined ones <(3iap. V; Tablesi XVI, XVXI, and 
XVni)* The extent of feeling secure or insecure by the 1962 and 1974 discip-
lined groups i s the sane CCSbap. 7; Tabless Xzx snd XX)* Ko significant diffe-
rence has oecured between the tito due to the lapse of tine. Hence, in the 
light of those results i t can be said that security i s not saerely a pol i t i -
cal or econtoio factor« it inculcates in the personality of an individual due 
to emotional maturity (Alexander, 1948; Lindgren, 1959), social maturity 
(Schneider, 1955), and as a «diole, depends on the positive adjustnc^nt of an 
individual with his l i fe situations (Qoldfatb, 1944} Brody, i95fi| $te«art, 
1968>. 
in Chapter II, nhile defining and hypothesielng the factor of secu-
rity-insecurity, we had proposed i t s four dimensions, via. , self-acceptance, 
self-actualisation, self-control, and assurance of adetjuaey in future (pp. 42-
43). NOW the results of this study bring forward the fact that an indiscipli-
ned student, being emotionally and socially immature to present himself to 
the society as an acceptable member in hia social milieu or some social set-
ting. He i s also incompetent to express his insecurity or protect himself 
sgalast i t in SB approved manner, Parsons (1954) rightly says that **generali-
sed insecutity i s coauaonly associated with hi|^ levels of anxiety snd aggreas-
ioa, both of Which are to an importmt extent *free-floating* in tUfit they are 
net merely aroused in impropriate form and intensity by fear or anger-provok-
ing situations but may be displaced onto aitAationa or symbols only remotely 
coamceted with their originsl sources'*, ibis 'free-floating* has significsntly 
been noted in the ituSisciplined students as mostly their reactioa to the situs-
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tioiis are hostile and aggcessive. 
m the ease of •elf-actualisation, the indisciplined student does 
not succeed in actualising his self or realising i t s potentialities. He i s 
unable to feel secure and safe in the world that exists round hia. ihe disc-
iplined student* eentrarilf, pttssesses an integrated personality ejdiibiting 
a balsnee of psychic forces, a unifying outlook of life» enphasising aspects 
of Integration, and vesistance to stress (Weehsler et al, 1970>« these erite* 
ria aake bin feel secure in the surrounding eircunstances. 
The indisciplined student suffers fron the fear of social disaiv-
roval or punishment for his conduct which does not enable hia to restrain 
himself in frustrating situations as he i s also <»K>tionally utd socially i«B-
ature. m does not bother to confozv to the norms and values of the social 
institutions, but reacts without a sense of proportion. Oonsequently, he p»x>-
ves to be highly impulsilre md throws hinself open to the dangers of insecur-
i ty . It i s a fact that conformity in general saves the individual fron nuae-
rous incongruities like fear and insecurities taking the form of displaced 
aggression against powerless groups (Aronson, 1972). x disciplined student 
ayoids inconsistent manifestations of personality and endeavours to maintain 
i t s continuity or unity. 
tsstly» finding himself not »SJusted with the surrounding social 
antecedents, develops a feeling of insecurity in hia because he starts broo-
ding over the dark future of his l i f e . His disapproval in the cmapus and soc-
iety, and inco^ieteney with superior students further accelerate the fear of 
blMk future. He evaluates hiaself as acadeaieally misfit and socially inad-
equate (Morris, 1958; Sredmcier and Toby, 1960). As a matter of fact, nhe 
need for a feeling of sdeqBacy«...is the need to feel able to live upto the 
ttozaative standards of the ea|>ectation system, to coniorm in that sense** 
(Parsons, 1951). But, through the present study, we have found out that the 
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indiseipliaed studcoit do«s not h«ve any expeetatioas fttm the nomative stan-
dax4s. He manifests his feelims of insecurity by the tendencies to d<»inaace 
ot sutMissioa, aggcessiveaess or coMpnlsivc independence (Parsons, 1951), 
m realize that the feeling of security i s brought up by various 
factors, not confined to only one or a few spheres of l i f« . these factors aay 
cone up froB a|anaiber of life-sitmations and make the individual feel secure or 
insecure, m this study, we find that if once the student beeomes susceptible 
to insecurity he i s vulnerable to deviance froai general eonfoxatities to society 
and i t s institutions. 
aOGRBSSIOWt 
Zt i s generally believed that •'society i t se l f i s torn by conflict, 
and the individual i s presented with aiodels of behaviour which are rewarded 
at one tixM and eondesmed at another, or approved by 4K»e groups and critic!* 
sed by others. Thus, the boyyieams that he should be tough and able to 'stand 
up for his rights* and at the sane tine that he should be orderly, considerate, 
and respectful** (Hortoa and fsmt, 1968>« Sut when this ho«eostasis is not iiain-
tained the youth deviates f roa the approved noras of social behaviour. 
we found out thrduj^ our study that the indisciplined students both 
in 1963 and 1974 were significantly aggressive, but in coaparision with the* 
the disciplined students were not so (Chap. Vj Tabless X5CI, XXII, and XXIII). 
Ihe disciplined and indisciplined students of 1962 did not differ with their 
counterparts in 1974 in their aggressive behfviour (CSiap. V; Tables i XXIV and 
XXV>. these results bring certain facts to light, v i s , , violence i s not aerely 
an act of rowdyisn and lack of the sease of responsibility, but i t has a close 
affinity with »SBiression intrinsic in the personality structure of the indisc-
iplined studeat. 
m anst bear in aind that aggression i s not the consequence of aae 
antecedent, but could be aroused by frustration, failure, and deprivation 
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(DoUa»i» «t al, 19391 P«r«OBa, 1954| Scrkowits, 1968). Bat it could alao b« 
Icsxncd in certain situation* (Bandtica et al, 1961, and 1963)* So«e persons 
notttlsh it in thoa with ths nesd for aggression aanifested through their 
fantasies which they wish to see in aaterial iom$ (peshback, 19S5; Atkinson, 
1964| Kahn, 1966). often in the case of hostile young people, it is the*need 
for status equilibration* (Short and Strodbeek, 1963) which iu>tiyates then to 
behave violently, mrthexaore, so«e 'failures* in their goal aehievesents use 
this expression Just for the sske of *attracting attention* (Aronson, 1973)• 
How8eeTer» the indisciplined student, according to the present study is by 
disposition aggressive* ^ « h persons seek to justify their violence by exag-
gerating the evil in the object of their attack (Aronson, 1972), Re is aggr-
essive not because of biological strength but a»re out of his weskness snd 
handicil» (Parsms, 1954). 
ttf en the one hand, the frustrating objects or a»del displays of 
aggressive behaviour patterns are responsible for the indisciplined behaviour, 
on the other hand, eaotional and social ianaturities, doainance, < insecurities, 
and acadeaic failures also aggrdirate such behaviour and deviate hia froa the 
noaaal student life, 
Ihe conditions in which our country is developing, progressing, and 
advtfieing towards a stable politico-econoiiic position and status, a m y things 
are not happasing in the way they are eapected to. ihe aost powerful stiaulus 
for tiie arousal of aggressiMi lis the ugly indiscipline in other walks of our 
life. Hie present author considers Mbemleaent, snuggling, favouritisa, nepe-
tiaa, iapropriety, eq;»loitatioD of power and states, indifference to obligat-
ions and duties, adultratiens, waste *f national resources, insincerity with 
national interests, dishonest and selfish politicians and authorities, preju-
dices, hatered, violences snd hostilities, brutalities uid aassaeres, and 
atfty such evils in our society as the acts of indiscipline coaaon in our eve-
ryday life, ifs never hesitate to justify our aen, our people and blaae others. 
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lUift <l]niMie» bftS bee<HU to populwr thmt aov we bam itMrtc^ «ee<Mn4ating 
th«M evils «• th« inevitable eouree of l ife* Toung genermtion, though tcaowi 
the diSMivantegee of theee praetiee«» a4optt then as a eoaipeneatoxf device 
foir umf of i t s laeoaq^etibiiitiee and failutee; hencet teaorting to aggircsaioii 
and violence in the age of aiatoclty* awtionaiitf and eeatiaeatality pvf 
the« m>«e than tlae ceaaoa could do -—• Maeon i s also not aiade use of even tyjr 
the xetq>onsit>le eldets* 
BDPCJjyiOJaiL JgTAlNMBNTt 
It i s g«Eiesally noticed that the level of achievenent of anti-social 
children i s vostly low. their sdiooliag i s either severely xetstded ms a res-
ult of their persistent tmaney, lack of effort, and failures or i s toterr«p« 
ted by dropouts, expulsion for disciplinary probless^ or roaoval to • corree-
t io i s l institution CSobins et al, 1969). jmong the indiseiplined students a 
nnaAier of such ebarsieteristics have been enuaerated by aany of the education-
i s t s and statesmen (See 0)«>« !>• AS sudli, this factor w§s selected for the 
present project md studied* the results eonfiaa that the disciplined students 
have hie^r educational attainments than the indiseiplined ones Inth in 1962 
and in 19?4 <Chap« V| tfbUi X3CyX}« Ibis consistency in results has not deman-
ded any further statistical analysis. 
India has, according to 1071 cemis, only 29«34K literacy! the rest 
70«6|i% are the «*educational tmtouchables** deprived of not only political and 
socisl rights* but also of their ri|Eht to leam and know (RaMaehandrtfi, 1973)• 
i:hey are out of the scApe of this study* i t i s only those boys who use the 
•^euehioning nedbianisaui** for *%idting the grade** CParsens* 1970)* they are seat 
to the colleges and universities with low achieving st«nd§rds where they find 
that the nine between sbility levels i s rigorously drawn** (Parsons, lATO)* 
But, irespectivc of this licence, increased competition generates a strong 
fear of failute in them asttuntlng to lessening of their «otivati«ft to achieve 
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(AtkinscNi and Feather, 1966)* tow edtteatlMtal attainacnt also aeane le«« ttpp-
ertvBitiee for futuce afiSiieTeseBts **Hfiich tuxaa the child agaiast the aehdol 
and forces him to seek satisfaction fro« behaviour antithetical to that tau-
ght by the School*' (McDonald, 1969), thef start realising that they hate no 
further use of school, so they beceaie a nuisance «ad potentially delinquents 
froii frustration and boredo* CHerford, 1969} ltiesa«i, 1961| Merten, 1968), 
Za our country the s i tuat i in i s sognetbing sore serious. Xt i s not the fai lures 
who have a fear of the future om>ortunities, but i t i s the high achievera who 
are academically, eeoneadcally, and socia l ly sabotaged by the*priTileged peop-
le* in the society* This practice has intensivly lessened the achievement 
motivation and deviated-deviated the pn» i s iag students either to ose^pe (bra-
in drain) or to traumatic aggressiv« responses* th i s i s a pit iable situation 
for the young generation of developing India Which needs immediate attention. 
SOCIO-SOOWCHIC STATOS: 
t^uumber of theoritical works and empirical studies have since long 
been stressing that socio-economic status i s posit ively correlated with acade-
mic achievement and conformity with the «>eial norms and values (itirasher, 
1927; Oohen, 195S( McDonald, 1969), m wch studies i t was emi^asised that 
there i s a 'deferred gratification Pattens* (Popenoe, 19*^) in our educational 
inst i tut ions , and, as such, •*the middle-class child i s encouraged to communi-
cate freely and to formulate his 'tttoug^ts in conversation* The ijower-dass 
child i s not encouraged to do so" (Popenoe, 1974). This attitude i s reflected 
in the way tht lower-class child i s assessed on middle->class stuidards, and 
declared as l e s s inte l l igent than the middle-class child (Ralsey et a l , 1963; 
Yates, 1966}* 
our edaational system i s dominantly bui l t on ' l i f e i^aaees* (Weber, 
i946j|f,'degree of eoamwd over exist ing benefits and resources* (Nadel, 1957), 
*soeial class* dominance (Hollingshead and Redlich, 1958; Bomda,1961), or 
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•epprtttnitr •twctufe* «31«dvin, 1963; Mtrto«, 1968). Here the loiier*el»es 
child kuM to face m conflict between •iddlC'-elaee and lower-c}»t» standard* 
(Oohen, 1955; Miller, 1958; Idller, 1959), tAlCh often becomea frustrating 
and drifting to anti-soeial behaviour (ftobins et al, 1969). 
These contentions inspired n* to include t i i s factor in onr study, 
the results to whixh «e have come do not verify ^ese views. They indicate 
that the disciplined students mostly belong to lower and adddle socio-eeoao-
Bie status liroaps, while the indisciplined ones belong to upper and middle 
seeioo-ecottdmic gronps, these results were consistent in 1962 and 1974 CCtaiP* 
VI Tablet XXfW), 
We should not ispnore the fact that in Xndii^he overwhelming majori-
ty (70«66jf of i t s population Is kept outside the educational portals, idiich, 
obviously, comes from the lower-class. The rest, «Aio get the opportunity to 
be called literate, do not go beyond junior or Hi|^ school standards. There i s 
a very negligible minority of lower-class boys Who get nccesB into colleges 
and universities. There, they have to readjust themselves with the middle-
class culture, consequently, disowning iheir own lot and living upto the norm-
ative stansards of e^^pectatioi^ystem, and conforming in that sense (McDonald, 
1969; Parsons, 1970), Thus, they do not any further remain the members of low-
we-class. The truth about our student coiaiaunity i s that theyisally come from 
the lower-middle, middlenBiddle, upper-middle class strata; in a sense, making 
the higher educational institutions as exclusively middle-class institutions. 
If we just collect the statistics of studen^iolenee and nnreat, we 
«till find that the dominant majority of such incidents has take^ ^ place in col l -
eges and universities snd not in the schools comprising a good munber of lower-
class children. Although, the question of physical and intellectual imnaturity 
i s one of the important factors of discipline at school level, yet the emotio-
nal and social iioaatttrities at that stage would have played their role which 
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hfts not been tM casc^ In the mat, the sajotlty of probl«iati« and «Bti.««e. 
ia l tlcstents exist at school level and not aostly at college o« tmitrersity 
levels <Os»hen, 19551 wolf gang, 1961| Hopeaoe, 1974) becgnse thejr csaaot afford 
to sMtet the e:q)ense8 of higher education as well as they cannot «<»>tlmie to be 
dependents on their parents for a long duration of l i f e <fi»bln« et •!» &9M). 
therefore, all frustrations, ansiietles, and stresses (parsons, 1954; Herford, 
1969) confine to lower grade educational Institutions. At hi^^er letrel the 
violences have been nwed as the aetivisas which are deaMd to be politically 
charged aipset and «olin, 1965; Bourges, 1968; Martin, 1969; Buekain andr 
tiehret, 1970), m India, politics i s very auch ehariSBatie (Desal, 1969) and 
exclusively controlled by the upper- and middle-class people, tower-dass 
people are s t i l l at the mercy of their old masters In their political l i f e . 
Thus, agsia, if indiscipline i s the expression of soeio-econcxtic discontent-
ment, lower-class cirmot exclusively be made responsible for I t . Wood (1961) 
asserts that the "relation between poverty and crime i s not strai^tfotward^, 
fiurther, **tp concentrate exclusively on....Inequalities would, however, over-
simplify contea^orary problems in education, because the enviromicnt includes 
factors that cannot be directly related to economic situations** (tiorsley, 
1972). Mhen the low status i s ascribed to a Class ( as in the ease of caste 
system in India) i t becomes legitimised by community i^cms, and does not cor-
relate highly with crime. jBut low status in achieved-status system (as in the 
West) does relate to feequeney of crimes (Dtood, 1961; jessor et al, 1968; Far-
sons, 1970). The acts of indiscipline and violence in Ixidiaa colleges and uni-
versities are mostly middle-class disccmtentments and the representation of a 
yottth culture emer^g out of urb^a transiti<ms and fantasy for vertical nobi-
l i t y . I^wer-class i s s t i l l afraid of such imagination, as there i s s t i l l long 
impassable gap between them and the aspirated goal of the middle-class. 
.Mongst the lower-income group our spaple for this study are also 
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tkoM nibjcets irtio eoMe ftom the ratal folk tiliieh ha« i t s oim social now* 
and •al«e*« Utin dlfferaaeea between thca and their eovntecparta in urban 
areas la the per eapitft ineoae and ita e3q>enditure. A eloaer study will reveal 
that the rural lower per capita Ineoae groupa are at par with the higher per 
Capita income groups of urban areas. Hence, only incoxe cannot be claimed as 
the reliable instruawnf of »easttreaent« Ihese eoaparatively low-incoae groups 
f nHB villages can be placed equal to some uifb«i*hi^er-inco«e groups* It will 
again relate that the low«>socio-econoaic group of this sanple i s not a t£utt 
representative of the lower*cla*s people, as our sai4>le has the hierarchies tf 
the sdddle-elass only which overwhelaingly dominates our colleges and univer-
oities* 
These arguatents lead to conclude that our results rightly establiah 
that, contrary to the fAistem findings, the indlseiplined stude&ts Ih our coun-
try, cone fxcuB the upper- «id middle-classes, and i t i s their problems idiieh 
get mntliplied in higher educational institutions, 
RURAL mn vmm tmuBrtmcBt 
I <• K 1 1 II I W 
OwBUttity studies generally stress that the rural people migrating to 
urban areat, are unable to adjust themselves idequately in the environment; and, 
as sud), they face a maib0x of problems tAiich tum them into a problematic lot 
(Deshmkh, 1970; Sinha, 1970}, This contention encouraged us to study this 
vatiable for analysing the student behaviour, our results indicate that the 
disciplined students mostly come from rural areas and not frtw the utban set-
tings. Pin£llngs of 1963 and 1974 inv|riably eonfitm the same fact (OUap. V; 
Tablet XXVZIT)* Aloagwith i t , these results also reveal that the general coat* 
eation about gcogr«9hi« belongingmeaa is not very much true and i t can not be 
upheld isolatedly. Socio-cultural factora make the two different frtim each 
other, bothjbf which have different histories and traditions affecting the con-
formity and deviance therein. (Reckless, 1967}« Also, the expected trend of 
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deviuiees and dcfinees in OB« eouatsy caonot b« consistent with other count-
ries (^therlsttd and Cressey, 1963). These facts stand true for this study. 
Rttral and urban eoaauiiities hsve their own cultures nAiich differ 
froB each other in their values, attitudes, inter-relationships, and way of 
l i f e (void, 1941). Raral people are aore tradition directed (Reiaaan, 1961), 
eonfomist, and intolerant of the violation of values than the urban ones 
(Ijoais and Beegle, 19S7). Contrary to i t , there i s aiueh of depersonalisation 
(Pontani and weinsteln, 1973), Loneliness (mustakas, 1961), anoaic (Merton, 
1968), and alienation (Marcson, 1970) in urban culture. Those i^o migrate 
from the rural areas to urban places have to go through a process of *hamoni-
sation' (Fantani and i«einstein, 1973)* They have to be aceultured for the new 
realities of l i fe which are different to those in Which they had been living, 
this process i s oalnly done by the educational institutions which stand for 
the articulation of *urban middle-class culture* (iforsley, 1972) into the 
«new-comers* Who have to "break into** already existing cliques and groups or 
into established urban secondary assoeif^tions (Gataan, 1963). Now, i t i s also 
not necessary they will be smoothly accomodated in a society idiid) claims i t -
self to be superior to the one they had originally belonged, if they have 
difficulties in adjusting with the new society they are labelled as the devia-
nts i^ile i t could have simply been called |8 the *teethiag troubles* of accu-
lturation to urban middle-class mainstream. 
Besides these troubles, we caimot claim with confidence that rdiral 
people take lead in the urban tumoils for discontentments. They could be dis-
satisfied with the urban l i fe and make protests, but they do so only when they 
have 'urbanised* themselves and accepted the urban problems as their own. We 
know ^at there i s a difference in response from the rural and urban people to 
occasions of violence, urban people mostly show a degree of non-ehalamee —* a 
conpleent passive reaction — to the inconvenience caused by their own people 
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(Pantani «nd Weinstela, 1973). They are the *eth*t'-aett* to the mfferiaf 
eansed eeldheartedly by their ncighbovrs to their om neighboort. They are 
7ljraltaneouely the spectator* and •ictlae of the deHoaetratioas, afitatioae, 
strikes, violences, etc. (Reston, 196S)« In the mrld of «rbaa people these 
tantnuis are a daily practice* They becoiae so mieh aecustoved to these exeite-
nents that they develop a sort of inaunity to the* «nd are not very mieh worr-
ied about it« Khereas the rural people haire different types of expressions of 
resentMnts end reactions idiich MX9 costly sinple and direct expressions* NOW, 
i f the rural people in the urban settings feel constrained to eapress their 
diseontanttsent they hanre tA give the lead in the hands of the urban people 
trihieh i s frequently noticed in all sorts of agitations and di»onstrations. 
According to Pantgni and Weinstein <1973), "a city dweller has less 
opportunity to ignore social realities* He i s exposed to tbas ^lether he %fants 
to be or not. He i s close to criae, riots, poverty, nugglags, alchoholies —> 
they are constantly aaking theaselves felt -— and he cannot remain totally 
iaporviotts to then. So i t i s with children in the urbna school* The urban 
s^ool has attenpted to shy away f roa things going on in the real world which 
are part of an uibaa child's experience. Thus, there i s a dichotoay and tens-
ion between the child's ucban eurriculus and the school's wore antiseptic 
curricultaa —— a dichotomy usually leads the urban child to label the school's 
carrlcttlua as phony**. This dichotosy does not exist in rural areas to such a 
Irreat extent not these peot^e are so nuch ej^sed to social and legal deviaa-
ces aa the urban people are. It can be verified with the rate of eriwes in 
ucban and rural areas (Bloch, 1949; Barnes and Teeters, 1959>, whvrein, singly 
geegral^ic ffctor i s not the sole reason* But "favonri^le conditions of popul-
Etlon density and urban!cation" (Wiers, 1944) exist «neh too in the c i t ies 
than in the villages* Therefore, obviously, ucban students have aore chgaces 
to beeone indftsciplined thaa the rural ones. 
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Aiffth«morc, student indiscipline i s an tiCban pmblCM and «D expre-
ssion oi discontentHcnt with *phony» education system — «ore so against the 
•s ines and eonfomities not existing in the people in day to day l i f e , th i s 
contradiction in idea and practice i s not very often manifested by the mral 
people, They are contanlnated in nrban surroundings in the course of their 
'articulation*. Hence, they share in indisciplinary behaviour and p»rtielpate 
with such students ijftso never surrender the leadership to the •ncw-cooer8». 
those discussions aay support our findings by proidding a genuine 
rationale for the new direction they are expected to give to future studies. 
m IKTBCaUBTBD APPROACH t 
In this chapter we have discussed the results of the ptesent study 
in a manner that the significance and importance of social and psychological 
factors have beeoxae evident, but by doing so we do not aean that every factor 
has an independent entity and i t can contribute to discipline or indiscipline 
independently or isolatedly. our closer observations have revealed that nearly 
a l l the factors, iidietfaer social or psychological, interact with each other and 
uhen there i s a c l ss tcr of a aiajority of these factors then only the students 
behave in a particular way —*• disciplined or indiseiplined. 
It i s also not necessary that al l the factors should cluster togefh-
«r; only a aajority of then i s quite sufficient to give a direetion to a stud* 
«nt*8 behaviour, often i t i s not only the psychological factors —> the vice 
versa i s also true —— that are responsible for indiseipliaed behaviour but 
social factors too play their role. Bven in this condition some psychological 
factors start taking shif^ se and come to coordinate with the s o d a l factors, AS 
far as psychological factors are concerned, we hold that they are the exclus-
ive product of sociA n l l i eu , and, as such, they always becone effective «Mly 
with the contribution of social factors. 
often it^also noted that a student possesses seme psychological 
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factors i s nomal fonii social fsetors are also niot vetf nach trnfavovrabl* to 
hln, tNit he beats the path to indiscipl ine, A close analysis of social psycho. 
logical factors, especially in the ease of the depth study of security and 
aggression, brings us to the fact that a few of these factors beeeae so preni.-
ncnt in him or in his soci§l set up that he i s swayed away by tlie indiscijklin-
«d l o t . Such eases are always a few. 
However, on the basis of the findings of this study we can say that 
the indiseiplined students are not solely the creation of those factors w&ldi 
l i e ioutside then* Soae personality factors, and some of those factors t ia t 
h&Te an iapact on the pattern of a personality, interact with «a<di other and 
detsmine the course of an individual's way ofresponding to thejl^alities of 
l i f e . If we want to cheek student indiscipl ine, we will have to cure the indi-
viduals, alongwith controlling the contextual factors, in a aanner that they 
becesae propgcrly adjusted with their a^adeaic and social environoent; and, not 
that we suppress i t by pressure and power. It i s not sinply adtain&strative, 
organisational, pol i t ical or econooic disturbance; i t involves the individual 
and also his social environment which have deeper impacts on the yotmg c i t i sen . 
He needs a careful and serious treatmentt th«a deterrence. 
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20 
40 
y a (13-12,5)^ • (4 .2 .5)^ • (3^5)' • (13-13.5)^ • (1-2.5) • (7-5)^ j j - ^ _ ^ ^ 5 12,5 2,5 '^"^ 
o 4,00 
I twi NO, 13 
Sntmlssives 
Ascendants 
Tstal 
3 
6 
(9) 
13 
(9) 
18 
1 
8 
(8) 
8 
(8) 
16 
0 
6 
(3) 
0 
(3) 
6 
Total 
20 
ao 
40 
^ * C^9)^ • (8-8)^ • (6-3)^ • (12-9)^ • (8-8)^ • (0-3)' 
"^5 8 3 9 8 3 
• 8,00 
I t n Na 13 
SttbMissives 
Ascendants 
Total 
1 
15 
(14.5) 
14 
(14.5) 
39 
1 
4 
(4.5) 
5 
(4.5) 
9 
0 
1 
(1) 
1 
(1) 
3 
Total 
20 
30 
40 
154 
y^ m (i3«l^«3)^ ^ (4-4«5)^ • (1"1>^ • (14«14,3>^ • (3»4.3)^ • i ^ s i i f 
14,3 4,5 1 14,5 4,5 1 
• 0.146 
Item No. 14 
Sabmissives 
Ascendtntci 
Total 
« 
7 
(7.5) 
8 
(7.5) 
IS 
1 
11 
CIO) 
^ 
(10) 
20 
2 
2 
(2.5) 
3 
(2.5) 
5 
Total 
20 
20 
40 
•^^ » (7-'7,3)^ • (11»10)^ • (2-2.5)^ • (8-7.5)^ • (9-10)^ • (3»2,5)^ 
7,5 10 2,5 7.5 10 2,5 
« 0,467 
It«» NO. 15 
Subaissivos 
Ascendants 
Totsl 
2 
3 
(4.5) 
6 
(4,5) 
9 
1 
16 
(12.5) 
9 
(12.5) 
25 
0 
1 
(3) 
5 
(3) 
6 
Total 
20 
20 
40 
^ „,(3-^>^>^ • (16~12.5) • (1»3> • (6-4,5)^ • (9«12.5)^ • (5»3)^ 
4,5 12,5 ~ 1 4.5 13,5 3 
•5,527 
I t f No. 16 
Subisissives 
e 
9 
(10) 
0 
6 
(6) 
1 
5 
(4> 
Totnl 
20 
155 
AscendsBta 
Total 
i i 
(10) 
20 
6 
(6) 
i 2 
3 
<4) 
8 
ao 
40 
/ , ^^-^h * <V?^ * {^-^t * ^ t^ -iO>^  • {^^f * <3>4>^  
liO 6 4 30 0 4 
« 0,70 
ItCB MO. 17 
Siibwli4liv«« 
Aadendants 
Total 
t 
6 
(8,5> 
11 
(8,5) 
17 
t 
5 
(S) 
5 
(5J 
10 
0 
9 
C6,5> 
4 
<6«5> 
13 
Total 
20 
20 
40 
^ • (ft-8.5)^ • (5-5)^ • (9»6,5)' • ^U»8.5)^ • (5»5)* • <4-6.5>^ 
8*5 5 6*5 8«5 3 6«5 
• 1.547 
Xt«a NO, 18 
Snlmiaaivaa 
Aaeendaata 
Total 
0 
2 
C2) 
a 
<2> 
4 
1 
11 
(8,5) 
6 
(8.5) 
17 
2 
7 
(9.5) 
12 
(9.5) 
19 
Tota 
20 
20 
40 
J^ m <^^>^ • ai-8»g>^ • (7-9.5)* • (2>2)' • (6-8.5)' • (12-9,5)^ 
2 8.5 9.5 2 8.5 9.5 
« 2,786 
1st 
StttmistiTC* 
Aieendgnts 
Total 
9 
4 
(9> 
i4 
(9 ) 
18 
9 
10 
(6) 
2 
(6) 
12 
2 
5 
<4) 
3 
(4) 
8 
1 
3 
(3) 
1 
(3) 
6 
Total 
20 
20 
40 
^^ . ( ^ 9 ) ^ • (10.6)^ • (3 -4)^ • (5»3>^ • (14-9)^ • (2»6)^ • (3*4)^ 
•—15 —g 4 3 9 6 4 
• (1 -3 )^ •M.OSe 
3 
ItCBi Ho. 20 
Stttwiasilw* 
Aaccadaata 
•Total 
2 
1 
<3.5) 
6 
(3.3) 
7 
1 
14 
(13) 
12 
<13) 
26 
0 
5 
(3.5) 
2 
(3 ,3) 
7 
Total 
20 
20 
40 
^ - ( 1 - 3 . 3 ) ' • (14-13)' • (3^3.3) ' • ( 6 - 3 . 3 ) ' • (12-13)' • ( 2 - 3 . 3 ) ' 
3.3 l3 3,5 3,3 i f ^ 3,5 
• 5 . 0U 
tttM No. 21a 
Sobaiaaivaa 
Aaeaadaata 
Total 
0 
16 
(17) 
18 
(17) 
34 
1 
4 
(3) 
2 
(3 ) 
6 
Total 
20 
20 
40 
157 
Jt^ • (i6-l7>^ • <4»3>^ • (18-17)^ • (3,3)^ «0,783 
ff— 3 jr^ 3 
Ittn No> aib 
Sat}Mi»*lv«« 
Ascesdaats 
TotrJL 
0 
13 
(13) 
13 
(13) 
36 
1 
7 
(7) 
7 
(7) 
14 
To t i l 
30 
30 
40 
^ • (13.13)^ • (7-7)^ • (13-13) • (7-7)^ » 0.00 
13 7 13 7 
It«B m» 31c 
StttnistiTes 
Atcendmts 
Total 
1 
3 
(5) 
7 
(5) 
10 
0 
5 
(4 .5) 
4 
(4,5) 
9 
3 
13 
(10.5) 
9 
(10.5) 
31 
Total 
30 
30 
40 
-^ * {^^}^ * ^g*^»^)^ • (12-10.5)^ • (7«5)^ • ^ 4-4,5)^ • ^9-10.5)^ 
S A,i' 10.5 5 " '4.5 10,5 
» 2.140 
Ita« NO. 32ft 
SubBlssiirta 
jUeendanta 
Total 
3 
11 
(9.5) 
8 
(9.5) 
19 
1 
5 
(5) 
5 
(5) 
10 
0 
4 
(5 .5) 
7 
(5.5) 
U 
Total 
20 
30 
40 
158 
y " (11«9.3)^ • (5»S)^ • (4»5.3)^ • (8-9^5)^ • (5-5> • (7«5,5)^ 
9,5 3 5.5 9,5 '5 5 Jl 
» 1,293 
Itcat No, aab 
Subnissives 
48<:eadazt4v 
Total 
9 
S 
(4) 
3 
(4) 
8 
1 
14 
(10) 
6 
(10) 
ao 
2 
1 
(6) 
11 
(6) 
12 
Total 
20 
20 
40 
J^ • <5-^>^ • (i4«10)^ • (i»6>^ • (3-4)^ • ( 6 . 1 0 ) ' • (1>^6)^ 
4 10 6 4 10 ^ 
« 13,033 
It<m No, a3a 
Sabmissivwt 
A9C«adant« 
Total 
2 
10 
(10) 
10 
(10) 
20 
1 
8 
(7.5) 
7 
(7 .5) 
15 ' 
0 
2 
(2 ,5 ) 
3 
(2.5) 
5 
Total 
20 
20 
40 
^ * ( i O - ^ ) ' • (8.7.5)^ • (2-2.5)^ • (10-10)^ • (7-7.5)^ • (3*2.5)* 
10 7,5 2.5 10 7,5 2.5 
• 0.087 
Itarn N«. 33b 
Sttteiaslraa 
a 
4 
(6,5) 
1 
6 
(7,5) 
0 
10 
(6) 
Total 
30 
159 
AACCBdants 
Total 
9 
( 6 , 5 ) 
13 
9 
a.5> 
15 
2 
(6 ) 
12 
20 
40 
J^ • (^6*3)^ * iSzL:^ • (10-6)^ • (9>6.5) ' • (9»7.5)^ • (2»6>^ 
6,5 V,3t 6 6,5 7,5 6 
•7,956 
Itca No» 24 
Stjbitiissiv'js 
ASCGndfiQtS 
It)tal 
S 
11 
(12) 
13 
(12) 
24 
1 
7 
( 6 . 5 ) 
6 
( 6 , 5 ) 
13 
0 
2 
( 1 . 5 ) 
1 
( 1 . 5 ) 
3 
Total 
20 
^ 
40 
J^ • (U*>2)^ • (7»ll.5)^ • (2^1.5)^ • (13»12)^ • (6»6.5) • (1-1.5) 
12 6,5 1.5 12 6,5 1.5 
2 
•0.576 
Itwi Ko. 25 
Sttbaissi're* 
AtetBdidita 
Total 
2 
6 
(9.5) 
13 
(9 .5) 
19 
1 
10 
(8.5) 
7 
(8.5) 
17 
0 
4 
(2 ) 
0 
(2) 
4 
Total _ 
30 
20 
40 
-^ • <^9«^) • (10-8,5)^ • (4-2)^ • (13-9.5)^ •(7>8.5)^ • (10-2) 
9.5 8,5 2 9.5 8,5 2 
2 
7.085 
160 
I t — Wo. 36 
1 
1 
Sul»i«»ive« 
1 
Asc«9id«n;is 
f 
1 
Total ( 
2 
17 
<1«) 
19 
(18> 
36 
1 
2 
(1.5) 
1 
(1.5) 
3 
0 
1 
(.5) 
0 
(.5) 
1 
Tota 
20 
20 
40 
:^ " (^7-^8>^ • (2»1.3)^ • <U.S)^ • (19.18)^ • (1-1.5)^ • (0^.5)^ 
18 1.5 ,5 18 1,5 .5 
« 0.544 
It«B No. 27 
Sttbnis8iir«s 
Afcondants 
Total 
0 
3 
(1.5) 
0 
(1.5) 
3 
1 
12 
(11) 
10 
(11) 
22 
2 
5 
(7.5) 
10 
(7.5) 
15 
Total 
20 
20 
40 
^ 2 M ^ ^ 4 * 
^ • (3"^«5) • (12.11) • (5-7.5)* • (0>1«5) • (IQ-U) • (10>'7.5) 
1.5 11 7.5 1.5 11 7,5 
m 4.849 
I t f No. 28 
SabBitsiTca 
Afecndiuits 
Total 
% 
4 
(6.5) 
9 
(6.5) 
13 
0 
9 
(7.5) 
6 
(7.5) 
15 
1 
7 
(6) 
5 
(6) 
12 
Total 
20 
20 
40 
161 
6,5 7,5 6 6.3 7,5 6 
• 2,836 
It— WO, 29 
SubaissiTCS 
A0e«adiQt« 
Total 
f 
6 
(6.5) 
7 
(6.5) 
IS 
1 
8 
(10) 
12 
(10) 
20 
0 
6 
(3,5) 
1 
(3,5) 
7 
Total 
20 
20 
40 
J^ " (»'ft»g)^ • (8-10)^ • (6»3.5)^ • (7-6.5)^ • (12-10) * (1-3,5)^ 
6,5 10 3,5 "T^ 10 3,5 
a 4,448 
Item No, 30a 
$o1nd«»lv«9 
Ascendant• 
Total 
2 
1 
(3.5) 
6 
(3.5) 
7 
1 
10 
(8,3) 
7 
(8,5) 
17 
0 
9 
(8) 
7 
(8) 
16 
Total 
30 
20 
40 
- ^ • ^1«3.5)^ •» (10-8.5)^ • (9-8)^ • (6-3.5)^ • ^7-8.5)^ • (7-.8)^ 
3,5 8,5 8 3,5 8,3 8 
• 4.35 
It<Mi Ho, 30b 
Sutalssivas 
2 
0 
^•5? 
1 
8 
(U) 
0 
12 
<8.5) 
Total 
20 
163 
Asctndant* 
Tota 
1 
(•S) 
1 
14 
(11) 
33 
3 
(8.5) 
17 
20 
40 
y • (0»«5)^ • (8-11)^ • (12-8.S)^ • (l-.5)^ • (14-11) • (5-8.5)^ 
,5 11 8,5 .5 11 8.5 
« 4.618 
IteM NO. 31 
SabKlasiy«« 
Asceadants 
Tofl 
2 
2 
(5) 
8 
(5) 
10 
1 
9 
(8.5) 
8 
(8.5) 
17 
0 
9 
(6,5) 
4 
(6«5) 
13 
rotal 
30 
ao 
40 
-^ • (3-5)^ • (9*8.5)^ • (9^6.5) • (8-3)^ * (8-8.5)^ • (4«.6.5) 
ij 8,5 6,3 5 8,5 6,5 
» 5,582 
It—I Ho, 32 
Subnlstlvcs 
A»c«tid«nt« 
Total I 
S 
9 
(8.5) 
8 
(8.5) 
17 
1 
5 
(7) 
0 
(7) 
14 
0 
6 
(4.5) 
3 
(4,5) 
9 
Total 
20 
30 
40 
^ * (9-8.5)^ • (5-7) • (6-4.5)^ • (S-S.S)^ • (9-7)^ • (8-4.5)^ 
8.5 7 4.5 8.5 7 4.5 
• 2,303 
163 
It— Wd. 33 
Sttbnltsivcs 
A»cmx4mt» 
Total 
0 
8 
(8.5) 
9 
(8.5) 
17 
1 
9 
(8) 
7 
( « ) 
16 
a 
3 
(3.5) 
4 
(3.5) 
7 
Tota 
20 
20 
40 
y « ( 8 ^ . 5 ) ^ • ( 9 ^ ) ^ ^ (3.3.3)^ • ( 9 ^ . 5 ) ^ • ( 7 ^ ) ^ ^ (4-3.3) 
8^5 8 3,5 B^ 8 3,5 
« 0,476 
2 
LBVBL OP SIOnPlCAKCB: 
2 
iSia Value of ^ with adf at S% l«vel of slgalfieanee "5.99 
lti« valtt« of JC with adf at 10% level of •ignSfiesnce •4.60 
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APPBNPIX - II 
Split-half rellaliility eo«fflei«Bt of A>S Ttst on ific basis of 
SP«am«i-Broi»n -Btopkucf FDcanala. 
Subject 
1 
3 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
IS 
16 
17 
18 
19 
ao 
31 
33 
33 
X 
9 
10 
9 
9 
4 
11 
9 
11 
6 
9 
13 
6 
11 
11 
n 
15 
11 
7 
11 
11 
10 
17 
17 
T • 
10 
6 
11 
9 
6 
7 
8 
8 
7 
9 
6 
7 
9 
11 
9 
7 
7 
9 
14 
U 
3 
14 
la 
_£ 
81 
100 
81 
81 
16 
131 
81 
121 
36 
81 
169 
36 
121 
131 
64 
325 
121 
49 
121 
121 
100 
389 
389 
_jd 
300 
36 
131 
81 
36 
49 
64 
64 
49 
81 
36 
49 
81 
131 
81 
49 
49 
81 
196 
131 
9 
196 
144 
CT 
90 
60 
99 
81 
34 
77 
73 
88 
43 
81 
78 
43 
99 
131 
73 
105 
77 
63 
154 
121 
30 
338 
304 
165 
Subjects 
24 
35 
26 
37 
38 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
X 
to 
11 
12 
12 
18 
17 
13 
17 
16 
15 
17 
17 
16 
14 
11 
16 
9 
r 
13 
12 
8 
9 
13 
16 
13 
16 
17 
13 
16 
IS 
18 
7 
10 
14 
30 
7? 
100 
121 
144 
144 
324 
389 
169 
289 
256 
225 
289 
289 
256 
196 
121 
256 
81 
T^ 
169 
144 
64 
01 
169 
256 
169 
256 
289 
169 
256 
169 
324 
49 
100 
196 
100 
XT 
130 
132 
96 
108 
234 
373 
169 
272 
272 
195 
272 
321 
288 
98 
110 
224 
90 
Z.X " 476 r y » 418 rx^" 6.974 XT^« 4.754 'SJJS « 5.301 
r • 
(tX) (JIT) 
i:xT - n 
/fJT^^jfFT^n 
476 X 418 
3301 - •' 
40 
. / 'r6974 > (476)^] [ ^^^^ " (^^1 
40 
•625 
1«6 
APISNDIX - XII 
Noms basad oa Qaartil* Yalu* fot tlM B-U Test. 
CI«»» 2 
Iiit«rr«ls f X" fx« fjt*' 
47 - 49 
50 « 52 
53 . S3 
56 - 58 
59 - 61 
63 - 64 
65 • 67 
68 • 70 
71 - 73 
74 - 76 
77 - 79 
80 - 82 
83 - 85 
86-88 
89 . 9a 
92 - 94 
5 
7 
3 
4 
12 
21 
20 
46 
34 
50 
40 
24 
22 
8 
3 
1 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
0 
7 
6 
12 
48 
105 
120 
322 
272 
450 
400 
264 
264 
104 
42 
15 
0 
7 
12 
36 
192 
525 
720 
2254 
2176 
4050 
4000 
2904 
3168 
1352 
588 
225 
5 
12 
15 
19 
31 
52 
72 
118 
152 
202 
242 
266 
288 
296 
299 
300 
2 300 j:fx'»«2431 Cfjt" "22209 
P " l»r(.25)W - p-j i • 67.5 • r 7 5 -721 3 " 67,69 
^75 • * •J^(.^5)W - y j i • 76.5 * [-225 - 202-[ ^ • 78,23 
167 
Noms ba««d on qnattile V«l«« for th« s-*l T»»t 
Class 
iBtsrrals 
53 - 54 
55 - 57 
58 « 60 
61 - 63 
64 . 66 
67 - 69 
70 - 72 
73 - 75 
7 6 - 7 8 
79 - 81 
83 <• 84 
85 - 87 
88 . 90 
91 . 93 
94 . 96 
f 
1 
2 
10 
17 
IS 
14 
24 
35 
39 
45 
50 
24 
10 
8 
6 
300 
at^  
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
fx" 
0 
2 
20 
51 
60 
60 
144 
245 
312 
405 
500 
264 
120 
104 
84 
2 
r f j r - 2 1 7 1 I f x " 
tr-" 
0 
2 
40 
153 
240 
300 
864 
1715 
2496 
3645 
5000 
2904 
1440 
1352 
1176 
B21427 
1» 
1 
3 
13 
30 
45 
59 
83 
118 
157 
203 
252 
276 
286 
294 
300 
> ^ - l « [ < . » 5 ) N - F ] l m 69.5 • r 7 5 - 5 9 •] 3 •71.5 
P^j • 1 • r(.75lN - f l l r(.75)  -f-j • 81,5 •r325 - 2021 3 
^ 50 J 
82.88 
APPENDIX - V 
Noms bM«4 on qnartll* Val«« f«> the A-s T«*t 
168 
ic* fx« fx" 
8-10 
11-13 
14 - 16 
17 - l-J 
20 - aa 
23 - as 
26-28 
29-31 
32-34 
S 
11 
31 
68 
70 
46 
45 
17 
7 
0 
1 
a 
3 
4 
S 
6 
7 
8 
0 
11 
62 
204 
280 
330 
370 
119 
56 
0 
11 
134 
6ia 
iiao 
1150 
1630 
833 
448 
5 
16 
47 
115 
185 
231 
376 
393 
300 
100 rfsf^iasa z:fjt« •5918 
p • 1 • r(.a5>w - y 11 ^ , - ^ « [ < - " ? g - ' ] t 
16.5 • r 75 - 47 1 3 r 75 - 47 1 
L~i8—J 
- 17,73 
m 25,5 • r 325-3311 3 r 3 2 3 - 3 3 1 1 
1—i3 J 
• 34,30 
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APPENDIX « Vi 
PISCICT,INBBtei»62)i 
Mean, Median, Standard Deviation (SD), and 0>«ffieicnt 
Of Variance <CV> of Bmtional Maturity of the Disciplined Students 
Class 
integrals 
at" fx" fx" 
63 - 66 
67 - 71 
73 - 76 
77 - 81 
83 - 86 
87-91 
1 
16 
6 
19 
5 
3 
1 
17 
33 
43 
47 
50 
0 
1 
3 
3 
4 
5 
0^ 
16 
13 
57 
30 
15 
0 
16 
34 
161 
80 
75 
H-50 
3 
rfx'^lSO Ttx** •356 
Sf " AM •rrfx '» i 1 FF3 
Mi « 1 • r N / 3 - P i i 
« 64 • r i3015 
L*1oJ 
« 76,5 • r35 - 331 5 [^  19 
J : , 2 .jZ.f3E« - Cgfx") j i^ « [356 - 130 ^j 35 
N - 1 
1700 
5 0 - 1 
m 76 
a 77 
« 1700 
» 5»88 
C? * / 3D \ 100 
X 
» /13.35 \ 100 « 7,73 
170 
PTOISClPtlNHD (1962); 
M«aA, iitdian^ Staadsxd Deviation (SD)» and Oo«ffiei«ht of 
Vatl*ne« iOO of Baotional Mattirtty of the imliselplined Students 
aa«s 
intervals 
47 - 51 
52 - 56 
57 - 61 
62 > 66 
67 - 71 
7 2 - 7 6 
77 - 8 1 
82 - 86 
f 
S 
0 
3 
8 
11 
17 
6 
2 
VP^ 
at" 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
fx« 
0 
0 
6 
24 
44 
85 
36 
14 
r:f3iE^209 
fx« 
0 
0 
12 
72 
174 
425 
216 
98 
r fx«^«997 
f 
3 
3 
6 
14 
25 
42 
48 
30 
g • AM •r"^f«** 1 i • 4 9 * r 2 0 9 l 5 - 6 9 . 9 
Ml " 1 • [ N ^ 2 - P 1 1 » 66,5 • [ 2 5 - 1 4 1 5 « 7l ,5 
2 2 2 3 
xx •rrf3i« - (xf»") ] i 
• 
• 
• 
[997 
/ 
/ 
7,93 
- (299)^ 
50 
3084,50 
5(Cl 
X 100 
•J 25 3084,50 
•^  II - 1 
Cf « SP X wo • • 11,34 
X 69.90 
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APMNDIX • VH 
DiSClfclNBD (1974): 
IMaii, Median, StaiKl«rd Deviation, and OMffieient of Variance 
of BaotionaX Maturitf of the Disciplined Student* 
2 Cl«»« f x»* fx* tx** 
intervale 
65 - 67 
68-70 
71 • 73 
74 - 76 
77 - 79 
80 - 82 
83 . 85 
86 . 88 
89 > 91 
2 
4 
4 
8 
U 
12 
5 
3 
1 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
0 
4 
8 
24 
44 
60 
30 
21 
8 
0 
4 
16 
72 
176 
300 
180 
147 
64 
3 
6 
10 
18 
29 
41 
46 
49 
50 
2 N»50 5:f3t«*»199 r f x " •959 
• JW •P1f3C'*U •» 66 • ri99 1 3 • 77.94 
L"~irJ L-5^J 
Mi • 1 • rN/2 - y-l i • 76,5 • r25 - 181 
2 2 2 2 2 
•^ at • fnfx* - (rfx**) 1 i • r959 - (199) 1 9 
3 • 78.42 
3302,82 
SD » / ~ J ~ • / « 8.21 3302,82 
3 0 - 1 
C? " SD X 100 « 8.21 100 • 10,536 
77,94 X 
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INPISglltlNBP (1^74)1 
ii*«ii» hlHlt»f StvoAnxd Dtviatloii, und OMffleitat of VarisM* 
of SHotiottiil Matuffity of th« XadiceipUiMKl students 
Intervala 
48-50 
31 « 53 
54 . 56 
37 • 50 
60 • 63 
63 - 65 
66 • 68 
69 «.,71 
73-74 
75 - 77 
7a • 80 
3 
1 
3 
S 
10 
5 
9 
9 
3 
0 
2 
0 
1 
3 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
0 
1 
6 
15 
40 
35 
54 
63 
34 
0 
20 
0 
1 
18 
45 
160 
125 
324 
441 
193 
0 
300 
3 
4 
7 
13 
23 
27 
36 
45 
48 
48 
50 
N"i0 Xf3^348 Tf3^^-1500 
X* m • r^sc"1 i • ^ ' * r £ [ 2 . 1 ' • 6 3 . 8 8 
iii » 1 • r N / 2 - | » l i « 62.5 • r25 - 3 3 1 3 • 6 4 . 3 rN/3 - F l i  .  •  25 - 3  
2 , 2^ 2 r 2 
r x - [ z f x * - (S4x*\ "Tl "f^OO " (248) 1 
N -^  '- 50 J 
9 • U07.72 
^ H - 1 
SD • / ! r ! 3 • / 11P7«72 - 4.75 
5 0 - 1 
CV • / g> ^ 100 « / 4.75 j 100 « 7.435 
X ^63.88 
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APPBNOIX " YIII 
19621 
Analysis on the basis of Kslnogoeov-SminioT (K-S) tm 
tai led tes t of Ditfciplined and indiseiplined gcoups. 
Groups 
Disc ip l ined 
indise ip l ined 
Difference 
47-51 
f 
P 
f 
P 
0 
0 
3 
.06 
,06 
52>56 
0 
0 
0 
.06 
.06 
57-61 
0 
0 
3 
9 Xw 
•12 
62-66 
1 
.02 
8 
.28 
.26 
67-71 
16 
.34 
11 
.50 
.16 
72-76 
6 
.46 
17 
.84 
.38 
77-81 
19 
.84 
6 
.96 
.12 
82-86 
5 
.94 
2 
1.00 
.06 
87*91 
3 
1,00 
0 
1.00 
00 
K-S « 4D^ ^"l "a^ e 4 (.38)^ (50 x 50) = 14.44 
n-iflig 50 • 50 
Ihe value of K-S with 2df at 1% level of significance a 9,21 
The obtained value of K«>S with 2df at 1% level of significance » 14,44 
1974; 
jyialysis on the basis of Kelmogorov-Smimov (K-S) two 
tailed tes t of Disciplined and Indisciplined Groups. 
Groups 
Discipl ined f 
P 
ind i sc ip l ined f 
P 
Difference 
48-52 
0 
0 
4 
.08 
,08 
53-57 
0 
0 
5 
• 18 
.18 
58-62 
0 
0 
13 
.44 
.44 
63-67 
2 
.04 
12 
.68 
.64 
63-71 
6 
.16 
12 
.92 
.76 
72-76 
13 
.42 
' 2 
.96 
.54 
77-81 
20 
,82 
2 
1,00 
.18 
82-86 
7 
.96 
0 
1.00 
.04 
87-91 
2 
1.00 
0 
1.00 
00 
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K-S - 40^ ^"l °2^ • 4 ( . 7 6 / 5^0 • SO} - 57.76 
"l • " 2 50 • 50 
The vaXvte of K-S with 2df at 1% level of eigniflemee « 9.21 
The obtained value of K-S with 2df at 1% level of significance « 57.76 
Analysis on the basis of Rolnogorov-Staimov (K*S) two 
tailed test of Disciplined groups of 1962 and 1974. 
Teat 
1962 
1974 
Difference 
f 
P 
f 
P 
62>66 
1 
.02 
2 
.04 
.02 
67-71 
16 
• 34 
5 
. 14 
.20 
72-76 
6 
.46 
11 
.36 
.10 
77-81 
19 
1*84 
21 
.78 
,06 
82-86 
5 
.94 
8 
.94 
.00 
87-91 
3 
1.00 
3 
1.00 
00 
K-S • 4D^ (n n ) a 4 (.20)^ (50x50) • 4.00 
'" ' 50*50 
" l * " 2 
The valve of K-S with 2df at 1% level of significance » 9,21 
The obtained value of K-S with 2df at 1% level of signiflcmce • 4,00 
tTS 
APPENDIX - X 
Avalyals on the bmsit of Koimoeoxor-Smitnoir (K-S) t¥» 
tai led t««t of indl«elpliii«d gxo^ iMi of 1962 and 1^ 174. 
year 
1963 
1974 
Difference 
f 
P 
f 
p 
47-51 
3 
.06 
4 
.08 
.02 
52-36 
0 
,06 
3 
.14 
•08 
57-61 
S 
,12 
13 
•40 
,28 
62-66 
8 
.28 
10 
.60 
.32 
67-71 
11 
•58 
15 
.90 
.40 
72-76 77-81 
17 
•84 
3 
.96 
•12 
6 
.96 
2 
1.00 
.04 
83-86 
2 
1.00 
0 
1.00 
00 
K-S " 4D ^ 1 r - 4 (•40) • 16.00 
„ . _ 50 • 50 
the value of K-S with 2df at t% level of iigaificanee - 9.21 
Ihe obtained va«e of K-S with 2df at 1% level of eigaif leanee « 16.00 
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AfFBDIX » XI 
DI8CIgLINBP(196a)i 
Mean, Median, Standard Deviation (SD), and Ooeffieient of 
Yariance <CV) of Soeiftt M&tuxity of the Disciplined Students. 
2 
Claaa f »*• fx« fx*» P 
Intervals 
62 - 66 
6? - 71 
72 - 76 
77 - 81 
82 - 85 
87 - 91 
3 
5 
12 
16 
11 
3 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
0 
5 
24 
48 
44 
15 
0 
S 
48 
144 
176 
75 
3 
8 
20 
36 
47 
50 
»«=50 X/3i'*il36 rf3t»»^«448 
1g « JUi • f Hf»•» 1 i • 6 4 * r i 3 6 - \ 5 « 77.6 r f •   i • 64 •ri36-\ 
M l « l - » r H / 2 . p i i • 76,5 • r 25 - 201 5 « 78.05 
1. 
/2 «. y - j i • .  •   «  
3? -|a;x*»^ - (Z-fxn^l i^ • r448 - (136)^ 1 25 • 1952.00 
50 
^"^ ' / ^ / " / 1952.0^  - ^ '^ l jOO 
N - 1 5 0 - 1 
CV • SP X 100 • 6.31 X 100 • 8.131 
X 77.60 
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INDISCIPtlNBD (1962)8 
Mtaai VMim, Simd§jcd Ocvftation (SD), and C9oeffiel«nt of Variance 
<CV} of Sk>cial Maturity of the Indiaciplined Students* 
2 
a a s » f x^ fx** fx" 
mtervale 
52 --56 
57 - 61 
62-66 
67- 71 
72 - 76 
77-81 
82 - 86 
7 
5 
8 
10 
6 
U 
2 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
0 
5 
16 
30 
24 
55 
18 
0 
5 
32 
90 
96 
275 
108 
7 
12 
20 
30 
36 
47 
50 
2 
»»S0 r£x*»148 Xfx" »606 
r i : t « * U • 54 • r i 4 8 1. 
L"-r-j [ -3o J 
^ • * M * r 5 j ^  f 148 5 • 6 8 . 8 
N 
Mt » 1 • r H/2 - P11 a 66,5 • r 2 5 - 2015 • 6 9 , 0 0 
r x ^ * r X f x - - (Zfx**) U ^ • r606 - (148)^ ] 25 -2198 .00 
SZ»« / r x 2 • / 1398.00 "«•*« 
'' 5 0 - 1 
*^ • JSL * * ^ • -^ ^^ g « MO • 9.725 
•• 08.80 
A 
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APPENDIX - XII 
DISCIPLINED (1974)1 
Mean« Median, Standard DeTiation, and Coefficient of Variance 
of Social Maturity of the Disciplined Students 
a ass f X** fx" fx«2 
Intervals 
68-70 
71 - 73 
74 - 76 
77 - 79 
80 * 82 
83 - 85 
86 - 88 
4 
6 
9 
11 
9 
5 
6 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
0 
6 
18 
33 
36 
25 
36 
0 
6 
36 
99 
144 
125 
216 
4 
10 
19 
30 
39 
44 
50 
2 
N»SO XLfj:««il54 x f x * "626 
X • AM • [TjxV"li • 69 • r 15413 • 78.24 
M i * l » r K / 2 - P i i • 76.5 • 1 - 2 5 - 1 9 1 3 • 78,15 
l_—j^ j [""ir^ J 
"TX* •rXfx'*^ - g^fx") "1 i » r626 - C154) 1 9 • 1545,12 
L N J L 30 J 
SP ' / X «^ " ^ • / 1545.12 "^•** 
M - I 5 0 - 1 
^ " SP X iOO • 5.61 xlOO • 7.278 
X "^^ 
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IWDISCIgLIWBD (1974)} 
MeaDy Mediant Standi|fd Deviation, and Ooeffieient of Vftiance 
of Social Maturity of the Xndiseiplined Students. 
dasa 
intervals 
52 - 54 
55 - 57 
5 8 - 6 0 
61 - 63 
64 . 66 
67 - 69 
7 0 - 7 2 
73 - 75 
76 - 78 
f 
2 
10 
8 
7 
7 
7 
7 
1 
1 
W»50 
jgn 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
t 
fx" 
0 
10 
16 
21 
28 
35 
42 
7 
8 
Tfx^l67 
fa-^ 
0 
10 
32 
63 
112 
175 
252 
49 
64 
Zfx«^«757 
P 
2 
12 
20 
27 
34 
41 
48 
49 
50 
f - ^ • r ^ £ £ ! l i • 53 * ri671 3 « 63.02 
Ul * 1 * rN/2 « PI i " 63,5 • [ 2 5 - 2 7 " ! ^ " *2,66 
2 2 9 2 o 2 
XX -["rfx** - (Xfx**)"! i • ("757 - (167)^ 1 3 m 3592,98 
^ P " / ILT^ " / 3592.98"" * 8-^« 
N - 1 "^  50 - . 1 
^ • SD X 100 m 8.56 x 100 • 13,58 
X 63.0^ 
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APPBNDix - x m 
1968i 
Analysis on the basis of Kaltaosotov-Smirnov (R-S) tvm 
tailed test of Disciplined and Indisciplined Groups. 
QtoapB 
Disc ip l ined f 
P 
m d l s e i p l i n e d f 
P 
Difference 
52-56 
0 
0 
7 
.14 
.14 
57-61 
0 
0 
5 
.24 
.24 
62-66 
3 
.06 
8 
.40 
.34 
67-71 
5 
.16 
10 
.60 
.44 
72-76 
12 
• 40 
6 
.61 
. 21 
77-81 
16 
.61 
11 
.94 
.33 
82-86 
11 
. 9 4 
3 
1.00 
.06 
87-91 
3 
1,00 
0 
1.00 
00 
3 <»1 "2> 2 
Z-S « 4D « 4 (.44) (50 x 50) « 19.36 
" l •"2 50 • 50 
<Ihe vatu« of Z-S with 2df at 1% level of significance » 9,21 
the obtained value of E-S with 2df at 1% level of Significance « 19.36 
1974; 
jinalysis on the basis of Kolnogoxov^Smicnov (K-S) two 
tai led test of Disciplined and mdlseiplined Ofoups. 
Groui^s 
Disc ip l ined 
indicc ip l ined 
Difference 
52-56 
t 0 
p 0 
f 9 
P .18 
.18 
57-61 
0 
0 
13 
.44 
.44 
62-66 
0 
0 
12 
• 68 
•68 
67-71 
7 
.14 
13 
.94 
•80 
72-76 
12 
.38 
3 
1.00 
.62 
77-81 
18 
. 74 
0 
1.00 
.26 
82-86 
9 
.92 
0 
1.00 
.08 
87.91 
4 
1^00 
0 
1.00 
00 
2 ^H "2> 2 
K-S « 4D — — . « 4 (.80) (50 x 50) • 64.00 
**1* '*2 50 • SO 
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the Ttltie of K-S with 2df at 1% l«v«ti of signifle«ne« " 9.21 
The obtained value of K-S with 24f at i% level of significance <• 64,00 
APPBNDIX - XIV 
Jtpalyeis on the basis of Kolntogorov-Smifnov (K-S) two tailed 
teat of dieciptined gcottps of 1962 md 1974, 
tfX 
1962 
1974 
Difference 
62-66 
f, 3 
P .06 
f 0 
P « 
.06 
67-71 
5 
.16 
7 
.14 
•02 
72-76 
12 
.40 
12 
,38 
. 02 
77-81 
16 
.72 
18 
. 74 
•02 
82-86 
11 
.94 
9 
. 92 
.02 
87-91 
3 
1.00 
4 
1.00 
00 
J^S • 4D ° 1 °2 « 4 ( .06)^ (SOxSO) « 0,86 
n|^<«n2 SO-^SO 
the value of K-S with 2df at 1% lev«i of ittgnificanee •• 9,21 
The obtained value of K-S with 2df at 1% level of significance «• 0,36 
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APPHNPIX - 3Cy 
Analysis on the basis of KoajDogoxov-Ssixnov (K-S) two 
tailed test of mdisciplincd groups of 1962 and 1974. 
y)ea« 
1962 
1974 
Difference 
52-56 
f 7 
P .14 
f 9 
P .18 
.04 
57-61 
$ 
•24 
13 
.44 
.20 
62-66 
8 
.40 
12 
.68 
.28 
67-71 
10 
.60 
13 
.94 
.34 
72-76 
6 
,72 
3 
1.00 
.38 
77-81 
11 
.94 
0 
1.00 
.06 
82-86 
3 
1.00 
0 
1.00 
00 
2 Cn n > 2 
K-S « 40 ^ ^ = 4 (.38) (SO at 50) « 14,44 
"1 • Bj SO • 50 
•flie value of K-S with 2df at 1% level pf significance « 9,21 
The oWained value of K-S with 2df at X% level of significance « 14,44 
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AWBNPIX - Tft 
PISCIJLIWBa (1962): 
Mean, Median, Standard Deviation, and Coefficient of Variance 
of Asceadanee-Subnission of the Disciplined Students. 
2 
Claas f x« fx« fx** P 
Intervals 
8 . 10 
11 - 13 
14 . 16 
17 - 19 
20-22 
23-23 
26-28 
39 - 31 
32 - 34 
3 
2 
4 
11 
9 
8 
10 
2 
1 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
0 
2 
8 
33 
36 
40 
60 
14 
8 
0 
2 
16 
99 
144 
200 
360 
98 
64 
3 
5 
9 
20 
29 
37 
47 
49 
50 
2 
N«»50 Xfx"='201 X f x " «983 
SD * / X x ^ - / 1574.8 
N - 1 ^ ^ 5 0 - 1 
21.06 X * AM • r^f*** 1 t « 9 + r 2 0 1 l 3 
LIT" J ISSl 
Mi »• 1 • r S/2 - P -I i o 19*5 • r25 - 201 3 « 21,15 
Xx - fHfx" - (2-fx")^T i »» ["983 - (201)^ ] 3^ B 1574.82 
2 • 5t66 
CV * SD 3C 100 o 5.66 X 100 « 26.87 
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INDISCIPLIWBD (i,962) 
Mean, Median, Standard Deviation, and Coefficient of Variance 
of Aseendance-Subaiission of the Indisciplined Students. 
2 
Cla»« f x«* tx** fx»« P 
intenrals 
11 - 13 
14 - 16 
17 - 19 
20 -. 22 
23-25 
26 • 28 
29 - 31 
32 . 34 
2 
6 
7 
7 
17 
7 
3 
1 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
0 
6 
14 
21 
68 
35 
18 
7 
0 
6 
28 
63 
272 
175 
108 
49 
2 
8 
15 
22 
39 
46 
49 
50 
2 
N«»50 2:fx«»169 Xfx« =701 
X- m *l X-f jr** 1 i « 1 2 * r i 6 9 ] 3 B 18,38 
Mi » 1 • r N/2 » p-j 1 » 22,5 • r 25*221 3 " 23.01 
^ - ' 3 ^ » 1166.22 
^ N - 1 ^ SO - 1 
CTf • SD X 100 « 4.87 x 100 « 26.496 
X 18,38 
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APPENDIX • XVII 
PISCIPLINBD il974)t 
M«an« Median, Stundatrd Deviatiosi, and OMffleient of Variance 
of Mcendanee*Sttbml8sion of the Disciplined students. 
Ctass f r** fx** fx" P 
Interrals 
14 - 16 
17 - 19 
20-22 
23-25 
26 . 28 
29 . 31 
3 
12 
12 
11 
7 
5 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
0 
12 
24 
33 
28 
25 
0 
12 
48 
99 
112 
125 
3 
15 
27 
38 
45 
50 
N-50 Xfx*^12a Xfx"^«396 
J['» m *[ILfx**-] i » 15 4 r 12213 » 22.32 
L~ir"J L "io J 
Mi • 1 • r N/2 - P1 i «« 19,5 • r 25 - IS l 3 » 21,96 
L—T—J I-13—J 
Xf? • fr fx '*^ - (2Lfx**)^1 i^ « r396 . (122)^ I 9 « 885.24 
/ N - I / 
885 a 24 
5 0 - 1 
CV • SP X 100 » 4.249 » 19.21 
X 22.32 
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IWPISCIPLINBP (1974)i 
MeaHi m^ian. Standard oevltt lon, and Oocffieient of Variance 
of Mcendanee-Subaiisslon of the Indiscipllned Students* 
Claca 
Interval 
14 . 16 
17 • 19 
2 0 - 2 2 
23 > 25 
2 6 - 2 8 
29 - 31 
f 
2 
18 
12 
6 
7 
5 
N<40 
x" 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
2 
fx" fx" 
0 0 
18 18 
24 48 
18 54 
28 112 
25 125 
2 
2:fx"»=ll3 X f x - «357 
F 
2 
20 
32 
38 
45 
50 
x" m • r r f x ^ i i ' ' " • r i H " | 3 •21.78 
Ml » 1 •rH/2 - p-i i m 19,5 • r 3 5 - 2 0 1 3 » 20.76 
Xx •r2:fx" - (Xfx**) 1 i^ « |"337 - (113)^ 1 3^ • 916.38 
SO -y^Z • / 916.38 • •^^ a 
N - 1 ^ N . 1 
*^ • ^ * ^ ^ • 4^32 x 100 m 19.834 
X 21,78 
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19621 
Apt^lysis on the basis of Eolnogorov-SDixnov (K*S) t w 
tai led test of Mseipllned and Xndlsciplined Groups. 
Groups 
Disc ip l ined 
8-10 
f 3 
p.06 
m d i s c i p l i n e d f 0 
Difference 
p 0 
.06 
11-13 
2 
.10 
2 
•04 
.06 
14.16 
4 
.18 
6 
.16 
.02 
17-19 
__ 11 
.40 
7 
•30 
.10 
20-22 
9 
.58 
7 
•44 
• 14 
23.25 
S 
.74 
17 
.78 
.04 
26-28 
10 
. 94 
7 
.92 
.02 
29-31 
2 
.98 
3 
.98 
00 
32-34 
1 
1,00 
1 
1.00 
00 
K-S » 4B^ ° i g « 4 (.14)^ (50 at SO) • 1»96 
Oj* Oj 50 * SO 
Itie value of K-S xAth 2df at 1% lev«l of significance a 9.21 
iSie obtained value of K-S with aif at l% level of significance " 1.96 
1974; 
Analysis on the basis of Kolnogorov-Smimov (K-S) two 
tailed test of disciplined an<5 mdisciplined Groups. 
Groups 14-16 17-19 20-22 23-25 26-28 29-31 
Msciplined f 3 12 12 11 7 5 
_«.« P .06 .30 .34 .76 .90 1.00 
mdiseiplined f 2 18 12 6 7 5 
•04 .40 .6^ ,76 .90 1.00 
Difference .02 .10 .10 ,00 .00 QQ 
2 (tti .Ha) 2 
K-S - 4§ ^ 1 . • 4 ( .10) (50 xSO) « 1.00 
Oj* "2 ^0 • 50 
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The v«lu« of K-S with 2df at 1% level of •Igniflcance " 9.21 
The obtaned value of K-S idth Mf at 1% level of4ignificance - 1.00 
APPENDIX ^  XIX 
Analysis on the basis of Kolmogorov-Sbimov (K-S) two 
tailed test of Disciplined Groups of 1962 and 1974. 
Yea* 
1962 
1974 
8-10 
f 3 
P .06 
f e 
p 0 
Difference .06 
11-13 
2 
.10 
0 
0 
.10 
14-16 
4 
.18 
3 
.06 
.12 
17-19 
11 
.40 
12 
.30 
.10 
20-22 
9 
.58 
12 
.54 
•02 
23-25 
, 8 
.74 
11 
.76 
.02 
26-28 
. 10 
.94 
7 
.90 
.04 
29-31 
2 
.98 
5 
1.00 
.02 
32-34 
1 
1.00 
0 
1.00 
00 
2 (n, n,) 2 
K-S « 4D 1 2^ u 4 (.12) (50 x 50) • 1.44 
«1 • »2 SO • 50 
Tbe value of K-S with 2df at 1% level of significance • 9,21 
The obtained value of K-S with 2df at 1% level of significance « ^t^< 
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APPENDIX - XX 
Analysis on the basis of Kolmogorov-anirnov (K-S) two 
tai led test of mdlsciplined Groups of 1962 and 1974. 
Year 
1962 f 
d 
1974 f 
P 
Difference 
11-13 
2 
.04 
0 
.04 
.04 
14-16 
6 
.16 
2 
.04 
.12 
17-19 
7 
.30 
18 
^40 
.10 
20.22 
7 
.44 
12 
,64 
.20 
23-25 
17 
.78 
6 
.76 
.02 
26-28 
7 
.92 
7 
.90 
.02 
29.31 
3 
.98 
5 
1.00 
.02 
32-34 
1 
1.00 
0 
1.00 
00 
K-S » 4D^ ^°1 °2^ « 4 (.20)^ (SO x 50) u 4,00 
n^ • n^ 50 • 50 
The value of K-S with 2df at 1% levf l of significance *> 9,21 
The obtained value of K-S with 2df at 1% l e v e ^ f significance « 4,00 
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APPENDIX - XXI 
DISCIPLINSD (1962): 
Mean, Median, Standard Deviat ion, and Coeff ic ient of 
Variance of n-Sccurlty of the Disc ipl ined Students, 
Subject 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
6 
9 
10 
7 
11 
10 
8 
7 
10 
9 
2 ,7 
. 3 
1,3 
1.7 
2 .3 
1.3 
, 7 
1*7 
1.3 
•3 
7.29 
,90 
1,69 
1,89 
5,29 
1,69 
.49 
1.89 
1,69 
*90 
N°10 rxa87 ZTL o23,72 
X «= (X , X) 
X B z: X 
N 
87 
10 
a 8,7 
1,53 
CV » SD X 100 = 1,53 X 100 » 17,57 
I T 8,70 
Class 
Interval 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
f 
1 
2 
1 
2 
3 
1 
P 
1 
3 
4 
6 
9 
10 
N 
Mi 
• 10 11/2 • 5 
B 1 + (N/2 - P) i 
f 
B 7,5 • (5 - 3) 1 
\ 
• 9,5 
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INDISCIPLINSP (1962): 
M«an» Median, Standard Deviat ion, and Ooefficftent of 
Variance of n-Security of t t e m d i s c i p l i n e d Students, 
Subject 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
JPlO 
3 
4 
3 
5 
4 
2 
4 
3 
3 
rx»37 
•7 
. 3 
1*3 
1#3 
. 3 
1.7 
. 3 
. 7 
. 7 
.3 
.49 
.90 
1.69 
1.69 
,90 
1.89 
.90 
.49 
.49 
.90 
Tx =10.34 
X « (X - X) 
37 
10 
SD 
N 10 
= 3,7 
10.34 "^  1*«»9 
CV « SD X 100«» 1.099 X 100 a 297 
— TTT 
Class 
interval 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
1 
3 
4 
2 
1 
4 
8 
10 
N a 10 N/2 B 5 1 a 2,5 
Mi a 1 • (N/2 - P) 1 
f 
a 2,5 • (5»1) 1 
a 3,83 
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AP1PENDIX - X X I I 
I u i i B i m\ nil 'I II I • - T" I V * 
DISCIPLINED (1974); 
Mean, Median, Standard Dev ia t ion , and Ckiefficient of 
Vaxiance of n - S e c u r l t y of the Disc ip l ined S t u d e n t s , 
Subject 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
7 
11 
8 
7 
6 
9 
10 
. 9 
10 
8 
1.5 
2 .5 
.5 
1.5 
2.5 
.5 
1.5 
.5 
1.5 
. 5 
2.25 
6.25 
,25 
2,25 
6,25 
.25 
2.25 
.25 
2,25 
.25 
N»10 XX=85 Zx «22,50 
X = (X - X) 
3f 
N 
8£ 
10 
/ £«>- . / 22.50 
N 10 
cv o SD_ X 100 o 1.5; X 100 
X 8,5 
e 8,5 
= 1.5 
e 17.64 
Class 
i n t e r v a l 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
1 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
3 
5 
7 
9 
10 
N= 10 N/2 o 5 
Mi " 1 • (N/2 - P) i 
« 7.5 • (5 . . 3 ) 1 
2 
o 8,5 
1 a 7,5 
INDISCIPLINBP (1974): 
Meaia, Median, Standard Deviation, and Ooeffecient of 
Variance of n-Securitf of the mdisciplined Students. 
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Subject 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
N»10 
f 
2 
4 
3 
3 
3 
3 
4 
5 
5 
4 
r3P»36 
X 
1.6 
. 4 
.6 
.6 
.6 
. 6 
. 4 
1.4 
1,4 
•4 
^ 
2.56 
.16 
.36 
.36 
.36 
.36 
.16 
1.96 
1.96 
.16 
2:x^«8.40 
X B (X - X) 
X B X X « 36 
N 10 
"vr 7^ 
C? o SD X 100 « .916 X 10( 
"T 3.6 
a 3.6 
,916 
Class 
I n t e r v a l 
1 - -
2 1 1 
3 4 5 
4 3 8 
5 2 10 
N B 10 N/2 « 5 
Mi « 1 • ( N / 2 - P ) i 
J 
« 2,5 • <5 .. 1) 1 
4 
B 3,5 
1 » 2.5 
APPBNBIX - aOCIII 
Application of Median Test on Disc ip l ined 
and Indi s t ip l ined Croups of 1962. 
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MEDIAN TES' 
Class 
in terva l s 
2 - 3 
4 - 5 
6 - 7 
8 - 9 
10 - 11 
r: 
f 
4 
6 
3 
3 
4 
P 
4 
10 
13 
16 
20 
N e 20 N/2 n 10 1 » 3.5 
Ml » 1 • (H/2 - P) 1 
" ^ 
« 3.5 • (10 - 4) 2 
6 
= 5 .5 
Groups 
Disc ipl ined 
mdisc lDl ined 
Below 
Median 
0 (a) 
10 ( c ) 
Above 
Median 
10 
0 
(t>) 
(d) 
Xl «» N r(ad - be) - N/23 -
(a-»b) (a*c) (b-Kl) (C-KI) 
- ,2 
« 20 Ceo - 100) - 10 J 
10 X 10 X 10 X 10 
s 24,2 
The value of r . «i**» 1 df a* 1% l e v e l of s i gn i f i cance = 6.63 
lUe obtained value of X with 1 df at 1% level of significance « 24.2 
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Application of Fi8her*s Bxact probability 
Sign Test on Disciplined andyindisciplined 
Groups of 1962. 
SIGN TEST; 
Disciplined indisciplined Sign of Difference 
Xl 
6 
9 
10 
7 
11 
10 
8 
7 
10 
9 
h 
3 
4 
3 
S 
4 
2 
4 
3 
3 
4 
V ^2 
m " (n)(p) « (10) ( .5) a 5 
SD y n p q " / 10 x .5 x .5 » 1«58 
Z • X - a • 10 -5 a 3,1 
SD 1,58 
Application of Median Test on Disciplined 
and indisciplined Groups of 1974. 
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MEDIAN TEST: 
Class 
Intervals 
2 • 3 
4 . 5 
6 - 7 
8 - 9 
10 - 11 
f 
5 
5 
3 
4 
3 
F 
5 
10 
13 
17 
20 
N » 20 M/2 « 10 1 = 5,5 
Mi = 1 • (N/2 - P) i 
~ p - ^ 
B 5.5 • (10 - 10) 2 
3 
» 5,5 
Groups 
Disciplined 
indisciplined 
Below 
Median 
0 (a) 
10 <c) 
Above 
Median 
10 (b) 
0 (d) 
2 
X- = N C(ad - be) • N/2 ] 
(a-*) (a+c) (b-Kl) (c-Kl) 
a 20 C(0 - 100) - 10 ] 
10 X 10 X 10 X 10 
= 24,2 
"Hie value of X . wi**" 1 df at 1% level of significance = 6 . 6 3 
Itje obtained vftlue of ^ wdth 1 df at 1% level of significance = 24.2 
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Application of Fisher's Exact Probability Sign Test 
on Disciplined and indisciplined Groups of 1974, 
Slot TBST: 
Disciplined 
1^ 
7 
11 
8 
7 
6 
9 
10 
9 
10 
8 
indisciplined 
'^ 
2 
4 
3 
3 
3 
3 
4 
5 
5 
4 
Sign of Difference 
h ' \ 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
9 
• 
4 
m » (n) (p) = (10) ( ,5) = 5 
SD " J n p q B / 10 X ,5 at.5 « 1,58 
2 " X - m * 10 » 3 = 3,1 
SD 1.58 
APPENDIX " XXtT 
Application of Median Test on iHsciplined 
Gtoups of 1962 and 1974. 
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MEDIAN TEST: 
Class 
in tecva l s 
2 •» 3 
4 - 5 
6 - 7 
8 - 9 
10 - 11 
f 
<•> 
-
6 
7 
7 
P 
-
« k 
6 
13 
20 
N » 20 N/2 « 10 1 «= 7.5 
Ml = I • (N/2 - P) 1 
f 
7 
e 8.64 
Year 
1962 
1974 
Below 
Median 
4 (a) 
5 (c ) 
Above 
Median 
6 (b) 
5 (d) 
jr » N f (ad -be) - N/2 J ^ 
(a-»b> (a*c) (b-Kl) ( c i d ) 
= 20 C (9 - 11) - 10 J ^ 
lO X 9 X 11 X 10 
0.29 
lUe value of JC with 1 df at 1% level of significance » 6,63 
The obtained value of JT with 1 df at 1% level of significance = 0,29 
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SICN TEST: 
Application of Fisher's Bxact Probability 
Sign Test on Disciplined Groups of 1962 
Mid 1974. 
1962 1974 Sign of Difference 
1 2 1 2 
6 
9 
10 
7 
11 
10 
8 
7 
10 
9 
7 
11 
8 
7 
6 
9 
10 
9 
10 
8 
0 
m - (n) (p) " (10) (.S) • 5 
SO » / n p q " y (10) ( .5) ( .5) » 1.58 
2 "' X - in - 0 «. 5 » 0 
SD 1.58 
APPENDIX - XXy 
Application of Median Test on Indiseiplined 
Groups of 1962 and 1974. 
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MEDIAN 
Class 
TBSTi 
Intervals 
1 - 2 
3 - 4 
5 - 6 
7 - 8 
9 -10 
1 
1
f 
2 
14 
4 
-
-
P 
2 
16 
20 
-
-
N » 20 N/2 » 10 1 •» 2.5 
Ml » 1 • (N/2 - P) i 
f 
° 2.5 • (10 - 2) 2 
14 
= 0.29 
year 
1962 
1974 
Below 
Median 
4 (a) 
5 (c) 
Above 
Median 
6 (b) 
S (d) 
X " N f (ad - be) - N/2 J ^  
*^  (a4b) (a+c) (b4d) (C4d) 
8 20 C (9 - 11) - 10 J ^  
10 X 9 X 11 X 10 
t» 0.29 
•Hie value of J^ with 1 df at l%level of significance = 6,63 
The obtained value of JC^ with 1 df at 1% level of s ignificance- 0.29 
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Application of Fisher*s BxaCt Probability Sign test 
on Indisclplined Groups of 1962 and 1974. 
SICW TEST: 
1962 
^l 
3 
4 
5 
5 
4 
2 
4 
3 
4 
3 
m e (n) (p) 
SD •»/ n P q 
2 « X - m 
1974 
h 
2 
4 
3 
3 
3 
3 
4 
5 
4 
5 
Sign of Difference 
Xj - Xg 
• 
0 
• 
* 
• 
-
0 
«• 
0 
-
o (10) (.5) o 5 
= / (10) 
a 4 - 5 
(.5) (,5) = 1.58 
o -,63 or 0 
SD 1.58 
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APPENDIX - XXVI 
DISCIPLINED (1962)1 
Mean, Median, Standard Deviation, and Coeff ic ient of 
Variance of n-Aggression of the Disc ipl ined Students* 
Subject 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
N^IO 
f 
9 
7 
9 
6 
4 
8 
7 
5 
4 
S 
2:x*64 
X 
2«6 
.6 
2 .6 
.4 
2.4 
1*6 
.6 
1,4 
2.4 
1.4 
^ 2 
2_X « 
2 
X 
6.76 
.36 
6.76 
.16 
5.76 
2,56 
.36 
1.96 
5.76 
1.96 
*32.40 
X = (X - X) 
X « 2IX « 64 
N 10 
CV » SD X 100 = 1.8 « 100 
X 6,4 
a 6.4 
» 1,8 
n 28«( 
class 
Tnt f» fv - i1 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
f 
2 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
P 
2 
4 
5 
7 
8 
10 
N » 10 N/2 » 5 
Mi = 1 • (N/2 - P) 1 
? 
= 5.5 • (5 - 4) 1 
1 
• 6.5 
I » 5 ,5 
INDISCIPLINBP (1962); 
Mean, Median, Standard Deviation, and ODefficient of 
Variance of n-Aggression of the Indisciplined Students* 
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Subjects f 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
N»10 
12 
10 
11 
13 
14 
9 
11 
13 
10 
14 
HXel l? 
X 
. 3 
1.7 
.7 
1.3 
2 .3 
2 .7 
. 7 
1.3 
1.7 
2 .3 
2 
X 
.90 
1.89 
.49 
1.69 
5,29 
7,29 
.49 
1.69 
1.89 
5.29 
Xjc^=26.91 
X » 
N 
^ N 
CV = SD X 100 
(X - X) 
« 117 
10 
a / 26.91 
y 10 
B 1.64 X 1( 
11.7 
« 11.7 
» 1.64 
Class 
Interval 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
f 
1 
2 
2 
1 
2 
2 
F 
1 
3 
5 
6 
8 
10 
N *» 10 N/2 = 5 
Mi » 1 • (N/2 . P) i 
" ^^'^ * (5 - 3) 1 
2 
= 11.3 
1 = 10.5 
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APPENDIX - XXVII 
DISCIPLINED (1974){ 
Mean, Median, Standard Deviation, and Ooefficient of 
Vaeianee of n*»Aggres8ion of the Disciplined Students* 
Subject 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
N«1D 
f 
6 • 
7 
6 
3 
5 
9 
5 
3 
8 
7 
r X«f59 
X 
. 1 
1.1 
.1 
2.9 
.9 
3 ,1 
. 9 
2.9 
2 .1 
1,1 
x2 
, 01 
1.21 
.01 
8.41 
.81 
9.61 
. 81 
8.41 
4.41 
1,21 
Xx^o34,90 
X = (X - X) 
X » 2= X = 5 9 
N 10 
Sn ° / 2Zt^ a / 34.90 
N "^ 
CV « SD X 100 « l , .t83 X 1( 
X 5 ,9 
» S.9 
« 1.813 
Class 
Interval 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
f 
2 
0 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
P 
2 
2 
4 
6 
8 
9 
10 
N • 10 N/2 " 5 1 » 5.5 
Mi » 1 • (N/2 » P) i 
" 5*5 * (5 - 4) 1 
2 
= 6.0 
IWDISCIPLINBD (1974); 
Mean» Median, Standard Deviation, and Coefficient of 
Variance of n>Ageression of mdisciplined Students, 
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Subject 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 . 
10 
f 
13 
11 
14 
9 
14 
10 
12 
10 
11 
13 
N»io rx«»ii7 
Class 
interval 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
f 
1 
2 
2 
1 
2 
2 
X 
1.3 
.7 
a,3 
2 .7 
2 ,3 
1.7 
. 3 
1.7 
. 7 
1.3 
_ 2 
p 
1 
3 
5 
6 
8 
10 
2 
X 
1.69 
•49 
5.29 
7,29 
5.29 
2,89 
•09 
2.89 
.49 
1.69 
•28.10 
X ^ (X - X> 
X " "Six « 117 « 11 .7 
" " N " 10 
SD « y ^ 2 « / ^ , 1 o 1,676 
y —2— / 10 
N 
CV «= SD X 100 = 1.676 x 100 - 14.32 
N = 1 0 N / 2 « 5 1 « 10.5 
Mi •» 1 • <N/2 - P) 1 
« 10,5 • (5 - 3) 1 
2 
• 11,5 
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APPENDIX - XXVIII 
nffjplication of Median Test on Disciplined 
and mdisciplined Groups of 1062. 
MEDIAN TEST: 
Class 
Intervatft 
4 - 5 
6 - 7 
8 - 9 
1 0 - 1 1 
12 - 13 
14 . 15 
4 
3 
4 
4 
3 
2 
4 
7 
11 
15 
IS 
20 
N « ») N/2 » 10 1 » 7.5 
Mi « 1 • (N/2 -. P) i 
f 
° 7<5 • (10 - 7) 2 
4 
«s 9 ,0 
Groups 
Disc ipl ined 
mdi sc ip l ined 
Below 
Median 
8 (a) 
0 ( c ) 
Above 
Median 
2 (b) 
10 (d) 
Xc ° W Z(sa ' be) - N/2] 
( a ^ ) (a+c) (b4d) (C"»d) 
» 20 r (80 - 0) - 10 3 
8 X 10 X 10 X 12 
10.20 
The value of r with 1 df at 1% level of significance = 6.63 
We obtained value of r with Idf at 1% level of significance " 10,20 
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/^plication of rishet*s Exact probability 
Sign Te&t on Disciplined and indisciplined 
Groups of 1962. 
SIGN TBSTt 
Disc ip l ined 
h 
9 
7 
9 
6 
4 
8 
7 
5 
4 
5 
indisciplined 
m 
SD 
Z 
^2 
12 
10 
11 
13 
14 
9 
11 
13 
10 
14 
« (n) 
" y n 
• X -
SD 
(P) 
P <J 
n 
Sign of Difference 
^ 1 - ^2 
<•» 
«» 
-
-
-
im 
-
«» 
-
-
- (10) ( . 5 ) 
" y 10 X .5 Jt .5 
• 10 - 5 
1.58 
m 5 
• 1.58 
• 3 ,1 
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Application of Median Test on Distlolined 
and Indisclplined Groups of 1974, 
MEDIAN TEST: 
Class 
m t e r v a l s 
3 - 4 
5 - 6 
7 . 8 
9 . 10 
11 - 12 
13 - 14 
f 
2 
4 
3 
4 
3 
4 
P 
2 
6 
9 
13 
16 
20 
N « 20 N/2 a 10 
Mi « 1 • CN/2 - P) i 
# ' " • 
« 6.5 4 (10 - 6 ) 2 
3 
= 9.16 
1 » 6,5 
Groups 
Disc ip l ined 
indisc ip l ined 
Below 
Median 
10 (a) 
1 ( c ) 
Above 
Median 
0 (b) 
9 (d) 
X « N C(ad - be) - N/2 ] 
(a*te) (a+C) (b-Kl) fc-Kl) 
2 
a 20 r <90 - 0 ) - 10 ] 
10 X i 1 X 9 3t 10 
« 12,92 
Ttie value of X . with 1 df at 1% level of significance n 6,63 
The obtained value of X "i**^ ^^ »* 1% level of significance « 12,92 
c 
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Application of Fisher's Exact Probability Sign Test 
on Disciplined and Indisciplined Groups of 1974, 
SIGN TEST: 
Disciplined indisciplined Sign of Difference 
1 2 ^1 
6 
7 
6 
3 
5 
9 
5 
3 
8 
7 
"2 
5.3 
11 
14 
9 
14 
10 
12 
10 
11 
13 
m - (n) (p) « (10) ( .5) « 5 
SD • / « P <1 • y 10 X .5 X .5 a 1,58 
Z • X - n » 10 - 5 » 3,1 
SD 1.58 
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APpli<^ation of Medi|ii Test on Disciplined 
Groups of 1962 and 1974, 
MEDIA?! TEST: 
Class 
in t erva l s 
2 - 3 
4 - 5 
6 - 7 
8 - 9 
10 - 11 
f 
2 
6 
7 
5 
-
P 
2 
8 
15 
<J^ 
-
N « 20 N/2 « 10 1 « 3.5 
Mi = 1 • (N/2 m P) i 
f 
« 3,3 • (10 - 2) 2 
6 
8 5,32 
Year 
1962 
1974 
Below 
Median 
4 (a) 
4 (c ) 
Above 
Median 
6 (b) 
6 (d) 
X « N C(ad - be) - N/2 ] 
* (a-*) (a-KJ) (b*c) (c-Kl) 
" 20 [(10 - 10) •» 10 3 
10 X 8 X 10 X 12 
a 0.204 
I!ie value of X- with 1 df at 1% level of significance = 6.63 
The obtained value of x^ with 1 df at 1% level of significance » 0,204 
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Application of Fisher's Bxact Probability Sign Test 
on Disciplined Groups of 196S and 1974, 
SIGN TEST: 
1962 
9 
7 
9 
6 
4 
8 
7 
5 
4 
5 
« " (n) (p) 
SD » / n p q 
Z «= X - a 
1974 
6 
7 
6 
3 
3 
9 
5 
3 
8 
7 
- (10) 
« y 10 
(-
X 
Sign of Difference 
• 
0 
+ 
• 
•» 
-
• 
4 
-
•* 
, 5 ) - 5 
•5 X .5 » 1«58 
SD = 5 m 5 •» 0 
1.58 
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APPENDIX » XXX 
Application of Median Test on ladiseipllned 
Groups of 1962 and 1974, 
MEDIAN TBS' 
Class 
Intervals 
7 - 8 
9-10 
11 - 12 
13 - 14 
r: 
f 
-
6 
6 
8 
* 
F 
-
6 
12 
2C 
N » 20 N/2 » 10 
Mi «• 1 • (N/2 - P) i 
f 
" 10.5 • (10 - 6) 2 
6 
1 > 
» 11,83 
Year 
1962 
1974 
Below 
Median 
5 
5 
(a) 
Cc> 
Above 
Median 
5 (b) 
5 (d) 
X « N [ (ad « be) - N/2 3 
(a-»b) (a*c) (b*c) (c*d) 
• 20 1(10 - 10) - 10 3 
10 X 10 X 10 X 10 
0,20 
Itie value of JJT with 1 df at 1% level of significance » 6,63 
c 
•nie obtaindd value of JT with i df at 1% level of significance » 0,20 
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>)pplication of Fisher*s Exact probability Sign Test 
on Indisciplined Groups of 1962 and 1974. 
SIGH TEST: 
1962 
''l 
12 
10 
11 
13 
14 
9 
11 
13 
10 
14 
n " <n) (p) 
SD • y n p q 
Z « X - B 
SD 
1974 
^2 
13 
11 
14 
9 
14 
10 
12 
10 
11 
13 
e 
e 
(10 
6 
1 
Sign of Difference 
) ( . 5 ) 
10 X .5 
. 5 
•^8 
-
-
-
• 
0 
tm 
-
* 
-
• 
- 5 
X ,5 " 1,58 
0.632 
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2 
Application oi jT on the data of Blucational Attainment 
of tlie Disciplined and mdisciplined Grotios of 1962 and 
1974. 
1962 GROUP: 
214 
Groups iow -xttainiaent Average High Total 
or interrupted attainment attainment 
studies 
Disciplined 
mdisciplined 
Total 
8 
(22»5) 
37 
(22,5) 
45 
28 
(19) 
10 
(19) 
38 
14 
(8.5) 
3 
(8.5) 
17 
SO 
50 
100 
2 
m 
1974 
X.(0 - B)^ 
B 
2 
(8 - 22.5) 
22.5 
(3 - 8.5)^ 
8.5 
GROUP: 
• (28 -
19 
2 
19) 
B 
(14 -
8, 
34.31 
- 2 8.5) 2 2 
- 22.5) • (10 » 19) 
"223 l9 
Groups LOW attainment Average High Total 
or interrupted attainment attainment 
studies 
Disciplined 
mdisciplined 
Total 
4 
(10) 
16 
(10) 
20 
29 
(31.5) 
34 
(31.5) 
63 
17 
(8.5) 
0 
(8.5) 
17 
50 
—.. 
50 
100 
215 
B 
- (4 ^ 10)^ f (29 . 3 I .S )^ + q ? , 8 . 5 K • (16 - 10)^ • (34 . 31 .5) 
10 31,5 8 .5 10 31.5 
(0 « 8»5) 
8,5 
2 o 24.63 
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2 , _ 
jlpplication of JT on the data of SocioecOnoaic Status of the 
Disc ip l ined and Indisc ipl ined Groups of 1962 and 1974. 
1962 GRCWP: 
Groups Lower Middle Upper 
(Below Rs 200A) (RS 2 0 1 / - to (Rs 5 0 l A and Total 
Rs 5 0 0 / - ) above) 
Disciplined 
indisciplined 
Total 
32 
(21.5) 
11 
(21.5) 
43 
13 
(20) 
27 
(20) 
40 
5 
(8.5) 
12 
(8.5y 
17 
50 
50 
100 
-^^ " ^ (0 - B)^ 
B 
9 o o 5 2 
" (32 - 21 .5) • (13 -20) • (5 ^ 8 . 5 ) • (11 - 21 .5 ) • (12 - 8 . 5 ) 
21.5 20 8.5 21,5 8 ,5 
» 18.02 
216 
1974 maoPt 
Groups Lower Middle Upper 
(Below R8 200A) (Rs 201/> to (RS 501/- and Itotal 
Rs 500/») above^ 
Disciplined 
Indisciplined 
Total 
11 
(7) 
3 
(7) 
14 
28 
(24) 
20 
(24) 
48 
n 
(19) 
27 
(19) 
38 
50 
50 
100 
2 2 
X • 21(0 - E) 
B 
* (11 -7) • (28 - 24)^ • (3 •. 7)^ • (27 . 19)^* (11 » 19)^ • (20 - 24 )^ 
7 24 f^ """ 19 19 24 
« 12,64 
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2 
Application of JT on the data of Rural and Urban mhabitance of 
the Disciplined and indisciplined aroups of 1962 and 1974. 
1962 GROUP: 
Groups 
Disciplined 
Rural 
32 
(22) 
Urban 
18 
(28) 
Total 
50 
(contd.) 
217 
a M a 
I n d i s d p l i n e d 12 38 50 
(22) (28) 
Total 44 56 100 
2 , .2 
j r • X (o «* B) 
E 
(32 - 22) • (18 « 28) • (12 » 22)^ • (38 - 28)^ 
22 28 22 28 
« 16*23 
1974 GROUP; 
Groups 
Disciplined 
Sidisciplined 
Total 
Rural 
34 
(25*5) 
17 
(25,5) 
51 
urban 
16 
(24.5) 
33 
(24.5) 
49 
Total 
50 
50 
100 
y » X ( O , B)^ 
B 
• (34 « 25 .5 ) • (16 » 24 .5)^ • (17 * 25 .5 )^ • (33 » 24 .5 )^ 
25.5 2 4 3 25,5 24«5 
• 9.96 
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APPENDIX - XXXIV 
We want to study the Student Behaviour systematically and 
scientifically. We a^ e proud to mention that we had received full cooperat-
ion from the proctor, his office, and your Provost, NOW, we need your coop-
eration. Please list the names of those students in the following two 
columns Whom you consider either to be DISCIPLZNBD or B4DISCIPLINBD* 
Itiis list is needed purely for academic purposes and will be kept 
strictly confidential. Also, it will not involve you in any wanner. 
DISCIPLINBD STUDENTS INDISCIPLINBD STUDENTS 
1 . 1« 
2. 2. 
3. 3. 
4. 4, 
5. 5. 
6. 6, 
7. 7. 
8. 8. 
9. 9. 
10. 10. 
11. 11. 
12. 12. 
13. 13. 
14. 14. 
15. 15. 
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JSF E.M SCALE 
A. Jamil Qadri 
S. Saltan Akhtmr 
Feroze Jaf ri 
Department of Philosophy and Psychology 
Aligarh Muslim University Aligarh. 
^ 
fJLEASE GIVE THE FOLLOWING INFORMATIOiN 
Narae 
Age Sex Order of birth 
ClasB Hostel Hall 
Father's Profession 
Monthly Intonie , 
Rnral or W'feaii „ 
Religion Caste Now Heligjous? 
Sympathieg with any Political Party? 
( ^"iinie it ) 
2 2 0 
j;i 
•JJ! 
/L^£aJ'Jjk/C^jy^(Si\ 
:<->) 
-CJ^Jc^^S'Ji 
;?2| 
* u * 
J- * y 
/ -J. -n 
[J 
[J 
• • • • •• V 
[ ] Lu^^M 
*- m- 7 i # 
222 
J 
3 
] 
it 
J • • t • 
223 
J . S . P . *B. M,* SCAJLS 
A. jmit QADRI 
S . SULTAN AICHTAR 
PBROZ JAPRI 
DBI^ ARIMBNT OP PHILOSOPIIY AND PSYCKOLOGy 
ALIGARH MUSLIM UNIVERSITY, ALIGARH. 
»^ tirtrw>f^t* % 3^TT 5 f ^ "8^^ "T^ tnr wn ^ w f ^m- i^ 
t 
ptBASB Givfl ran FOLLOWING INFORMATIONS! 
Age Sex order of Bltth 
Cla«s Hostel iialX 
Pather's ?rofe98ioa 
Monthly ina»ae 
RURAL or urban 
Religion Caste 
Syvpathiea with any Political Party? (Nawe i t ) 
224 
I SI m^ # UTT^ fTT ^ I 
^- ^ -sTfV mr^ Tr«? ^  ^ P^RTT ^ f^ra^ ann^ ^=rrii ^% 
111 ^ W fT^ W '^Rfr c^ TT^  ^ 5Fl?^ ^^1 
I - arrwr ^^^ 9F|I ^(T^i^p^^fJT ^^ ^ arr? ^ ? IWWT # PT f^w 
i?ii anwT ^ crr^g^T^ ^^  Frf=i ^ T ^ I 
111 5R - ^ntr ^^wT^m ^ i 
t ^ mr ^ arR ^^ rr ^ afC? > 
1^ 1 3"^  gfrrr ^ ff^e fl ^ ^ i 
l«l ar^ Jp^ % ^ T ^ t^ T^ PfcS 5T^I 
I f ! %^ J51c5?Tr # ^ 1 
225 
?-
tTt'f 3m arrr 3n^ % ftj^t ^mx i5t?f f ?it «fT w # ^ «rr 
1^ 1 t|^ T4»T # « ^ mX"^ ^ ^ 1 
o- arr=f 1Wr r^si % 'irr* ^ 5rr?f ^ 1% %1 ^ U^R ^ ^ ^mr 
1 ^ 711 T»rtV ^ ajtwrft^ i^mrntm a^^rr ^?rfNt?! ipr^i 
im ^ arrm- %H^ j t ^ l 
c - 3rn? wm ^ % 1%^ ^ w *pr 5T*TR ^ T% iS aiifRjp 
I m iT^rr ?pr stjUH ^«Tf^ ^ ^ i 
111 ilTi? ^ tr^ "^ t^ PT t^ ji^ % w w^ ^ i 
226 
I-
to- arnw ^ an«rT^f^^rr T^ ssrr n^nctrr afR# i r l ^ S > 
I ^ 1 |iT>i arn amir ^wrf ^ ^ ^ i 
1^ 1 ^ ii 'f i ^ ^ annf ^fnr^f¥ arr^ ^ jffe ^ * ^ ^ i 
I l l arrft ??TT % -hwrfW li aj^ arrt?^  ^  f^ ^=Tr ^ i 
??- arr?^ f w r ^ g.t |«m% I f ^ # # ^ ai^r 7^m^ im 
^^ w^ ww^ 1^ 
i?!i g-^fr anrtN-fT H sPtf^ ?i ^ ? ^ aR r^ sTFm^ wm Wii 
111 airot^^aiT ^ ^ ^ ^1 
<?- arnr^  f ^ mtr 2f j^ m 11?^ %i ^ f^' ^^R^^ arrT# 
w^ f9rn tm^ ^ f? arrwf wm ^^m ttm t i 
1^ 1 5 ^ am f ^ I nrr %'?!t g-^  srr^ w^ f^ 
^5r ^ 7^ g-iJW ^ n ^ ^ 1 
l«l JTT^ JfT ^ ^ 5HI'=!c!T fit ^ ^ ^TPf g-«^ " ^ i ^ 
1^ 1 arrriR arrnpt Ts??r? ^ t ^ f^ ^ Hr»pi qs^ f f¥ ^ ^ T T 
237 
228 
r^:t •—— 
afrtT# aitnr ^ r ^ ^ ^ ^ W^ ^ %Tr ^ f^'fpr ^ ^ ^ ^ f^prr 
T*^^ STB %' I 
"*' ^ *•" ^T«?l STB *^l 
I I I ^if^ arr=r f^^ ^ ^ - n ^ ' t s t ^ i it*cit « T I ^ % ft^ 2f / / i " 
?- sitt ^ trir amfr i?t artx ^ g - ^ T ^ ^*"»mT |r?r ^%i 
V- KKtlVi % fc52f sfT^  tir^ ^ arfr 35 f«f?^ ^ aiTtf% w T 
u« f^ faJr ^ ft?55% arr^'ar?! ^ ^ ^ ^ t-^i 
4- f i f i^ ap f^r tr;Rw ^ arf^ =cm T ^ tr?i i ^ ft^* i 
229 
i-
t? - M^ %^ ^ ^ ^ i 
11- ftsT ^ m ^ftt ^^(f^ anF?# ^?i ^ «ir% I 
f v J^NT ^ Tsstfw TwfT wv^ ajjr'B*^  i t wr^  i 
t u - ^ ^ 5^2ifgr 3fr# ??T«# arr# f«m ^ f^w^ ^ i 
^ - # # -sJTf^  3rnl «ir^' ^ T^«?T ^ ^ i 
?o- m^ tm ann7# f t s r ?i«p# i 
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. ^ 
it^Mih^fis 
'^'Z % V 
^tiiy^ 
v>^ 
y/ 231 
" " " / / ' 
232 
'^^/'-rr 
** J * * • 
233 
. ^ ^ ^ 
_ _ : I jy^  S^ j:^  C^d ^  J^-^*^ ^ J jOf 
—:-rr 
234 
p^t-xT —'-————-— t^ R^T w "s^ ?^rn? ~ — — ~ 
am % "fERTT ^ 'RTf'sr w 's?!' f f f tw ^#iR j i ^ r 3^% eprrx 
laitrm ' a i ' , " r^ "^  aw«T ' « ' i ^ ?lt ^ ^ ' f r f ^ i 
a? c5M*% I ^ jwfvpnr ^ f ¥ tiN^T % f ^ ^ sfri?T ^rr i^ 
235 
triFT etri #^1?=? 4r ^ * ^^ ^ t m arft % r f^ ^ ?5^w t i ' irn? *^ 
I ait ^twj 3U% ii?fr% *^ ^  «ini ^f^ ^TT arfr '^ ^ 
3nr%ri 
I ^ qhB 5pr?^  ^TT t ^ ^ ^ t i 3^ ^ 5a5ir$* 1 
lait %q3 ^ fr i?5^  M*^* '=n ^ f*?^' ^ ^ ai^T #| 
afnTnrgru4r ii?5f ?? ^ni ^ i 
tail «^ F^T ai%r t t ^ w ^ ^ ?Fr^ n^r%»iTi 
236 
I -
4- trfrrrr ^r^ V » # ^ ar^ f«Pi % q ! ? r * ^ % fcw ^prr f^rsi ^ 
tail SPN a<T^^ aifr ;rfi%"MT ^^ m « r n ^ ' ^ n r 1 
I «i fpN It?*"* atnrTT arh 'W g^ 'if jif^'it* ^ Tarr^  l> 
237 
V-
i?ii iwrt ^ ^fr yf^ BT«T I 
s.- «^ hf^  w F^ 'BTtIt aFPft 'iT^ ^ wrfr ]prr% B*IT f ^ V ' ^ ^ 
1^ 1 ^fiw^ v(^ ^TT ?i«iT ^'fr aitt 'srr ^S^i 
I ail ^Z % tl5^ ^ ^ ^^' ^^ ^TT I 
I «ii ^ iirt ^ ^ ^ T ^ ^TT arfr %r ^ i ^ ^ 1 ^ f^ i^ 
ifji f^ Tm" ^  fWr i | TsrtV H ^ anrr ?=ifr ?n^ % 
f ^ W^ PTT I 
laii ^iT t r ^f^e ttmr if Q I T ^ I 
I ^ ^ ?3«F? «rr^  «Tf^ E fti5icrr ^^tri 
151 qt? ^ t^pi urn «rf^e Tt?^ ?rr ijt arr^i 
238 
U -
?i5i c5t^  Tfc5 arTt*Tfc5 *f 'TTT t m n r r r ^rr^r s&x %i«frT2T 
mwr «ir ?rt ^^m v^ tm ^pn arti ^^^ wasr f ¥ «w 3"«% «T«I 
I aii * # ^ "?^* Tf55 ^2 *^rT arfr aR% Tm ^ ^ ^ 5?rr% % 
sttx aR% Ttj3i # ^ T ^r% %Tr I 
I io t#FT 7«* r ^ir?r m «t T^ ^mfr f ^ ^ ^i^ff^ g-?i^  
u i 3rT% «iT ^ifnEc ^ ^ arfr ^ ^ H^T ^ ' JJ^TT I 
239 
^ -
Hi «#^ ^ *3qrf^  # t|?fr c^rr t ^ arfr t ^ ^ ^m m^i 
1^ 1 »ihii 3^1 Fm s^rm ^  «??5R ?f^  ^ ^ an^ri 
laii «w »#iFf # ^ ^w ^^^^'TT'^'^tl^ 5?^  ?rr^ ^ ^ ^ ^ e ^ 
tc- tihe ^ % f ^ ^ isfr^  ^^tm m \ g-^ ««R ^^ nst ^ # ^ arfWi 
240 
Q. 
I m g(W^ % 315?% w pr^ "fm' ^ ^ aifi l?5% W * 
I «ij «lt ^ afflff^ % 3fr% ^ l^fT %^ atfx TF|^  te% 
1^ 1 ^^Wi # apHT «?t ^ ^ ^^^ 8fr%r i 
I air 5^rf% f ^ ^«im'u ^ ^TJEW Tsfw » 
I ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ? ^ '^f^ ^f»rr I 
fell «jhR %!^  5 ^ * f r ajq% m^ i t w artx 'ati^ f^ e? # 
241 
C«* 
•fif'iuff^ t^ fi sfTfff ^*l qjN sfr^  ^ ' t t :-
tail ' ^ t#iRg^fi ftim wt | i T^'#»rr p^?tt^  ^ 
242 
1 -
tori «#tR ar7% f ^ % ^5i w ^ ^% ^ "^^ t r 
fs;mm it^ arh ^% ^rr^ J^SRH- ^ t ^ - i 
^ - ^ n r ^' «ih8R w ^5pr«i3i;r^% tn^ ^ %r «(r i ^INFT ^ ; J ^ Ti:rg[ 
#^15=7 % t ^ r n ^ %i «fN^ ^ ^c i K T O^TT 3rtt ^^^ f^ff^f? ^ 
I n p ^^ % ^TT « t ^ gig wif ^ ^ 3nr5inT aitr 
^ ^ fm% mvn ^tm *ir "^ ^ mm ^ > 
243 
mn Vr^ f^m tm^ wvn m^mr > 
138 s ^ ypm ^m f^ g^# ^sf w 5?^  f^m- m^t 
50 - f ^ i5t% ^ ^ f r i # ^ ^ f« % wrst '^mr g-«% ^ T f ^ ir^i ^w 
' f ^ ^ ^ f^ IT ^ > ^ ^ ^ t * *f ^ ^fz arrf T^% WCOT ^ ^ T 
i^ tTTst ?i?m- «Tri JH? ««i^ ^ spr w ^f&m^ ^ t#f«r 'nfr' «iri 
i?ii 5^ ?t!5^  # € i ^ ^ a r r ^ OT% «mi ^ | T t^m* \ 
^ ?i«|!i 2f ?5t£ iR t r ^ * ^srr i m: « # I B O T ^ TTTT iRsn* T%I 
191 iihR ^ « r 5??^ ^?«rT«^ '^yr s r r ^ Wf^ m ^m 
^ iunp^ f^ ???Tr 'T'p^ ?5T^  3ih ; j ^ ^ ^ iri%?% ^ i girr ^m «ihR 
244 
1311 qb5=?f^^4^»:|R'Tt?r^a(fTarfR% wr i^^ j 
1^ 1 qf^ 3"# ?rr«r E^R5T w ^ r arfr f^ si % mr*^ ^jtt 
wm^ 5p^ 1% ^ ixqeRi: q^ j 4r ?ijq If ft© w ^ r 
Mit lH 
IHI I 
Hi 
I 
245 
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- LT^ - fl' 
- 4 ^ ^ 
246 
•if-if' 
.L/fi i / 
( ^ 
— : Hut 
^ 247 
Jif^iJ\}j^\ i^l^:>jj^J^\^urJs'id:>^^ 
• • • • »« 
• •• r y t V r V 
^ 248 
-^: 4-.f./y^^*U 1/4^il}}, d/uZiJt^jLuJ 
^—: ^u^rdSj ^i\H 
4> 249 
st^^j Uj^/'A^LUi^^jj^^uf^/jkjs^ 
;L^\J /L^I :^\^JL ;jfij3\ u^^ ^jjJ^u^(^c^L^1:^l^JLu^^:>^X;>i---\r 
—. uJ^j^is 
_ _ uj'd^l^ 
—— >C''^f^ 
L filler/ 
^ „ ijfj^l 
ij 250 
-^.^ 
V/ 
a * 
•• •• 
/N 251 
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A » S REACWOR STUDT 
Adapted t>7 
MAHMOOD MUSTAFA SIDDIQI, ,l«. A. ( P s y c h o l . ) 
DBPAMMENT OP PIfIlX>SOPIIf AilD PSYCHOLOGT, 
ALIGARH MUSLIM UNIVBRSITY, ALlGARH. 
Nane C l a s s 
Age H o s t e l 
H a l l 
TTftl^eff^ 2f arr^  «^rr ^ ^ f^^ ^Wi^ jr^if % snm srr?! 
aiwf^s^TT "frf^ fjp 9=T i??rTaif ^^'amr^ ^Tf^fHRT z^»T lJ^frl arh 
g-^  ; r^ ^ f^=w c^ nr ^frf^ sit f « srUfflRT # ^we ^?TT ^ ^ 
srtlTfspzrr ^«wr ^ amr fl-oq^ ^  ut fft gr«^ g-^ f ^ f i r r ^ T ' ^ 
f t ? «n'W I 
253 
^>fn^' 
Jfii—WW IWIW i W H 
254 
I -
f^zrr a m ap^ f^ '^sr^ y«rT i^^ 5i» i? t^ ^ M H ^ ¥ i 
/ / ^ H TtT T ^ pfT t arfl ai't Hl-wsjrf arrt***! # f^ '*' R^T 
Twrr 1Wt T^qnf % aitr^  T«Trf ^ ^ T ^ *^ 
aiT^ rti5i #*arR a^ jiqw w{^ ff^ ^^r ^ v\ "^^ ^ jm 1^ 
255 
?o- j s p r m t t ' ^ i t ' ^ ^ r ^ ' ^ 5 t ^ ^?t ^«!^ ^ ^ arrr ^ - cit^ 
jpifr - ^ ~ 
*^arfT ^ ^"^ ^ f ^ ai^i an^ t? tjp^fi ^ ^n^ TBarrrrfr ^ 
r^rs ' ^ C ^ am H wcrr t V ^f^m^^ ^ * ^ ' mim cm 
f ^ ?jtR ^ f?i -cq^-RTR ^ ^ / ^ ^ ^njr*|p^ cjif cRi «trr?5frr 
f f r ' T * ^ gw ?w jm # w«?^ !s^^^ sfr^ 'ffr* ^ 3rr?TT aitr 
256 
2f gfl^ P^H" ^ ^ -
5r!rc^ ^ ? i T I ^ — — — -^^"^ — .——- • 
ajtf^ ^TT«Rt* ^ 1 ^ - ^ f ^ ^ 1^^ a|t?% grt^r 
srarne w 1 ^ a(?«w ^?i f -
?\t- ^ ^ f ^ K^fT *^ ^ =inrfi! aitpfr ^rf m^ Tt«r srcrr^  spr 7^m m. 
257 
pnpi: -.—.-« * ^ 
3(5J?r • * * 
arrRsr f^^^m ^% f ^ i ? ^ f^Rfrcf ^ ctt ^prr ^tfr w r ^ arnr ORTT 
^?TT % ^T^ — - ™ — 
f a i c ^ ^f^' ——' " 
^vs- ^#€ ^T^ii* • "fe^Nff a w ^ fWt »^w?5ft ^ ^^FE 3rn# «s!pf a w ^ 
ip^ ^ iiTfrr t a t t a m r g r t ^ s r r ^ «frT% w a^rr^ ^m ^ 
F^Tf gr^'^ srr?? t ^ ^ ^ ww{ ? T ^ SPRT ^ ^ 3"?^ 5iTfi t?t ^T% 
l» ^Ti^T^ fff^f? g - ^ f 2:?rtT MfT^ i^ 3rrTl» tc5i? ^>f^ ^ ?fr # -
^ } ^ - Bitr 
258 
^P=r ^ aff«?^ — • — — — — — . 
^ ^ ^ fft^ ^ — - ~ ™ — 
w^ ^ •^' 
^W5 ^ w : < ^ — 
C arm f^fr -Nwrq tn; wrnfer^  R^ 1% f aifr g^ % 1Vn f ^ 
I 
til 
I 
